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ABSTRÀCT

The effects of cognítive and exposure components of

cognitive-behavioral treatment were examined in 10 subjects

with Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia. Subjects

were randomly assigned to one of two treatment series--

series one or series two. Treatment components were

introduced seguentially in a single subject staggered

baseline design. Series one treatments were: (1)

cognitive therapy (i.e., education about paníc attacks and

cognitive restructuring) , (2) cognitive therapy with brief

exposure (i.e., a brief period of hyperventilation exposure

to interoceptive cues) followed by cognitive therapy' and

(3) multípIe-session exposure (i. e. , several brief trj-als

of hyperventilation exposure to interoceptive cues) .

Series two treatmenLs were: (1) cognitive therapy, and (2')

multiple-session exposure. Procedural reliability was

high. Dependent variabl-es were collected daily, weekly,

and pre- and post-treatment phases. Dependent variables

included measures of panic attacks, anxiety, avoidance, and

associated psychiatric symptoms.

The resufts indicated that disÈress and avoidance r^¡ere

red.uced in 6 of L0 subjects following cognitive therapy, 5

of 5 subjects aft.er cognitive therapy with brief exposure'

and ? of 10 subjects fol-lowing multiple-session exposure.

The cognitive therapy with brief exposure component was

vl_ l_ 1



modestl-y more effective in series one than the multiple-

session exposure component in series two' Subjects rated

cognitivetherapyaSt'hemostbeneficialcomponent'of
Èreatment. subjects evaluative ratings of sat'isfaction

with treatment, needs met, and syrnptom reduction vJere hiqh'

ImplicatiOns for cognitive-behavíoral treatment approaches

are discussed.

l-x



Cognitive and Exposure Treatments
I

In the most recent edition of The Diaqnostic and

Statistical Manua] of Mental Disorders-Revised (DSM-III-R:

American Psychiatric Association, 198?), Panic Dísorder

with Àgoraphobia is defined as an anxíety disorder that is

characterized by recurrent panic attacks, and/or persistent

fear of having another panic attack, and avoidance

behavior. The first panic attack consists of an episode of

int.ense apprehension, fear and discomfort of sudden onset,

with no immediately determinable cause. Àfter experiencing

one or more panic attacks, individuals often develop

varying degrees of avoidance behavior of situations in

which help nay not be immediately available from a trusted

person, or the occurrence of an attack might result in

public embarrassment (e.g., Thyer & Himle, 1985; Uhde' Roy-

Byrne, Vittone, Boulenger, & Post, 1985).

Hist,orically, the treaLment of Panic Disorder with

Agoraphobia emphasized whichever aspects of the syndrome

clinicians chose to highlight. Guided by the empirical

work of pharmacological and behavioral researchers,

medicalty oriented clinicians assumed that medication vras

the treatment of choice for panic attacks,' whereas,

behavioral clinicians considered in vivo exPosure

strategies appropriate for avoidance behavior.

pharmacological researchers viewed avoidance behavior

as resulting from patients' fears about having
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biologically-based',spontaneous" panic attacks (e.g.,

Kl-ein, 1981) . Their treatment strategies focused on

alfeviating panic symptoms with antidepressants (e.9.,

imiprarnine) and., more recently, with minor tranquilizers

such as alprazolam (e.g., Ballenger et aI. L988; Garakani,

Zitrin, & Klein, L984; Sheehan, Ballenger, & Jacobson,

1980; Zit.rin, Klein, & woerner' 1980; Zitrin, K]ein,

Woerner, & Ross, 1983) . Less emphasis was placed on phobic

avoidance of environmentaf stimuli. The assumption was

that once panic attacks were blocked with medication,

avoidance behavior would decline accordingly. However'

cl-inical- improvement was variable and treatment gains were

often maintained only for the length of time that the drug

remained in the patient's body. Relapses \^lere common

wit.hin three months of discontinuance of antidepressant

medicat.ion (sheehan , 1,982) . Furthermore, dropOut rates

from drug trial-s averaged between 35 and 40% (Mavissakalian

& Barl-ow, 1981) .

In contrast, behavioral researchers (e.9., Emmelkamp,

1982,. Emmelkamp & Kuipers, L979; Marks, L978a; Mathews,

Gelder, & Johnston, L98l-) tended to target phobic avoidance

of environmental stimul-i (e.g., public situations) for

treatment. Behavior therapy st.rategies emphasized in vivo

exposure techniques to decrease avoídance behavior; litt]e

emphasis was placed on treating panic attacks directly

(Barl-ow, 1986a; Barlow & Beck' 1-984) . The assumption was
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that as patients confronted their fears of external eventst

panic attacks would decline. Although behavioral therapies

were proven effective in diminishing agoraphobic avoidance

and panic symptoms, invesLigators found that phobic

avoidance often returned wíth the recurrence of panic

attacks (e.g., Barlow, t988; Chambless & Goldstein, l-981;

Rapee & Barl-ow, in Press) .

More recently, several researchers have developed

psychological Lreatment. packages consisting of cognitive

and exposure techniques (to be decribed fulty later) which

focus directly on eliminating panic attacks (e.9., Barlow &

Cerny, 1988,' BarIow, Craske, Cerny, ç Klosko, 19B9; Craske

& Barlow, 1987; Clark, Salkovskis, & Chalkley, 1-985; Gitl-in

et âf ., 1985; Kl-osko, Barlow, Tassinari, & Cerny' l-987) .

Although the psychological Lherapies for panic attacks are

very ner^r, the results are encouraging- Over 80% of

patients with l-imited phobic avoidance report being panic

free up to 24 months post-treatment.

The presenL study investigated the effects of

cognitive and exposure treaLments for Panic Disorder with

Agoraphobia. The introduction will consider in turn: (a)

Lhe phenomenology of panic and avoidance, (b) t'he

psychological models of panic attacks, (c) the cognitive-

behavioral treatment approaches to panic at.tacks, and (d) a

rational-e for examining cognitive and exposure factors in

the treatment of Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia. Un1ess
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otherwise stated, DSM-fII-R (198?) terminology (i.e., Panic

Disorder with Agoraphobia) will be adapted throughout when

describing studies which used DSM-III (l-980; American

Psychiat.ric Association) terminology (i.e., Panic Disorder

or Agoraphobia wit.h Panic Attacks) .

Tbe Phenomênology of Panic and Avoídance

Panic attacks are characterized by the sudden onset of

intense anxiety. Panic symptoms include both heightened

autonomic nervous syst.em activity, such as heart

palpitat.ions, d.izziness, and trembling,' and such cognj-tive

act.ivity as thoughts of dying, going crazy' or doing

something uncontrol-led (DSM-III-R, 1987) . Vlith the passage

of time, individuals usually develop intense fears of

having another panic attack, and often display avoÍdance

behavior of public situations (either widespread or of

specific situations) such as shopping mal-Is, restauranLs'

and line-ups. However, several investigators have argued

that the phobic avoidance is more consistent with a fear of

the panic sympt.oms and one's own reactions to those intense

internal stimuli in particular situations, rather than with

a fear of environmenLal stímuli per se (e.9., Barlow, l-988"

Barl-ow & Beck, 1-984,' CIark, L986; Craske, Sanderson, &

Barlow, 1-98?,' Goldstein & Chanbless, 1-978) -

Anticipatory anxiety (i.e., fear of having another

att.ack) is a common feature of the syndrome (e.9., Barlow

et âI., 1-985; Craske et. â1., L987; Rapee, 1987; Street,
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craske, & Barlow, 1989), and continues to dominate the

clinícal- pict.ure in 93e" of cases folfowing onset of the

first panic attack (e.g., Brier, Charney, & Heninger,

l-986). Avoidance of specific situations in which the

initial panic attack (s) occurred often lessens the chances

for recurrence of a panic attack (e.g., Barlow & Beck L984;

craske et êI., 1981; Thyer & Him]e, l-985). For example, to

avoid experiencing panic Sympt.oms, panic-prone individuals

often establ-ish famil-iar rouLes to work, Shop in the Same

stores, and participat.e in only those social activitíes in

which they are comfortable. Thus, depending on the extent

of the avoidance behavior, t.he frequency and intensity of

panic attacks may fl-uctuate considerably over the course of

the disorder.

common precipitants of initial- panic attacks are

Stressful l-ife events such as int.erpersonal conflicts,

serious iltness or death of a sÍgnificant other, and drug

reactions (e.9. r Chambless & Goldstein, l-981,' Doctor' 1980,'

Finlay-Jones & Brown, 1981; Kleiner & Marshall, L987,' Last,

Barlow, OrBrien, l-984). Whatever the initial precipítant,

however, anxiety reactions may subsequently be elicited by

factors quite unlike the origínal stimulus conditíons

(e.g., Barlow, 1-988; Foa, Steketee, & Young, 1984; Wolpe &

Rowan, 1988). That is, panic attacks appear to take on a

"Iífe of their ownrr in that they come to be elicited by

other exLernal and ínternal evenLs'
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Al-terations in internal stimuli are frequently the

antecedent conditj-ons which "cue" panic attacks.

Individuals may be either unal¡¡are of the precipitants or

may misinterpret innocuous physical sensations aS signs of

an impending panic attack (e.g., Barlow & Cerny, l-988;

BarIow, 1985; Chambless & Goldstein, 1981,' Clark, 1-986) .

For exampte, anxiet.y-Iike bodily sensations associated with

mild exercise, Sexual activity, fluctuations in temperature

(BarIow, l-985), orr flu symptoms (Chambless L982) have also

been found to cue panic attacks. Other investigat.ors have

noted that a hypersensitivity to pain (Roberts ' L984) ,

intense fears of taking medications (Te1ch, Agras' Taylor,

Roth, & Gallen, 1985), and high anxiety in response to

drugs (Rapee, Ancis, & Barlow, 1988) accompany the

disorder. Latimer (1983) and Marks (1983) commented that

because the effects of some medications (especÍally

tricyclic antidepressants) mimic anxiety symptoms' a large

number of patients with panic attacks have difficuJ-ty

tol-erating the drugs' side effects.

The faiture of patients to recognize internaf stimufi

aS the antecedents of panic attacks and to attribute their

cause to external stimuti bupport Orwint s (L973) early

observations that:

These patients had become aware that speed

Iincreased physical exertj-on] might precipitate

sensations which they had come to regard as
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components of the feared panic responset e-'9't

palpitations. They could not see the

relationship of internal sensations to the state

of physical- activity, but assumed that the

external environmenL, the known and expected

provoker of anxiety, was causa] (p. L?5)'

That. is, these patients became aware that slight. physical

exerLion (e.g., walking quickly while J-eaving a

supermarket) increased heart rate, whích they recognized as

a component of their panic symptomatology. However, they

failed to view increased heart rate caused by physical

exertion aS a normal- bodiJ-y reaction. Rather, they

attributed their racing heart beat to the external

environmental- situation (e.g., the supermarket) since panic

attacks had occurred previously in similar environmental-

contexts.

Furt.her support for orwint s concl-usíons comes from

another earl_y study j-n which stimuli that actually

triggered anxiety reactions in patients were analyzed

(Beck, Laude, & Bohert | 1974) . The published descriptions

suggest t.hat the panic symptoms of many patients vlere

elicited by physical sensat.ions (e.g., physical exertion,

back pain, gast.rointestinal upset) .

The preliminary claims that panic-prone patients

display a heightened awareness of alterations in internal

stimuli has been substantiated by more recent studies' For
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example, King, Margraf, Ehlers, and Maddock (f986)

concluded that, compared to healthy controls, pat'ients with

Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia showed a higher awareness

of cardj-ovascufar and gastrointestinal changes as indexed

by setf-report measures. similarly, patients who were

exposed to false feedback of sudden accelerated heart' rate

had higher anxiety ratings and displayed more physiological

arousaf compared to controls (e.g., Ehlers, Matgraf, Roth,

TayÌor, & Birbaumer, l-988; Margraf, Ehlers, & Rothr 1987) .

Other studies have found that foll-owing a brief period of

vol-untary hyperventilation, patients with panic attacks

raLe their fear of anxiety symptoms higher than those with

other anxiety disorders or controls (Ho11oway & McNally,

198?,'Reiss, Peterson, Gursky, & McNally' l-986; Thyer'

Papsdorf, & wright, 1984) . Thus, ít appears that

individuals who suffer from panic attacks are so

apprehensive about experiencing panic Symptoms that many

differ.ent types of stimuli can produce aversive bodily

sensations and anxiety related cognitive activity.

To account for why al-tered physiological arousal may

cue panic attacks, early theorists speculated that the

effect was established through interoceptive conditioning

(Ackerman & Sachar, L974; Breggin, 1964; Evans I tg72) '

InLeroceptive condit.ioning involves the pairing of

physiological arousal and cognitive activity wíth aversive

evenLs which subsequently resul-ts in excessive apprehension
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of emotional- responses (€.9.r Barlow, 1986a). For example,

Goldstein {l-982) post.ul-ated that:

Panic attacks seem to occur as an unconditional

emotional response to prolonged stress and

conflict. Since they occur unpredictably, the

most consistent, contiguous stimulí are

introceptive Isic] ones, such as onet s heartbeat

and b.l-ood fl-ow. Thus anxiety is conditioned to

these internal cues. In addition, second-order

conditioning foll-ows with the development of

avoidance to ptaces where panics have previously

occurred and then generalizes Lo situations that

have a simil-ar characteristic--.... (p. l-87) .

Gofdstein appears to be proposing a stimulus-stimul-us

conditioning account of Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia

which he hypot.hesizes result from the following set of

circumstances. Long-Lerm stress and conflict are the

unconditioned st.imulus (UCS) conditions which produce t'he

uncondit.ioned response (UCR) in the form of the first panic

attack (i.e., fear or anxiety as indexed by physiological

arousal- such as increased heart rate and changes in blood

pressure) . The first. panic at.t.ack aPpears to have st.imulus

properties that. act as conditioned stimuli (CSs) for

subsequent panic attacks. That is, the feedback to the

central nervous system that indexes changes in

physiological activity in response to sLress become the CSs
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for further panic attacks (CRs).

Goldstein's notion of second-order conditioning being

involved in the development of avoidance behavior seems to

suggest that internal st,imuli (CSs) or the panic symptoms

are coincidentally paired with external- CSs such as public

situations leading to avoidance of such environmental

stimul-i. However, he fails to specify the conditions that

support or reinforce the avoidance behavior whj-ch is often

maintained for proJ-onged periods despite the absence of

stress and conflict. Furthermore, animal- studies of escape

and avoidance learning have found that second-order

conditioning does not involve direct CS-UCS pairings, but

rather the pairing of two or more distinctllz different cs

componenLs, onl-y one of which \^ras previously paired with

the UCS (e . g. , Schwartz, l- 9? I ) . Because Gol-dstein' s

proposed mechanism has all css paired with the ucs, the

mechanism cannot be one of Second-order conditioning.

Thus, Goldstein,s proposal has two major weaknesses: the

mechanism of acquisition of the panic attack symptoms

appears to be inaccurately labelled; and' no mechnism of

reinforcement of the avoidance behavior is included.

Levis (19?9) suggests a more parsimonious account of

the deveJ-opment of panic attacks and avoidance behavior

based on infrahuman research on Symptom maintenance. Levis

(Lg7g) proposed a model based on conditioning principles to

explain why human panic symptoms, especiatly avoidance
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behavior, are So resistant to extinction in the absence of

genuinely dangerous circumst.ances. The model- has important

implications for in vivo exposure treatment strat'egiesr and

may explain why such strategies have met. with considerable

success in the treatment of Panic Disorder with

Agoraphobia.

Levis' Mode] of Avoidance Behavior. Levis (1982)

argues that most individual-s who develop psychopathological

behavior have a history of events that have been associated

with pain and punishment (unspecified UCS5). Emotional

responses are classically conditioned to initially

nonpunishing environmental stímu]i by their pairing with

punishing stimuli. Thereafter, when the organism comes

into contact with these conditioned. environmental stimuli,

aversive emoLj-onaÌ responses arise in the form of fear or

anxiety. Escape or avoidance of the condit.ioned stimuli

resulLs in decrements in fear and instrumental conditioning

of avoidance responses.

The strength of avoidance behavior does not depend on

the intensity of t.he UCS, but rat.her on the complexiLy of

t.he CS pattern (Levis, ]-9'79) . The stimulus pattern is

comprised of a seguence of varied CSs (CS1r CS2t CSS

UCS) such as those found in our everyday environment.

cont.act with these punishing stimuli produces a wide

variety of emotional (physiological arousal and cognitive

activity) and behavioral responses (escape from or
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avoidance of feared situations). In animal escape and

avoidance conditioning, short latency responses to CS

components (especially those ordered early in the chain)

retard ext.i-nction of avoídance behavior because the

remainder of the cs segmenLs closest to the ucs are left

unexposed. The same may be true of humans'

Each human has a unique conditioning history. Thus'

the avoided stimutus patterns may differ for different

individuafs. Differences in avoided stimulus patterns may

explain, in part, vühY in vivo exposure strategies that

focused exclusively on environment.al stimuli were

successful for some patients, but not for others. subjects

who displayed residual sympt.oms following treatment may

have been those whose avoided. conditioned stimulus pattern

were somewhat dissimilar to the subjects who demonstrated

treatment success. Accordingly, superior clinical outcome

shoul-d result after both careful- assessment of the

conditioned fear eliciting stimul-i from internal and

external sources, and adequate exposure to the total CS

complex in the absence of the ucs during treatment.

Exposure to the total CS complex may partially account for

the superiority of the new therapeutic packages for the

treatment. of panic att.acks. subjects are usually exposed

to an integrated treatment package which include a variety

of components that elicit anxiety in many different. ways

(e.g., Barlow eL âf., 1989; Clark et ãl-'' L985; Gitlin et
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âf., 1985). Thus, patients receive a more broad-based

exposure Lreatment. program than was offered with the

conventional- in vivo exPosure to environmental stimul-i

strategy (e.g., Mathews et â1., l-981) -

Barlow ( l- 9B 6a; l- 98 6b) has suggested that fear of

physiological sensations is a critical feature of Panic

Disorder with Agoraphobia. Fol-Iowing this line of

reasoning, the central argument of this thesis is that

Panic Disorder wit.h Agoraphobia represenLs j-ntense fear of

autonomic arousaf or bodily sensations which resemble those

aversive bodily sensations experienced during the first few

panic attacks. Accordingly, phobic avoidance is not.

restricted to external- stimuli (i.e., places and events)'

but rather includes fear and avoidance of any stimuli,

internal- (e.g., accelerated heart rate associated with

physical exercise) or external- (e.g., public situations) I

which night al-ter physiological responding and trigger

internal responses. ConceptualIy, what is being avoided iS

the occurrence of any bodily sensations resembling

previously felt panic symptoms, the associated catastrophic

thoughts (e.g., ',Irm goJ-ng to go crazy or do something

unconLroll-ed"), and perhaps any situations where these

reactions might have been experienced in the past.

However, the predominant. initíaI controll-ing stimuli are

Iike1y interoceptive cues or bodity sensations which may

elicit further condit.ioned anxiety and ultimately'
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additional full--bl-own panic attacks.

The hypothesis suggests that the most effective

treatment strategies for eliminating panic attacks, fear of

panic symptoms, and avoÍdance behavior are tikely those

which expose patients to the anxiety-Iike bodily sensations

and associated cognitive activity. Exposure to feared

Sensations of autonomic arousaf woul-d enable patients to

l-earn that these sensations are unl-ikely to produce a panic

attack and most certainly wílI not resul-t in death, loss of

sanityr or foss of control. To this end, several applíed

studies have recently focused on the outcomes of various

therapeut.ic packages which have included exposure to

physiological sensations (e. g. , Barlow et al-. 1989; Cl-ark

et âf ., 1985; Gitl-in et àL., 1985) . However, the

theoretical mechanisms which might account for successful

treatment effects are not welf understood (Rapee & Barlowt

in press) .

Psychotogicat Models of Panic Attacks

In the past few years, four psychological models of

Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia have evolved from

assessment and treat.ment outcome studies. Although these

models tend to focus more on panic attacks than on

agoraphobic avoidance (Levis, L979; 1982) | they share many

features. For example, there is general consensus that

panic attacks are initiated by stressful life events.

Further, theorist.s agree that the physiological disturbance
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involved in the first few panic attacks is usually followed

by a negative psychological interpretation of t'he attacks -

Moreover, both physiological and cognitive components are

assumed to maintain panic attacks. However, theorj-sts

place different emphasis on which of the two components is

most crucial in maintenance of the panic syndrome. Ley

(l-988) argues that chronic hyperventilation maíntains panic

symptomatology, while Beck (1985) contends that cognitive

SetS which process danger related events are the crítical

factors in the maintenance of panic anxÌeLy. Other

theorists (e.9. , Barlow, 1-988; CJ-ark, 1986) have proposed

more comprehensive model-s in which physiologica] and

cognitive factors are viewed as interacting with

environmental stimuli to produce increased anxiety which,

sometimes, lead to fuII-blown panic attacks. A brief

review of the four model-s and the studíes from which these

models have evol-ved f ollows.

Ley's Hyperventilation ModeI. Ley (l-985a; L987; 1988)

hypothesizes that early symptoms of anxiety are refl-ected

in mil.d chronic hyperventitation initiated by stressful

life events. Hyperventilation results in increased

expiration of carbon dioxide producing mild symptoms (e.9.'

a slight rise in heart rate and Shortness of breath) which

usually go unnoticed and can be tolerated for a relatively

long period of time. Panic attacks (comprised of somatic

and cognitive events) occur when chronic hyperventilation
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rises abruptly beyond onet s tolerance level, perhaps in

response to an addit.ional stressor. The range and

intensity of symptoms can vary considerably across and

within individuals. Nevertheless, following the onset of

the physical symptoms, cognitive fear develops because the

individual views the aversive physical sensations as

signal-ling a catastrophic event such as having a heart

attack or going insane. Thus, for Ley, chronic

hypervent.il-ation ís a crucial element in both the onset and

the maintenance of panic attacks.

Ley's model is supported by both unobtrusive

observaLions of the breat.hing pattern of agoraphobics

during individual interviews, and retrospective reports of

bodily sensations and cognitive fear experienced during

inítial panic attacks (Ley, 1985b). observations of

breathing behavior indicated that each of the subjects

displayed ventilatory responses (ranging from 16 to 22

breaths/min) above the normal resting respiration rate (L2

to 14 breaths/min), suggest.ing mild chronic

hyperventil-ation. From the t.en retrospective reports,

eight subjects stated that hyperventilation symptoms such

as dyspnea and palpitations occurred in advance of the

fuLl--blown panic attack with the assocÍated cognlt.ive fear

component.

Ley's findings were l-ater extended by investigations

that examined t.he order in which patíents experienced
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specific panic symptoms (i.e., physical sensations and

fear-related thoughts) such as heart pal-pitations and

thoughts of losing control-. The retrospective reports

suggested that fear related cognitions usuafly follow,

rather than precede the onset of distressing bodily

sensations during the first panic attack (Wol-pe & Rowan'

l-988) and often durÍng subsequent attacks (e.g-, Craske,

Grenier, Kl-osko, & Barlow, 1986). Other investigators have

concluded that there is a marked similarity between the

bodily sensations produced by voluntary hyperventilation

and the somatic events involved in panic attacks (Clark et

â1., 1985; CompornoIIe, Hoogduin, & Joele, 1979; Garssen'

Van Veenedal, & Bloemink, 1983,' Hibbert, L984; Salkovskis,

Jones, & Clarkr 1986; Salkovskis, Warwick, Clark, &

Wessels, 1986) .

The above correl-ational studies have shown links

between the anxiety-Iike bodily sensations produced by

hyperventilation and symptoms of naturally occuring panic

attacks. Ley (l-985a, i-987; 1988) contends that' chronic

hyperventilation is always present. and is more j-mportant

than cognitive factors in the onset of panic attacks. A

few studies, although retrospective, have concluded that

cognitive fear usually follows the onset of distressing

bodily sensations in subsequent panic attacks -

Beck, s Cognit.ive Model-. Beck and Emery (1985) argue

that the major fact.or in panic reactions is catast'rophic
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thought.s of a heart attack and losing control-. These

investigators concluded that thoughts and images associated

with ¡rhysical, mental, and behavioral catastrophe (e.9.,

deat.h, fainting¡ going crazy I or losíng control) were the

primary t.riggers of additional panic attacks.

Further support for Beckt s model comes from another

recently published report on the interview data from 44

patients with Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia (Kenardy,

Oei, Ryan, & Evans, 1988) . In this study, subjects

complet.ed a two-part quest.íonnaire on the factors rel-ated

to onseL and offset of initial and subsequent panic

attacks. Al-though most. sub jects could not specify the

antecedents of their initial panic attacks, they attributed

the onset of subsequent attacks to cognitive activity such

as fear of panic or having a stroke.

Panic attack offset, however, was attribuLed to

cognitive and physiological factors equally. Seventy-two

percent of subjects reported that they used some form of

cognitive strategy (e,g., talk myself out of it, distract

myself wit.h other thoughts) to cont.rol panic attacks.

However, only l-8.9? of subject.s found that. the cognitive

techniques consisLently control-Ied panic. Thus, Lhese

subjects were abl-e to employ successfully some form of

cognit.ive coping strategy to control panic att'acks despite

the fact that they received no treatment whatsoever.

Another interesting finding was that of the patients
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cognitions about severe il-Iness, death, insanity, and

tosing control_ of one's emotions. The physioJ-ogical

disturbance involved in subsequent panic attacks is viewed

as a conseguence of hypervigilence and exaggeration of

normal autonomic nervous system activity. Beck (1985)

hypothesizes that "fear schemas", or cognitíve sets

process danger-related information which interacts with

internal- and external stimuli to produce fright.ening

misperceptions of relatively innocuous situations. The

level of anxiety is equal to the degree of threat produced

by the thoughts (e.g., thoughts of dying are likely more

frightening than thoughts of fainting). Thus, for Beck'

the locus of anxiety is in the individuaf'S ever-present

hypervigilent cognitive schemata.

Beck, s model- is supported by retrospective reporLs of

panic symptoms experienced during initial and subsequent

attacks of 30 subjects with Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia

(ottaviani & Beck, 1-987) . Initíal panic episodes were

precipitat.ed by psychosocial events (e.9., Ieaving college)

or physical sensations (e.g., starting medication or

recovery from surgery) . Subsequent panic attacks Itlere

triggered by misinterpretation of unexpected physical

sensations not only in t.he presence of a psychosocial

stressor, but also in the absence of such stimuli.

Moreover, even unusual bodily sensations experienced during

excitement in reaction to a positive event triggered
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who took medication for panic attacks (25e"), all reported

that the medication aborted their attacks. Nevertheless,

most subjects indicated a preference for cognitive

strategies to control panic attacks. This suggests that,

given a choice , ãt least Some patients may be more willing

to accept cognitive treatment'strategies over drugs for

panic at.tacks, possibly due to the unpleasant side effects

associated with med.ication (Latimer, 1-983; Marks, l-983,'

Rapee et âI., 1988).

Beckt s cognitive model places heavy emphasÍs on panic

inducing cognitive sets in the maintenance of panic

atLacks. Thoughts and images of possible physical harm or

public embarrassment appear to trigger panic onseL. In

addition, pat.ients often use cognitive strategies, for

example, thoughts which distract them from symptoms, to

control their panic att.acks. Furthermore, most patients

seem to prefer cognit.ively-based techniques over

medication.

Cl-ark's Cognitive Model. Cl-ark (l-986) devel-oped a

model- which combines physiological and cognit.ive factors

(with a strong emphasis on cognitive variabl-es) in the

production of subsequent panic attacks. The model proposes

that. commonJ-y experienced anxiety responses Such as heart

palpitations and breathlessness are misinterpreted as

catastrophic events (e.g., having a heart attack). After

having one or more panic attacks, the individual begins to
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focus on his /her bodily sensations. Changes in

physiological activity from any number of sources (e.9.,

physical- exercise, anger during an argument, excitement in

a positive context, environmental stimuli) are

misinterpreted as signa]-ling an impending att.ack. As

physiological arousal- (e.g., heart palpitations) increases'

so does cognitive activity, especially catastrophic

thoughts such as "This feels like a heart attack", which

generates additional- physiotogical arousal. At some point,

t.he physiotogical- and cognitive factors culminate in a

full--bIown panic attack. untike Ley (l-988) , Clark (l-986)

maint.ains that hyperventil-ation is an important factor in

the panic reactions of Some patients, but not in others'

The thrust of Clark's model is that hyperventilation leads

to a full--btown panic attack only if the bodily sensations

produced by hyperventilation are perceived as aversive and

misinterpreted as catastrophic. (Ley would argue that

chronic hyperventil-ation initiates panic attack onset in

al-l- cases) . Thus for C1ark, one of the cruciaL factors in

treatment is the pat.ientt s cognitive awareness of the

connection between hyperventilation (or other processes

which produce changes in bod.ily sensations) and panic

attacks.

In support of t'he model, Clark and col-Ieagues

published three reports in which subjects with panic

attacks received an integrated treatment package. The
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package involved the following components: (1) a brief

period of hyperventíl-ation (to demonstrate to the patient

that anxiety-líke sensations coul-d be reproduced and

terminated), (2) education about the cognitive and

physiological factors that produce panic at.tacks, and (3)

breathing retraining involving instructions to

diaphragmatical-ly breathe at a slow and consistent pace

(Cl-ark et âI., L985; Salkovskis, Jones, & CJ-ark, 1986;

Salkovskis, Warwick, Clark, & Wessefsr 1986) .

AIl subject.s in these studies (n = 28) showed

substant.ial- and rapid reductions in panic attacks within

two to three weeks of implement.ing t.reatment.. One week

aft.er the completion of the LreaLment phase (Clark et â1.,

1985), some subjects were instructed to engage in

previously avoided activities, while others received

unspecified cognitive-behavioral treatment for additional-

problems (not detailed). Thus, the long-term effectiveness

of the treatment package itself coufd not be evafuated.

NoneLheless, with the addition of in vivo exposure and

cognitive-behavioral treatments, subjects showed further

improvement at 3 and 24 months follow-up.

In summary, although clark (1986) describes his model

aS ,'a cognitive approach to panic" (p. 463), the model has

a much broader approach to panic attacks. All three

components (i.e., cognitive, physiological, and

environmental) are assumed to interact to cu.l-minate in a
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panic attack. Furthermore, unlike Beck and LeytS mode1,

clark's model- evolved from Lreatment studies in which

subjects monitored their panic attacks daíIy while the

fact.ors hypothesized to produce panic attacks v¡ere

manipulated.

Barlow's Interactive Model. Recentfy, Barlow (1988)

out.Iined a comprehensive model of panic anxiety in which he

characterizes the phenomenon of panic aS an interactive

cognitive-affective structure based on the association of

"faIse alarms" (p.366) with interoceptive cues (somatic

events) . Alarms are defined as biologicatly adaptive fear

responses which prepare an organísm for flight or fight

responses in t.he presence of a genuinely threatening

stimul-us. The threatening antecedent conditions which

trigger these automatic responses can be specified and

represent true alarms. FaISe afarms or fear respgnseS'

however, are uncued anxiety reactions which occur in the

absence of Iife-threatening circumstances. Although the

antecedents which t.rigger false alarms are unclearr they

are assumed to be produced by stressful life events, and

are associated wit.h the initial stage of Panic Disorder

with or without Agoraphobia (e . g. , Last et âI . , 1- 984 ) '

According to Barlow, panic disorder begins with a

biological vunerability to overreact to stressful life

event (s) due to sensitization of t.he alarm system to

earlier stress. The stressful life event (s) triggers the
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false al-arm system or first' panic attack' Because the

false alarm is associated with int.eroceptive cues, the

individual acquires l-earned alarm responses to Lhese

interoceptive cues. The process, in turn, creates a state

ofanxiousapprehensionaboutthepossibilityofmore
alarms. A¡xious apprehension appears to be focused on the

stressful- l-ife event previously experienced, but more so on

the expectation of addit.ional false alarms. This tendency

to focus on somatic events may par¡ially explain why

individuals who suffer from panic attacks develop an acuLe

sensitivity to alterations in internal stimuli from other

sources such as mild exercise, fIu sympt.oms, and medicat'ion

(e.g.,Barlow,1985;ChamblessrLgB2;Lastetâ1''1"984;

Marks, l-983) . In any case, anxious apprehension is

hypothesized to fuel the learning of addit'ional- somatic and

cognitiveanxietysymptomsandrdependingonothersocial

and cultural factors, RâY lead to agoraphobic avoidance.

Aswithmostmodelsinpsychotogyandpsychiatry'

Barlow, s model evol-ved from initial investigations (BarLow,

Hayes, & Nelson, 1-984) which produced successful cognitive-

behaviorat strategies for all-eviating panic attacks (e.9.'

Barlow eL âI., 1.984; Craske & Barlow, L987; K}osko et âI.'

1,987,'WaddellrBarlowr&O'Brienrl-984)'SinceBarlow's

interactive model is very new' there are no published

reports of st.udÍes designed to test aspects of the model '

Future investigations may answer questions perLaining to
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the rofe of anxious apprehension in exacerbating panic

attacks and the nature of the social and cultural-

influences that produce agoraphobia in some patients, but

not in others.

In summary, the four psychological models descríbed

above acknowledge that cognitive and physiological factors

maintain panic aLtacks, but differ as Lo which of the two

factors is the most crucial in contributing to the ongoing

panic syndrome. Ley (1988) contends that the physiological

component refl-ected in chronic hyperventilation inítiates

subsequent panic attacks, while Beck (1985) argues that the

cognit.ive component represented in thoughts and images of

physical, mental, and behavioral catastrophes produce

additional panic attacks. clark (l-986) emphasizes the

importance of cognitive factors, but extends his model to

include physiological and environmental stimuli' alI or any

one of which can trigger later panic attacks. similarly'

Barlow's (1988) interactive model incorporates cognitive,

physiological, and environmental factors in accounting for

the maintenance of the panic syndrome, buL places far more

emphasis on exposure to internal stinuli in treatmenL than

does Clark (Barlow, 1-986a). In contrast to Beck and Ley'

clark and Barlov¡t s models are support.ed by several

treatment studies which manipulated cognitive and

physiological factors while subjects provided concurrent

records of panic symptomatology. Studies which have
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developed successful- cognitive-behavioral approaches for

the treatment of panic attacks are reviewed in Lhe next

section.

Cognitive-Behavíora1 Treatment APProacb.es to Panic Àttacks

while exposure in vívo has been widely accepted as the

necessary component for successful treatment of avoidanCe

behavíor (e.g. , Barlow & Waddell, l-985; Emmelkamp &

Kuipers, 1979; Janson & Ost, L982; Marks' 1981,' Mathews et

âI., 1981), evídence for using psychologicat techniques

(including exposure to interoceptive cues) for the

treatment of panic attacks has only recently emerged

(CIark, 1986; Craske, in press,' Rapee, 1987; Rapee &

Barlow, in press) . Typical-Iy, psychological treatment for

panic attacks invol-ves the application of a comprehensíve

cognitive-behavioral- treatment package consisting of

multiple treatment components. The number of components

employed in these treatment packages varies across studies.

Some treatment packages (e . g . , Bonn, Readhead, & Tj-mmons,

1984, CJ-ark eL âf ., 1985,' Rapee, 1985; Salkovskis, Jones' &

Clark, 1986; Salkovskis, Warwick, Clark, & Ialessels, 1-986)

consist of educat.ion abouL the mechanism involved in panic

attacks (including a hyperventilation exercise Lo

demonstrate provocation and control of panic sympt.oms) and

breathing retraining. Reduction in panic frequency is

attributed more to the patient.ts ability to control panic

symptoms through the paced breathing exercises than Lo the
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effects of the cognitive component.

Other studies (e.g., Craske & Barlow, 1-987, ; Gitl-in et

â1., 1985; Klosko et. â1., Ig87) include additional

components such as relaxation training, and exposure to

environmental- stimul-i and int.eroceptive cues in their

treatment packages (see Barlow & Cerny, l-9BB for a

descripti-on of their treatmenL protocol). Since

investigations of the effects of individual components have

yet. to be conducted, treatment success is attributed to the

total package. Most of t.he studies described below did not

include a no-treatment comparison (control) group with the

exception of the those conducted by Barlow and colleagues.

In one of t.he earliest studies to employ a cognitive-

behavioral treatment for Panic Disorder wit.h Agoraphobia,

Bonn et al-. (l-984) examined the contribution of a

t.herapeutic package consisting of education combined with a

hypervent.ilation provocation test and breathing retraining

to in vivo exposure treatment. One group (n : 7) received

the cognitive-behavioral package in two sessions fol-Iowed

by ? weekly sessions of in vivo exposure Lo feared

sit.uations. The other group (n = 5) received 9 weekly

sessions of in vivo exposure treatment on1y. Visual

inspection of Lhe published data suggests t.hat large

treatment effects occurred within 4 weeks. The resul-ts at

post-treatment and at l- mont.h follow-up indicate that both

groups showed simil-ar decrements in panic attack frequency,
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phobic avoidance, and somatic symptoms. However, when

reassessed again at 6 months foIlow-up, there was a

significant difference between the two groups. Subjects

who received the cognitive-behavioral package including the

in vivo exposure treatment continued to show improvementi

whereas, those who received only in vivo exposure began to

relapse.

Rapee (1985), in a single-case report, concluded that

the provision of education about panic anxiet.y combined

with a brief period of vol-untary hyperventil-ation and

breathing retraining produced marked reductions in panic

frequency and intensity within three sessions. While Rapee

attributed the success of treatment to breathing

retraining, the education (cognitive) factor combined with

t.he hyperventilation trial (providing exposure Lo feared

interoceptive sLimul-i) may have been the active components

in treatment. Other investigators (e. g. , CJ-ark et âf . ,

1985) have suggested that the element of exposure induced

Lhrough hyperventilation could be an import.ant. factor in

treatment SuccesS. Since Clark's research and cognitive

model were the basis for the present study, this

investigation wil-I be examined in more detail.

In a larger uncontrol-Ied trial, Clark et aI. (1985)

successfully treated 18 patients with panic attacks with

unspecified avoidance behavior in two t.reatment sessions

using a demonstratíon of the effects of hyperventil-ation'
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education, cognitive restructuring, and breathíng

retraining. Panic attacks were viewed as a consequence of

unpJ-easant bodily sensaLions and cognitive

misinterpretation of those sensations.

The subject sefection procedure involved having

patients undergo a brief period of hyperventilat.ion

presented as a "diaginostic testr'. Sub jects were then told

to focus on their bodily sensations, which typically r¡lere

similar to those experienced during a panic attack' and

which produced simil-ar cognitive responses. Any

discrepancies between the effects of hyperventilation and

naturally occurring panic attacks were clarified using an

educational component which explained the physiological

effects of hyperventilation. Only patients who rated the

hyperventilation induced panic symptoms as simil-ar to their

nat.urally occurring panic attacks were selected for

participation in the studY.

The educat.ion or cognitive restructuring component

consisted of an explanation of the way in which individuals

with panic attacks misinterpret normaf bodily sensations,

incJ-uding sensat.ions rel-ated to apprehension and

hyperventilationr âs signals of the onset of a panic

attack. Although subjects !{ere expl-ícit'Iy instructed not

to increase exposure to feared situations during the

treatment phase, they vsere encouraged to "hypothesis testrr

their erroneous bel-iefs by conduct.ing "mini experiments"
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beLween sessions (e.g., exposing themsel-ves to Some of the

bodily sensations related to panic attacks by activities

such as inflating an air mattress by mouth). Finally'

patients v¡ere instructed in controlled breathing. While

the investigators attributed the effectiveness of the

treatment to breathing retraining and changing caLastrophÍc

thoughts about panic attacks, they acknov¡l-edge that an

alternative explanation is possible. Exposure to feared

interoceptive stimuli (i.e., the diagnostic test and

"hypothesis testing" homework assignments) may have been a

major factor in the effectiveness of the treatment.

In anoLher cl-inica] trial, Gitlin et aI. (l-985)

treated 11 patient.s with a package that emphasized

education about t.he physiological aspects of panic,

breathing retraining, reJ-axation, and exposure in vivo to

environmental st.imul-i. The resul-ts at post-treatment, and

at an average of 5 months follow-up, indicated that 10 of

l-1 patients no longer suffered from panic attacks.

An int.eresting, but seldom cited feature of this study

!ùaS an evafuation of t.he patientst perspective of treatment

outcome. When asked about t.he most beneficial components

of t.he package at post-treatment, most patients agreed that

the reassurance they received from education about the

nature of panic changed theír catastrophic misattributíons

of sympt.oms. Breathing retraining vras reported to the next

most helpful and component. The benefits of the remaining
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components were noL specified.

Barlow and colleagrues have conducted a series of

controlled studies to evaluate the efficacy of cognitive-

behavior therapy for panic attacks. The first study,

(Barlow, et ã!., 1984) ínvolved 1-1 patients with Panic

Disorder with Agoraphobia and 9 patients with Generalized

Anxiety Disorder. Subjects recei-ved an integrated

treatment package consisting of two components:

proqressive rel-axatj-on training (Bernstein & Borkovec,

L913) and EMG biofeedback, and cognitive-behavior therapy.

The cognitive-behavior componenL involved education about

anxiety and specific strategies for coping with anxiety and

panic (i. e. , seJ-f-stat.emenls and restructuring anxiety

inducing thoughts) . In addit.ion, subjects were instructed

to practice rel-axation and panic coping strategies between

treat.ment sessions. Unl-ike later studies by Barlow and

colleagues, subjects in this study did not receive

instructions to do specific exposure exercises to

interoceptive or somatic cues (e.g., increase physical

activity) . However, based on an earlier study in which

t.hey demonstrated that relaxation exercises produce panic

attack symptoms in some patients (Waddell et êI., l-984) '
the authors acknowledged that relaxation and EMG

biofeedback may be considered somatically oriented

treatments.

An important aspect of this study was the inclusÍon of
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the assessment of treatment integrity (e.9., Barlow, Hayes,

& Nelson, 1984; Kazdin, L982) . That is, treatment sessions

were monitored unobtrusively to ensure that the therapists

administered the treatments appropriately. There were no

deviations from the treatment. protocol, thus ensuring that

valid inferences coul-d be drawn from their results.

At post-treaLment, the treated groups showed

substantial therapeutic gains compared to the wait-Iist

control group on ctinical- ratings, psychophysiological

measures, and on daily measures of panic and episodes of

anxiety. Interestingly, there were no differences noted

between t.he treated groups despite the fact that on

pretreatmenL measures, Panic Disorder subjects displayed a

higher Somatic component to their panic anxiety relat'ive to

Generalized AnxieLy Disorder subjects. One of the

explanaLions offered by the investigators was that

different subjects may have responded to different aspects

of the treatment package. That is, subjects with Panic

Disorder with Agoraphobia may have responded to relaxation

and EMG biofeedback,' whereas, Generalized Anxiety Disorder

subjects may have been more responsive to the cognitively

based component. In Levist (1,979; L982) terms, although

both groups suffer from anxiet.y, perhaps the avoided

conditioned stimulus pattern of t.he t.wo forms of anxiety

differs to some unknown degree. Adding exposure for feared

internal stimul-i that trigger panic attacks may add to the
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total CS complex to enhance treatment outcome '

More recentty, Barlow and collegues have developed

treatment programs which emphasize exposure to

interoceptive cues to a greater degree (e'g', Barlow &

Cerny, 1988,' Rapee & Barlow, in press) . The exposure

strategies are designed. to generate the interoceptive cues

which are most distressing to the individuat patient

(Barlow, 1986a; Zarate, Rapee, Craske, & Barlow, l-988) '

For example, patients whose primary symptoms are heart

palpitations are instructed to engage in hyperventilation

exercises (45 breaths over 90 seconds) or to do step-ups

(48 steps for 2 min) . Patients whose primary sympLoms are

dtzziness and feel-ings of disorientation are instructed to

spin in a swivel chair at a rate of 30 turns in 90 seconds '

The rationale for this form of t.reatmenL is consistent with

the empirical- work on in vivo exposure for avoidance to

f eared external- st.imuli. However, the f ocus of

inLeroceptive exposure is the feared and avoided internal

bodily sensations and catastrophic thoughts about the

possibility of, for examPle, fainting or having a heart

attack rather than on external stimuli such as public

places.

craske & Barl-ow (1987) report.ed on a subsample of 45

patients with Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia from a larger

controll-ed study in which progressive relaxation, cognitive

restructuring and interoceptive exposurer and a combination
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of both treaLments were compared. Progressive relaxation

consisted of patients applying technigues similar to those

used by Bernstein and Borkovec (l-973) in anxiety evoking

situations. The cognitive restucturing and interoceptive

exposure component involved teaching patients cognitive

restructuring skilIs for coping s¡it.h Panic similar to those

advocated by Beck and Emery (1-985). Then, patients were

inst.ructed to conduct mini experiments in the therapíst's

office (e.g. , hyperventilat.ing for a brief period and

focuslng on their bodily sensations) to test their beliefs

about unpleasant interoceptive stirnutí. Finally, patients

conducted exposure exercises in situations in which panic

symptoms usually occurred. The combined treatment

integrated relaxation with cognit.ive resLructuring and

interocept.ive exposure.

The preliminary report suggested that there were few

d.if ferences among the conditions foll-owing treatment.

However, the combined results from the three Lreatment

condit.ions indicated that 83% of patients in the treatment

group hrere panic free compared t.o only 36% of the waít-list

control group.

EinaIIy, KLosko et al-. (198?), using the same combined

t.reatment. as described above' concluded t'hat 87t of Panic

Disorder patients wit.h limited phobic avoidance were panic

free at the end of l-5 weeks of cognitive-behavioral

treatment. However, although many subjects in this study
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evidenced high end-state functioning at post-treatment, the

authors comment that "residuaJ- anxiety, particularly over

the possibility of fuÈure panic attacks remained" (p. i-8) .

Thus, it appears that this form of cognitive-behavior

therapy did not eliminate subjects' anticipatory anxiety

about having addit.ional panic attacks. Perhaps i-ncreas j-ng

the duration of exposure to interna1 stimuli (e.9., several

Successive trials of voluntary hyperventilation to increase

heart rate for proJ-onged periods) would be more effective

in producing decrements in anticipatory anxiet.y.

In summary, evidence now exists for the efficacy of

cognitive-behavioral treatment.s for the alleviaLion of

panic at.tacks. Moreover' the techniques are producing

treatment gains which are equival-ent in magni-tude to the

gains resultíng from in vivo exposure procedures for

agoraphobic avoidance. However, littl-e is known about

which treatment components are essential for reducing panic

attacks, agoraphobic avoidance' and anticipatory anxiety.

Researchers should now begin to analyze the individuaf

components of cognitive-behavioral- packages to consider

their contribution to treatment outcome.

A Rationale for Examining Cognitive and Exposure Components

In accordance wit.h the increased emphasis on the

importance of panic attacks in the development and

maintenance of phobic avoidance (and other matadaptive

behaviors related to excessive anxiety), behavioral
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investigators are broadening their treaLment focus to

include exposure to inLeroceptive cues. Evidence for the

therapeutic effectiveness of cognitive-behavioral

technJ ques for the treatment of panic attacks is

accumufating. However, because most of the treatments

involve multiple components, it is difficult to determine

the active ingredients in treatment (e'g', breathing

retraj-ning, education and cognitive restrucLuring, or

exposuretointernalandexternalstimuli).PerhapsSome
ofthecomponentsareessentialwhi].eothersare
unnecessary, or add only a modest amount to the overall

effect. of the treatment. Because the psychological

treatments are very new' the mechanisms of action of

treatment are not yet wetl understood'

Cognitivetheorists(e.9.,Beck,1.985)arguethat
panicanxietyismaintainedbyfearschemasordistorted

cognitive sets. They contend that. these cognÍtive aspects

should be the main focus of change' An alternative

explanation to the "cogniLive" perspective is that the

crucial el-ement in treatment is "exposure" Lo the feared

situation including exposure to interoceptive cues (Barlow'

l-988; Barl-ow & Cerny, 1-988; Rapee, 1987) ' Thus'

physiological arousal is the primary target for change'

There is atso t.he important consideration of how much

exposure to interoceptive st.irnuli may be necessary to

obtainoptimaltreatmenteffects.Investigationsofin
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vivo exposure with animals (Baum, 1913; Ol-er & Baum, 1968),

and with humans (e.g., Marks, L9'75; Stern & Marks | 1-973)

found that massing trials with short intertrial intervals

(proJ-onged exposure) to external stimuli was more effective

than brief exposure wit.h longer intertrial intervals in

diminishing agoraphobic avoidance and compulsive rituals

(Rabavilas, Bouloughouris, & Stefanis, 1'976) ' To date,

there are no pubJ-ished. reports comparing prolonged with

brief exposure Lo interoceptive stimul-i.

Comparisons of in vivo exposure and cognitive

restructuring treatments focusing on agoraphobic avoidance

suggest that exposure produces superior overalf treatment

gains (e.g., Emmelkamp, Kuipers, & Eggeraat , I978) ' Adding

a cognit.ive restructuring component to treatments which

emphasize in vivo exposure does not seem to produce

clinical-ly significant decrements in anxiety and

agoraphobic avoidance beyond the effects of in vj-vo

exposure (Emmelkamp & Mersch I I9B2) -

It may be, however, that cognitive changes occur very

rapidJ-y in response to the rationale for treatment which is

usually provided to patients at the beginning of exposure-

based treatments (e. g. Mathews et â1- , 1981-) . The

education about. panic disorder and the treatment rationale

provided to pat.ients is clearly a cognitive intervention

which may produce immediate changes. For example, in a

laboratory study, subjects with Panic Disorder wit'h
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Agoraphobia who were given an explanaLion of the physical

sensations of panic attacks prior to inhal-ation of a carbon

dioxide and oxygen mixture report.ed fewer catastrophic

cognit.ions, panic symPtoms, and less similarity to natural-

panic attacks than the group who received no explanation

(Rapee, Mattick, & Murrell, 1-986). Furthermore, previous

research suggests that patients rate cognitive asPects of

treatment as the most helpful (e. g. , Gitlin et â1. , 1-985)

and t.he most preferred techniques for controlling panic

attacks (e.g., Kenardy et â1., l-988) - Thus, education

about panic disorder should reduce fear of associated

symptoms fairly rapidly. However, the possible clinically

significant effects of the cognitive aspects of treatment

are unknown because they are never examined apart from the

effects of exposure.

For example, most exposure based treatments include a

cognitive component to initiate and maintain subject

compliance and to promote maximal treatment gaíns (Rapee,

1987) . Cognitive component.s are also found in Lhe

rationale given for treatment and in the instructions

subjects receive at different points during the therapeutic

process. Unfortunately, the cognitive components are

hopelessly entangled with in vivo exposure techniques which

makes it. difficult to determine effective treatment

components (Latimer & Sweet, 1984).

One of the most effective means of identifying
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import.ant components in a treatment package is through

indivj.dual-sub ject reseach designs. Hawkins (1-989) points

out four primary advantages of conducting individual-

subject design research. First, because t'he data from

individual- subjects are plotted separately and frequently,

the direction of the effect on each subject is obvious.

Second, the data are plotted in short intervals (e.9.'

usualJ-y in days or weeks) making it immediately clear when

and how rapídJ-y the behavior changed with each

intervention. Third, the clinical significance of the

behavior change can be eval-uated by comparing the level- of

the final- effect with that observed during pretreatment and

during other interventions that may have been implemented

at different times during the study. Finally, because the

data are plotted continuously, the pattern of the treatment

effect. on each individual- (e.g., which subjects show

variability, and. to which interventions) is readil-y

apparent. For these reasons, Hawkins advocates the use of

single-subject design methodology. However, there are

several complex issues confronting clinical- researchers who

investigate treatment packages using single-case design-

Barrios (1984) recommends the following strategy in

the conduct of a complete analysis of a two-component

treatment package (B and C) . IdeaIIy, the cl-j-nical-

researcher woul-d want to determj-ne the effects of B aIone,

C alone, B and C toget.her, B and C together vS. B alone and
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C afone, and B and C together vs. the sum of the effects of

B and C introduced separately. The order of the components

should be counterbalanced to determine the possíbility of

sequence effects. (Sequence effects are the continuatíon of

behavioral changes following an intervention such that they

combine with the effects of subsequent interventions which

make it difficult to iso1aLe the effects of the subsequent

interventions. This is a practical issue in clinical-

research because behavior change is not usually reversabfe

[Bartow, Hayes, & Ne]-son, 19841) . It would also be

necessary to ascertain the effects of B and C together

compared to a no-treaLment condition. Final-ly, in order to

completely fuÌfil-l- the requirements of individual-subject

design, the above analysis would require several clinical-

cases. vùhile individual-subject designs provide an

excel-Ient strategy for dismantling cognitive-behavior

treatment packages, it is not possible to answer all- of the

questions about the effects of the various treatment

components in a single study. Thus, the present study

represent.ed t.he early stage of inquiry into the possible

active ingredients in cognitive-behavioral treatmenL.

Many investigators employ cognitive variables and some

form of exposure to interoceptive cues (e.9., Barlow &

Cerny, 1988; Clark et âf., 1985; Gitlin et âI., l-985), YêL'

no studies have been published in which the cognitive

component (i. e. , education,/cognitive restructuring) has
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been examined apart from exposure Lo interoceptive cues '

There are several practical reasons t.hat might' explain why

researchers have not evaluated the effects of cognitive

components of exPosure treatments.

Att.empting to implement a treatment strategy without

giving patients an adequate rationale (i'e', a cognitive

component) for what they are doing may create an artifical

and uncomfortable t.herapeutic environment in which progress

is impeded in several- ways. First, paLients may be Iess

J-ikely to follow the t.herapist's instructions to engage in

exposure-based aspects of treatment without an adequate

rationale. Second, education and cognitive restructuring

techniques are Iess anxiety evoking because patients are

not required to engage in specific exposure exercises that

increase their anxiety. Therefore, patients are more

likely to compJ-y with al-I of the Lreatment contingencies if

given cognitive therapy component prior to exposure

treatment. Finally, cognitive strategies are familiar to

most therapists from a variety of different backgrounds and

are less t.ime consuming than in vivo exposure Lreatments

(e . g. , Emmelkamp, L982; Marks ' l- 97 8b) ' Consequently,

cognitively-based procedures are the most like1y techniques

to be adopted and used by clincians and patients. For

these reasons, the present study implemented cognitive

therapy prior to introducing the other components of

treatment.
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Thepresentstudyinvestigatedtheeffectsof

cognitive and exposure treatment components on subjects

with panic Disorder and Agoraphobia. As witl be described

fu}ly j-n the method section, subjects received one of two

series of treatment components ' Subjects in series one

received: (1) a cognitive therapy component consisting of

education and cognitive restructuring' Q) a cognitive

therapywithbriefexposurecomponenLconsistingofasmall
element of exposure involving a brief period of

hyperventíIation(toillusLratethepointsmadeinthe
education and cognitive restrucLuring phase), followed by

cognitive therapy, and (3) a multiple-session exposure

component consisting of

hypervent.ilation to fac

interocePtive cues.

Subjectsinseriestworeceived:(1)thecognitive

therapy component, and (2) the mult.iple-session exposure

component. This series was incl-uded to evaluate the impact

of muttiple exposure to feared bodily sensations without an

emphasis on the cognitive aspects of exposure'

Thecognitivetherapycomponentemphasizededucation

and changing catastrophic cognitions about panic attacks;

whereas, the cognitive therapy with brief exposure

componenL emphasized a vivid demonstration of t'he somatic

and cognitive processes described in the cognitive model-'

The brief period of hyperventilat.ion provided an analogue

several brief trials of

ilitate exPosure to feared
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for some of the commonly reported somatic events that occur

in panic attacks such as shortness of breath, heart

palpitations, and dizziness (e-9-, Cl-ark & Hemsley, L982;

clark eÈ âI., L985; Thyer et. â1., L9B4). The analogue was

the basis for i1]ustrating the cognitive model (clark,

l_986) which focuses on the way in which individuals who

experience panic at.tacks misinterpret. Somatic events aS a

sígn of impending death, craziness, or l-oss of control.

The muttiple-session exposure component emphasized repeated

expOsure to feared interoceptive cues. The Sequence of

treatments \tIaS chosen to evaluate the short-term effeCts of

the cognitive therapy component afone without the oLher

exposure related componenLs, and t.hen to evaluate the

additive effects of brief exposure combined with cognitive

therapy, and finally, to examine the effects of mult.iple

exposure exercises to interoceptive cues -

Many investigators have found that large and rapid

reductions in panic Symptoms occur wit.hin two t.o three

weeks of implement.ing cognitive-behavioral treatment (e.9.,

Clark, êt aI . L 9I5,' Rapee , L985 ; Salkovskis ' Jones, &

Clark, l-986,' Sal-kovskis, Warwick, CIark, & Wessel-s, l-986) -

Thus, it seemed reasonable to expect substantial-

improvement in panic frequency and agoraphobic avoidance

within a brief period of time following introduction of

each t.reatment component. Based on previous research (e.9,

Klosko et âI., 1987), it was expected that if anticipatory
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anxiety did decline, it might do so at a slower rate than

panic attacks or avoidance behavior. Thus, a no-LreaLment

phase was int.erpolated between each treatment compgnent to

examine the possibility of carry-over effects from the

prevíous t.reatment comPonent..
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Method

Sub j ect s

Eleven subjects were selected from the pool of

referrals that family physicians made to the Anxiety

Disorders Outpatient Clinic in the Department of Psychiatry

at St. Boniface General Hospital. Subjects sel-ected for

participation in the study were required to meet' the

inclusion criteria that were based on the DSM-III-R

description of Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia, and to paSS

exclusion criteria t.hat were based on their medica] and

psychiatric history.

Inclusion Criteria. The inclusion crit.eria were based

on subjects, responses to four diagnostic instruments.

(See Appendix A for the reJ-iability and validit.y scores and

copies of t.he ins|ruments used for subject selection.) The

instruments were the following: t.he Anxiety Disorders

Interview schedule-Revised (DiNardo & Barl-ow, 1988), the

Structured Clinicat Interview Diagnosis for Panic Disorder

(spitzer, wilIiams, c Gibbon, L987lr , the Fear Questionnaire

(Marks & Mathews, l9-t9), and the Gtobal Assessment of

Severity Scale (Mavissakalian, Michelson, & Dealy' L983) .

Initially, the investigator int'erviewed prospective

subjects by teJ-ephone to determine their suitability for

inclusion into t.he study. The format of the interview \^¡as

a modified version of the Anxiety Disorders Interview

Schedule-Revised. The inst.rument provides a differential
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diagnosis among the anxiet.y disorder categories in the DSM-

III-R. OnIy subjects who reported experiencing panic

attacks with symptoms simil-ar to those produced by episodes

of hypervent.ilation were selected as potential subjects for

the study. Panic symptoms that can be produced by

hyperventilation are: accelerated heart rate' shortness of

breath, chest pain, d.izzíness, feelíngs of unreatity, and

increased apprehension and anxiousness (Clark & Hemsley,

lgï2,' Clark et âf ., l-985; Compernolle et âI., I979;

Hibbert, l9B4; ThYer et â1., l-984) .

Fol-lowing the telephone interview, prospective

subjects were referred randomly to one of t.wo clinicaf

psychoJ-ogy graduate students for a second 90-min j-nterview.

These intervier^rers, who had been trained in assessing

anxiety disorders, were used to minimize the contact

between subject and investigator to reduce reactivity

during the pretreatment. phase- The subjects were

interviewed individually, and a diagnosis of Panic Disorder

wit.h Agoraphobia was determined using the structured

clinical Interview Diagnosis for Panic Disorder. The

instrument is based on the DSM-IIT-R criteria and assesses

two major features of panic disorder. The first feature is

the characteristics of panic attacks (i.e.r one or more

unexpected panic att.acks with four of thirteen symptoms in

t.he past 4 weeks, or one or more attacks followed by a

month or more of fear of having another attack). The
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second feature is the presence of avoidance behavior in

various situations (e. g. , shopping maJ-ts) . OnIy sub jects

who reported experiencing (within the previous month)

either panic attacks or persistent fear of having another

panic attack with a moderate degree of avoidance behavior

v\¡ere included in the studY.

The Fear Questionnaíre was used to assess the

subject's l-evel of persistent dístress and amount of phobic

avoidance rel-ated to his /iner main t.arget. phobia. Distress

and avoidance were each rated on a 9-point. scal-es (0 = Dot

at all distressing to 8 : extremely distressing, and 0 =

never avoid it. to B - alurays avoid it) . A self-rating of 4

or higher which indicat.ed at l-east a moderate degree of

distress and avoidance behavior was required for inclusion

in the study.

Immediately aft.er the 90-min interview, the

investigator and interviewer independently assessed the

degree to which the subject's symptoms interfered with

daily l-ife activities. The S-point Global- Assessment of

Severity Scale was used to rate symptom interference. A

score of 1 indicated that the subject had no complaints and

normal activity,' whereas, a score of 5 indicated t'hat

either normal work or social activities were radically

changed or prevented. A rating of 3 or higher, which

indicated at least a moderate degree of interference in

work and social functioning, was required for t'he j-nclusion
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of the subject in the st.udy. In the case of disagreement

between the investigator and interviewer concernj-ng the

value of the rat.ing, the lower score was assigned.

Exclusion Criteria. Prospective subjects were

excluded from participation in the study if they reported

either major organic disorders which might produce symptoms

similar to panic disorder (e.9., seizure disorder) or other

major psychiatric disorders. The exclusion criteria for

organic disorders were any of the following problems: a

history of cardiac disease, respiratory problems, low blood

pressure, abnormal electrocardiogram, or thyroid

dysfunction.

The major psychiatric disorders which resulted in

excl-usion from t.he study were feat.ures indicat.ive of

schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, major

affective disorderr or other serious psychiatric disorders

(e.g., post-traumatic stress disorder). In addition,

individuals v,¡ere excluded if t.hey scored 24 or hígher (in

the severe range) on the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck,

Ward, Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh' 1961-). The only

exception t.o this criterion was one subject whose

depressive symptoms were rel-ated to an increased frequency

in panic episodes experíenced 2 weeks prior to the

interview. Since t.his subjectts depressive symptoms were

secondary to her panic attacks, she was included in the

study. However, her depression was monitored weekly with
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study to examine t.he rel-ationship between her panic

49

of the

attacks

and depressive ePisodes.

Finally, subjects taking antidepressant medication

were noL inctuded in the study. Minor tranquilizers such

aS diazepam, IorazePailr or alprazolam were allowed only if:

subjects were taking these medications at least three

months prior to the study, and the dosage did not exceed

t.he equivalent of 10-mg of diazepam per day.

In summary, Lo be inci-uded in the study, subjects met

the following criteria: (1) a diagnosis of Panic Disorder

with Agoraphobia, (2) panic sympt.oms that were similar to

bodity sensations experienced during or after

hyperventitation (3 of the 20 subjects interviewed for

participation in the study were excluded because their

somatic symptomatology did not match hyperventil-atíon

symptoms), (3) a moderate degree of persistent distress and

phobic avoidance related to an individualized main Larget

phobia, and (4) a moderate degree of symptom interference

with daily life activities. Patj-ents were excluded from

the study if t.hey reported. any of the following: (1) major

organic disorders, (2) major psychiatric disorders, (3)

co-existent severe depression, (4) the use of

antidepressant medication, and (5) the use of minor

t.ranquilizers exceeding the equivatent of 1-0-mg of diazepam

per day.
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Settíng

AlI sessions were conducted in the behavior therapy

treatment room in the Department of Psychiatry at St.

Boniface General- Hospital. The treatment room has soft

lighting, is carpeted, and is furnished with a desk, a

smal-l- tabfe, comforLabl-e chairs' filing cabinets, and

biofeedback equipment .

Procedure

Following the 90-min assessmenL interview, subjects

who met the sel-ection criteria were given a rationafe for

treatment and signed the consent form (see Appendix B for

the t.reatment rationale stat.ement and patient consenL

form) . Immediately after sígning the consent form,

subjects were randomJ-y assigned to one of two treaLment

series (t.o be described in the following section entitled

Experimental- Conditions), and began pret.reatment baseline

recording of the daity and weekJ-y measures. In addition,

subjects were given two packages to complete at home. One

package cont.ai-ned the pre-phase evaluation and the

pre-treatment. global measures, and the other package

contained the diary forms and weekly Fear Questionnaires

(to be described lat.er under Dependent Measures) .

Pret.reatment. baseline phases were st.aggered so t,hat.

the length of baseline increased with each succeeding

subject. For example, following 3 weeks of pretreatmenL

baseline, treatment was implemented for the first subject
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in each series whil-e remaining subject.s continued on

baseline. Each treatment phase was of 2 weeks duration.

There were four treatment SeSSionS in each treatment phase.

Treatment sessions were conducted with subjects

individually twice weekly wíth at least 2 days between

sessions. A 3-week baseline phase of no-treatment was

interposed between each treatment phase to examine possible

delayed effects of each treatment intervention.

(Interpolated no-treatment conditions were extended an

additional week for three subjects due to an ill-ness, a

death in the family, and a honeymoon, respectively).

Follow-up assessments were conducted 6 weeks after

t.ermination of the finat treatment session.

Subjects mailed the pretreatment measures to the

investigator within t.he f irst week of basel-ine. The

diaries and the Fear Questionnaires were mailed to the

invest.igator each Tuesday during the pretreatment phase'

between treatment phases (i.e., 3 weeks of no-treatment)'

and during t.he fol-l-ow-up period. The j-nvestigator reviewed

the incoming data regularly and telephoned subjects only if

there were problems with the recording procedure (e-g-t

missing data). During the treatment phases, subjects

brought their completed diaries and weekly Fear

Quest.ionnaires to t.he first session of each treatment week.

Additional self-report ratings and questionnaires

measuring indices of change in anxieLy, fears, avoidance'
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depression, and general psychiatric complaints were

compJ-eted at different intervals duríng the course of the

study. These ratings and questionnaires were the within

Session measures which were completed during treatment

SeSSionS, and. the pre- and post-phase evaluation, and post-

t.reatment. globa1 measures. Subjects completed the pre- and

post-phase eval-uation measure in the behavior therapy

Lreatment room aL the beginning of the first session of

each treatment phase, and at the end of the 6 week follow-

up period. The post-treatment global package was completed

in the behavior therapy treatment room at 6 weeks follow-

up. The sel-f-report ratings and questionnaires are

described under Dependent Measures. The different points

at which these measures were taken is described in the

foJ-lowing section under Experimental Conditions.

Experi mental Conditions

Subjects were randoml-y assigned to one of two

experimental- condit.ions--series one or series two.

Accordingly, five subjects l^Iere placed in series one and

six subjects in series two. Subjects in series one

received three treatment components,' whereas, those in

series two received only two treatment components.

Treatment components were introduced Sequentially. The

treatment components impJ-emented for subjects in series one

r^rere the following: (1) cognitive therapy, (2) cognitive

therapy wit.h brief exposure, and (3) multiple-session
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exposure. Whereas, subjects in series two received only:

(f) cognitive therapy and (2) multiple-session exposure.

The experimental- conditions introduced to subjects in each

series are described below.

Cognitive Therapy. At t.he beginning of the cognitive

therapy sessions, the invest.igator reviewed the completed

diaríes and selected the panic attack diary that the

subject reported was most distressing. In cases where no

panic aLtacks had occurred during the previous baseline

phase or treatment week, the investigator used the most

recently recorded panic diary or episode of intense anxiety

described on the DaiIY DiarY.

During the first session of the cognitive therapy

phase, each subject. provided detail-s of the worsL scenario

that could possible occur during a panic attack (e.g-,

"...arrd I will lose controf and Start screaming and f wontL

be abfe to sLop."). (The investigator recorded the

subject, s reponses to standardize the descriptíon for

presentat.ion during the final Lreatment Session in the

study.) The subject then rated, on a 9-point scale (0 =

none to I - futly believe), how much s/he believed that the

consequences s/he feared (losing conLrol- or goÍng crazy

etc.) woufd actuall-y occur at the time of a panic attack in

the natural environment. The subject was then given a

written rationale for cognítive therapy and a diagram of

the model explaining the cognitive approach to panic. (See
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Appendix c for the written rationale and a diagram of the

model "A Cognitive Approach to Panic" Clark t1-9861 provided

to subjects). The investigator paraphrased the rationale

and then answered any questions that the subject had about

t.he treatment Procedure.

The model describes panic attacks as being provoked'

primarily, by misinterpretation of an internal stimulus

(bodily sensatj-on, thought, or irnage) which the person

perceives as a threat of an irnpending catast.rophe. The

four Steps in the model- which are hypothesized to produce a

paníc attack are: (1) an internal or external triggering

stimul-us is perceived as threatening and, therefore,

increase s (2) apprehension causing the person to focus

their attention on (3) bodily sensations which, in turn,

are (4) interpreted as catastrophic. The feared

catastrophes or Consequences vary frOm person to person,

but most often consist of intense fears about having a

physical- il-l-ness such as a heart attack or brain tumor,

dying, or going crazyt or doing something unconLrolled.

After the investigaLor reviewed the modet, the details

of the subject's panic at.tack described on the Panic Attack

Diary selected at the beginning of the session vfere

incorporated int.o the modeI. The subjectts understanding

of the model- in relation to his or her panic at.tacks or

episodes of intense anxiety experienced in the previous

weeks were reviewed during each of the three remaining
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cognitive therapy treatment sessions.

Cognitive Therapy with BrÍef Exposure. The second

Lreatment phase for subjects in series one consisted of a

hypervent.ilation demonsLration to il-lustrate the intense

bodily sensations produced by overbreathing followed by

cognitive therapy. After the investigator reviewed the

subject, s completed diaries, the subject was j-nstructed to

hyperventil-ate aS a "diagnostic test". The subject was not

told what bodiJ-y sensations might be experienced, but

rather was told that the exercise was a diagnostic

assessment to help hin/her learn more about anxiety.

During the diagnostic t.est, the subjecL was instructed

to breathe quickJ_y (approximately 30 breaths per min) and

deeply through the mouth and nose for two min or until the

exercise became too difficul-t. The investigator modell-ed

Lhe rate and depth of breathing for the first 1-0 breaths'

timed the subject's rate of breathing, and recorded the

results. Immediately after the hyperventilation exercise,

t.he subject was instructed to Sit quietly and to observe

any bodiÌy sensations experienced. Once the subject's

sensations had diminished sufficiently (usually about l- min

30s aft.er the exercise), s/he completed the within session

measures (i.e., the Similaritíes Questionoaire and the Fear

of Bodily Sensations Sca1e described under Dependent

Measures). The investigator reviewed these measures and

then discussed t.he hyperventitat.ion experience with the
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subject. Finally, the subject was gíven a writt.en

rationale explaining the physiological- effect.s of

hyperventilation (see Appendix D for the written rationale
provided to subjects). The investigator paraphrased the

rational-e and any questions the subject had about the

treatment procedure \Ârere answered.

During the l-ast three sessions of thís phase, the

subject's recordings of panic attacks and episodes of

int.ense anxiet.y were incorporated into the model 'tA

Cognitive Approach to Panic". In addition, subjects were

given a copy of the model- to take home and encouraged to

determine the t.riggering st.imu1i, closeÌy observe their

bodiJ-y sensations, and specify t.heir associated

catastrophic thoughts whenever they became anxious.

Subjects were also encouraged to confront difficul-t
situations to generate the bodíly sensations associated

with anxiety. However, the therapist provided no specific
inst.ructions for entering these situations.

Multiple-session Exposure. The third phase for
subjects in series one (and the second phase for subjects

in series two) was the mul-tipJ-e-session exposure phase.

After reviewing the complet.ed diaries, the subject was told
that panic at.tacks coul-d be treated directly by graduated

exposure to the uncomfortable bodily sensations or

interoceptive cues that occur during paníc at.tacks.

Subjects were given a written rational-e for graduat.ed
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exposure to interoceptive cues which the investigator
paraphrased followed by answering any questions about. the

treatment procedure (see Appendix E for t.he written

rat.ional-e provided to subjects) . The subject then

partícipated in a series of four hyperventilat.ion exercises

per session which were conducted in the following manner.

During the first session, the first exercise (triaI)

was conducted in the same manner as the diagnost.ic test

described in the cognitive therapy with brief exposure

phase received by subjects in series one. Once t.he

subject's sensations had diminished sufficiently, s/he

completed the Similarit.ies Questionnaire and the Fear of

BodiIy Sensations Scal-e. Finally, the invest.igat.or

provicled t.he subject with a written rationale explaining

the physiological- effects of hyperventilation (see Appendix

F for the written rationale provided to subjects) and

answered any questions about the treatment procedure.

Immediately after completing t.he wiLhin session measures

and receiving the rationale, the subject underwent three

additional two-min hyperventilation trials conduct.ed

consecutively in the same manner as the first. exercise.

The time beLween each of t.hese three t.rials was

approximately t.wo min. Immediately after each trial, the

subject completed the Fear of BodíIy Sensations Scale only.

During the remaining three Lreatment sessions of the

mult.iple-session exposure phase, the subject underwent four
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hyperventil-ation trials in succession conducted as

described above. After each trial, the subject complet.ed

the Fear of BodiIy Sensations Scale witn excepti-on of the

last trial in the final session during which s/he also

completed the Similarities Questionnaire. In addition,

each subject v¡as encouraged to conduct "mini-experiments"

focusing on interoceptive exposure (i.e., hyperventil-ation

pract.ice at home/ away from the safeLy cues of the

investigator and the clinic).

At the end of the final- multiple-exposure session,

each subjecL again rat.ed Lhe scenario obt.ained at the

beginning of the cognitive therapy phase. The subject

rated how much s/he believed that the feared consequences

such as losing control- would actual-Iy occur at. the time of

a panic attack in their natural environment.

After the last. session of multiple exposure, the

subject entered the fol-l-ow-up phase. Diary recording and

completion of weekly Fear Questionnaires were terminated at

the foJ-tow-up appointment which was schedul-ed 6 weeks aft.er

the l-ast. treatment session.

Dependent Measures

Five different classes of dependent. variables were

used. during the study: daily, weekly, within-session, Prê-

and post-phase evaluation, and pre- and post-treatment

globaI measures. Each day, subjects completed diaries

describing details of their panic attacks, and self-ratings
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of anticipatory anxíety (i.e., fear of havíng a panic

attack), generalized anxiety, and phobic avoidance. The

weekly measure was the Fear Quest.ionnaire on which subjects

rated their level-s of anxiety/depression, distress and

avoidance to an individualized main target phobia and two

additional phobic situaLions. The v¡it.hin-session measures

were sel-f-ratings of pre- and post-session anxiety, fears

of panic atLack symptoms, and the similaritiy of

hyperventil-ation induced symptoms Lo naturally occurring

panic attacks. On the pre- and post-phase evaluation

measure, subjects rated their levels of anxiety,

somatization, and phobic anxiety. Finally, the pre- and

post-treatment globaJ- measures aSSeSSed changes in anxiety,

belief in fears, depression, and symptom interference wit.h

daily life activities. (See Appendix G for the reliability

and vai-idity scores and copies of the dependent measures. )

A description of each dependent measure follows.

Daily Measures. Each day, subjects completed two

diary forms: the Daily Diary, and the Panic At.tack Diary

(on1y if a panic attack occurred). These diary measures

vrere developed for use with patients being treated in The

Anxiety Disorders CIinic at St. Boniface General Hospital

(Walker, Rowan, e Eldridge, l-985) .

On the Daily Diary, subjects rated three variabl-es on

a 9-point. scal-e. The three variabl-es rat.ed upon rising and

again at 6 pm were: anticipatory anxiety or worry about
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having a panic attack (0 = not at alf worried to

8=extremely worried); degree of generalized anxiety (0 =

not at all- anxious to I : extremely anxious); and amount of

generalized avoidance behavior (0 = none to B = extreme

amount). Before bedtime, subject.s rated their episodes of

near panic attacks or inlense anxiety for that day (0 =

none to B = extreme amount). In additionr they recorded

details of both t.heir strategies for control-ling or

stopping feelings of near panic attack and the

effectiveness of the st.rategies. Subjects also provided

descriptions of their major worries for the day and

recorded the amount. and the time of medication and alcohol-

consumption.

Subjects completed the Panic Attack Diary imnediately

following the occurrence of a panic attack. They checked:

the t!'pe of panic symptoms experienced from a list. of L6

symptoms (13 symptoms were t.aken from DSM-IIÏ-R' 1987); the

order of t.he first three sympt.oms experienced,' and whether

or not they expected to have a panic attack in that

situation. In addition, subjects recorded a descríption of

both the attack and the consequences of t.he attack. To

describe the attack, they recorded: the duration of the

panic attack; the situation in which the att.ack occurred,'

who was present when the attack occurred,' the activity

performed before and after the attack; and the thoughts

that preceded and followed the attack. To describe the
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consequences of the panic attack, subjects noted: how it

changed their plans; how it affected other people with whom

they were in contact at the time of the panic attack; how

frightening or distressing the symptoms were on a 9-point

scafe (0 = not at aII to I = extremely); what they did to

attempt to control or stop the panic attack; and, how

effective the strategy was in decreasing t.heir symptoms.

Week1y Measures. Subjects completed a modified

version of the Fear Questionnaire (Marks & Mathews, 1-979)

on Monday of each week during the study. on t.he Fear

Questionnaire, patients used a 9-point scale to rate their

Ìevelsr of: persistent distress due to anxiety, phobic

avoidance in three situations that the patient had

identified, and anxiety/depression. The endpoints for the

distress and avoidance scales were: 0 = rtot at all

distressing t.o I = extremeJ-y distressing, and 0 = never

avoid it to I = always avoid it. The anxiety/depression

scale is comprised of 5 items each rated on a 9-point scafe

(0 = never to I = most of the time) - Thus, the maximum

obtainable score for anxiety/depression is 40 points.

Within Session Measures. Before and after each

treatment Session, subjecLs rated their general level of

anxiety on a 9-point Scale (0 = not at all anxious to I -

extremely anxious). The rationale for pre- and post-

session anxiety ratings was to index the amount of change

in anxiety within and between treatment. sessions.
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Foll-owing the single hyperventilation trial during the

cognitive therapy with brief exposure phase (i.e., series

one) and after the first. and last. trial of the

multiple-session exposure phase (i.e., series one and two)t

subjects completed the Similarities Questionnaire

(developed by Clark et â1., l-985) . The inst,rument was

sel-ected to measure the effects of overbreathing and its

rel-at.ionship to naturally occurring panic attacks. On the

Símilarities Questionnaire, subjects rated the similarity

of t.he effects of hyperventil-ation to t.heir naturally

occurring panic attack symptoms on a 9-point scale (0 : rrot

at all- similar to I = exactly the same as). The Fear of

Bodily Sensations Scale was completed. immediat.ely following

each hyperventílation trial. Subjects rated an increase in

fear or distress produced by overbreathing on the 9-point

Fear of Bodily Sensations Scafe (0 = riot at all- to I -
extremeJ-y) .

Pre- and Post.-Phase Evaluation Measure. Subjects

completed the Symptom Checkl-ist-90 (Derogatis, Lipman, &

Covi I I973) during the initial intake assessment, at the

beginning of the first session of each Lreatment phase, and

at the end of the 6 week follow-up period. The Symptom

Checklist-90 is a 9O-item self-report inventory of symptoms

and problems commonly reported by psychiatric patients.

Each item is rated on a S-point scafe (0 = not at aII to 4

= extremely). The checklist provides nine scaLe scores
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including: anxiety, somatizai-íon, phobic anxiety'

obsessive-compulsive, interpersonaf sensitivity, hostility'

paranoid ideation, psychoticism, and depression' Of most

int,erest in this research vÙere indices of change in the

anxietyrsomatizationrandphobicanxietyscalescores'
Pre- and Post.-Treatment GIobaI Measures ' During the

pretreatmentaSsessment,subjectscomptetedtheSocial

Desirability scafe (crowne & Marlowe, 1960) . The scale is

a 33-item true/false self-report questionnaire that

evaluates the extent to which individuals tend to respond

in a socialJ-y desirable manner' Additionally' four

instruments were used pre- and post-treatment to measure

changes in anxiety, fears, depression, and symptom

interference with daily tife activites ' These four

intruments were: the enxiety sensitivity Index (Reiss et

âI., 1986), the Speilberger State a¡rxiety Inventory

(Speilberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene' 1970), the Beck

Depression Inventory (Beck et âf ., l-961) ' and the Global

Assessment of Severit.y Scale (Mavissakalian et â1', l-983) '

The Anxiety sensitivity Index is a l-6-item self-report

measure of the extent to which individuals believe

anxiety/fear causes iIIness, embarrassmentr of increased

anxiety. Each it.em is rated on a S-point scale (0 : very

little to 4 = vêry much). The speilberger state Anxiety

Inventory is a 20-item self-report that measures how

anxious the subject. feels at t.he momenL s/he completes t'he
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scale: Items are rated on a 4-point scale (1 = not at all

to 4 = v€ry much so). The Beck Depression Inventory is a

2l-item seJ-f-report inventory measuring severity of

depressíon on a 4-point scale. FinalIy, the investigator

and an interviewer independently reassessed the degree to

which the subject's residual symptoms interfered with

social and work activities on the Globa] Assessment of

Severity Scale (see Incl-usion Criteria) at 6 weeks

foIIow-up. In case of disagreemenL between the

invest.igator and interviewer concerning the value of the

rating, t.he highest score was assigned.

Experimental- Design

Figure 1 dispJ-ays, for the first two subjects in

series one, an example of the singÌe subject staggered

baseline design employed in the study. As shown in Figure

Lt pretreatment basefines were staggered in such a way that

the length of basel,ine increased with the second subject

(and each subsequent subject). Thus, the second subject

served as a control- for extraneous environmental variables

which could coincide with the start of treatment for the

first subject and show treat.ment effects where there are

none. For exampl_e, following 3 weeks of pret.reatment

baseline, (1) t.he cognitive therapy phase Q) v¡as

ímplemented for the first subject while the second subject

continued on baseline. After 2 weeks of cogni-tive therapy,

these subjects t.hen proceeded into the 3-week no-treatment
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Figure 1.

An exampfe of the sj-ngle subject staggered basel-ine

design employed in the study. Only the first two subjects

in series one are depicted. The numbers 1- through 7 at the

top of the fígure represenL t,he pretreatment baseline (1),

t.reatment (2, 4t and 6), no-treatment baseline (3 and 5),

and fol_low-up (7) phases. The dotted vertical lines on

each frame separate the phases. The Y axis indicates the

9-point scale of one of the dependent measures (e.9.'

avoj-dance). The X axis indicates the week of the study

that t.he measures were col-lected from the initiation of the

study.
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baseline phase (3) and so on unt.il- all subjects received

the seven phases. In accordance with the single subject

staggeredbaselinedesign,treatmenteffectsare

demonstrated when t.he behavior changes only after the

treatment variable has been introduced to the first subject

while the pretreatment baseline (s) of the second (and

subsequent) subject (s) remains unchanged'

The design eval-uated the effects of the treatment

components on the individual subjects. Subjects within t'he

same series were compared to det.ermine whether they showed

similar patterns of behavioraf change. Between series

comparisons v¡ere also made to determine patterns of

behavioral- change.

Procectural Rel-iabiIiLy Assessments

The intake interviews and Lreatment sessions \^Iere all

audiotaped for reliability checks on the interviewer's and

investigator's adherence to the protocols ' All íntake

interviews and one quarter of sessions in each treatment

phase l^Iere randomly sel-ected and played to a trained

independent assessor. The assessor l-istened to the tapes

and scored each step of the intake intervíew and treatment'

session procedure on a blank protocol. The independent

assessor, s result.s were then compared to the protocols and

the dependent measures t.hat were completed at the time of

the interviews and treatment sessions. Procedural

retiability coefficients were calculated with the formula
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agreements/agreements + disagreements x 100' Separate

coefficients were calculated for ínterviews and treatment

sessions.

Thereliabilitycoefficientsfort'heintakeinterviews

ranged from 88.8% to r0o%. For the treatment sessions, the

reliabiJ-ity coef f icients were all l-00? ' The high

procedural reliability coefficients were 1ikely due to the

highlysLructurednatureoftheinterviewandtreatment
protocols.
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RESULTS

Patient Pretreatment Charact'erístics

AII- subjects met the DSM-III-R diagnosis of Panic

Disorder with Agoraphobia of at least one year duration and

onset prior t.o age 40 years. Subjects had a mean age of

35.6years(range2453yrs)andanaveragedurationof
the disorder of L:-.1 years (range 1 - 29 yrs)- Nine of the

l-1 subjects had received. previous psychologicat and/or

pharmacological treatment. Four subjects were receivíng

benzodiazepines within the acceptable range during the

study. one subject terminated the use of antidepressanL

medication 4 weeks prior to beginning treatment- Nine

subjects were femafe and two were mafe. one female subject

in series two dropped out of the study foll-owing the first

trial- of the initial multiple exposure treatment session'

she report.ed that. she was unable to tolerate the effects of

hyperventil-ation and dectined furt.her treatment. Thus, the

data reported in the remainder of the results section are

for 10 subjects--five in each series'

subjects scored within the normal range on the social

Desirability Scale with the exception of one subject (CP)

in series two. The social Desirability scale evaluates the

extent to which individuats tend to respond in a socially

desirabl-e manner. cPt s low score suggests that he had a

tendencytorespondtoitemsonthescaleinamanner

indicat.ing a strong need for assistance for his presenting
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problems with anxiety (M' Kral, personal communication'

June 30, 1989) .

Table 1 shows what each subject feared would happen if

heorshehadapanicattack,andthedescríptionsofupto

three situations that each subject avoided' Fears of

Iosingcontrolandgoingcrazyll'erecommmonlyreported.The
avoided situations are typical of those described by

patientswhodisplayagoraphobicbehavior(DSM-III-R'

t_987).

Figure2depictsthepretreatmentmeanscafeScoresof

eachsubjectontheSympt.omCheck]-ist-g0forseriesone
(top frame) and for series two (bottom frame) ' The

pretreatmentmeanscaleScoresofthenormativesampleare

reported in APPendix G'

AsshowninFigure2,theScoresofsubjectsinseries

one were less variable than those of subjects in series two

onBofthegSymptomsubscales.Thevaríabilit'y(i.e.'
greaterthanonemeanscalescore)wasmostevidentonthe

subscar_es measuring anxiety, phobic anxieLy, hostility' and

psychoticism. In addition, the figure suggesLs that

subjects in series one displayed. lower scores relat'ive to

subjects in series two. Subject two in each series (JD and

DA)accounted.forthehighest'Scoresonthemajorityofthe

scales. Of the nine subscales, JD in serieS One displayed

the highest scores on seven'' whereas' DA in series two

showedthehighestscoreonfive'Thus'thescoresont'he
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Figure 2.

The pret.reatment mean scale scores on a S-point scale

(0 = not at all to 4 = extremely) on the Symptom

Checklist-gQ for each subject in series one (top frame) and

series two (bottom frame). Subject numbers are defined in

Tabl-e 1. The correspondence between subject number and

each subject, s Ínitiafs in series one weret s1 (PD) , s2

(JD) , 53 (MB) , 54 (CF) , and 55 (BC) ,' and ín series two

were: 51 (cP) , 52 (DA) , 53 (SN) , 54 (AB) , and 55 (AP) '

The dark boxes indicate the norms for t.he symptom

Checklist-90. The X axis indÍcates the folJ-owing Symptom

checklist-90 subscal-es and the corresponding abbreviations:

ANX (anxiety), SOM (somatization) ' PHOB (phobic anxiety),

OC (obsessive-compulsive), IS (interpersonaf sensitivity)'

HOST (hostility), PI (paranoid ideation), PSY

(psychot.icism) , and DEP (depression) '
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Symptom Checklist-90 suggest that subjects displayed

slight.ly dif ferent pretreatment characterj-stics -

Daily Measures

Each subject in series one completed Daily Diaries for

an average of L26 days; those in series two recorded for an

average of 116 days. Panic Attack Diaries were completed

whenever subjects had an attack.

Tabl_e 2 shows subjects, retrospective reports of panic

attack frequency during the first and second interview, and

panic attack diary monitoring during pretreatment baseline,

Lreatment and no-treatment phases, and during follow-up.

Subject.s, retrospective reports of panic attack frequency

showed a subst.antial- decline from the first t.o the second

interview. At the second interview, one subject in each

series (CF and SN) reported experiencing persistent fear of

having another panic attack, although no full--blown panic

attacks had occurred within the previous month. The weekly

mean number of panic attacks per subject reported during

the first. and second interviews by the five subjects in

series one were 3.2 and l-.6, and by the five subjects in

series two were 4.0 and 2.2, respectively.

The number of panic attacks recorded on the panic

attack diaries during the course of the study were

considerably less than subjects' retrospective reports of

panic at.t.ack f requency in the initial interviews. For

diary recording during pretreatment, across treatment
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Table 2

S\ùiect Retros¡Pective Ræort

Series ltunber Initials Fírst Secord

P-err¡ic Attæk Diarv

Pretreabnent Treat¡rent Fol low+tp

I

I

1

I

1

1

2

3

4

5

PD

JD

MB

CF

BC

I
I
3

1

3

u* 3.2

3

1

1

ø

3

1.6

ø

1

ø

ø

2

u* ø.ø2

I

ø

T2

ø

I

ø.ø5

ø

ø

1

ø

ø

ø.øI

2

2

2

2

2

I
2

3

4

5

CP

DÀ

SN

ÀB

ÀP

2

Tø

3

1

4

!1* 4.ø

1

B

ø

I
I
2.2

2

Tø

ø

ø

I5

u* ø.L2

2

2

I
ø

14

ø.Lø

1

4

ø

ø

I

ø.ø4

*Meun panic attacks per subject per week'
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phases and no-treaLment phases, and during follow-up, the

five subjects in series one reported a weekly mean of 0.02,

0.05, and 0.01- panic attacks per subject' respectively.

fndividual subjects in series one who report.ed that they

had at least one panic attack during each of t.he phases

were: JD and. BC during pretreatment, PD, MB' and BC during

treatment and no-treatment' and MB during foIlow:up.

subjects in series two reported a weekly panic attack

mean per subject of 0.1,2 during pretreatment, 0.10 across

t.reat.ment. phases and no-trea|ment phases, and 0.04 during

fotlow-up. Individual subjects in series two who reported

that. they had a least one panic attack during each of the

phases were: CP, DA, and AP during pretreatment, CP, DA,

sN, and AP during treatment and no-treatment, and cP, DAt

and AP during follow-uP.

AlLhough subjects in series one reported fewer panic

attacks (n : 18) than subjects in series two (n = 52), the

reported frequency v,/as very 1ow compared to retrospective

report.s across both series. Moreover, of the 52 panic

attacks reported for series two, one subject (AP) accounted

for 30 of the att.acks. The low frequency of reported panic

attacks during self-monitoring precluded an evaluation of

the effects of t.he individual treatment components on the

frequency of panic attacks. Despite the low frequency of

panic attacks recorded during the study, however, the

characteristics of the panic attacks were examined. These
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data are rePorted in APPendix H-

The low frequency of panic attacks was paralleled by

DaiJ-y Diary reports of low ratings of: anticipatory

anxiety (i.e., fear of having a panic attack)' generalized

avoidance, and generalized anxiety. Figure 3 shows the

mean scale scores on the Daily Diary for anticipatory

anxiety, generalized avoidance, and generalized anxiety.

Generally, subjects in bot.h series tended to rate

anticipatory anxieLy, generalized avoidance, and

generalized anxiety on the lower end of the scale (i.e.'

2.5 or l-ess) . Sínce subject's scores in both series were

low during the pretreatment phase, an examination of the

effects of the indj-vidual- treatment components was not

possible. Thus, points of comparison to determine changes

in Scores were made between pretreatment and post multiple-

session exposure (i. e. , foIJ-ow-up) phases only'

The mean pre- to post-treatment changes in scores for

Sub jects in series one were: l-. 3 to 0 . 1- f or anticípatory

anxiety, 2.4 to 0.0 for generalized avoidance, and l-.6 to

0.1- for generalized anxiety. For subjects in series two,

the mean pre- to post-treatment changes in Scores were:

1 . 9 to I.4 for anticipatory anxiety, 1-.0 to 0 ' 8 for

generalized avoidancet and. 2.4 to 1-.3 for generalized

anxiety.

visual- inspection of individual subject data at 6

weeks follow-up; however, shows that anticipatory anxiety
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Figure 3.

Mean scafe scores on a 9-point scale (O = none to B -

extrenrery) on the Dairy Diary for antícipatory anxíety

(i.e., fear of havíng a panic attack) ' gieneralized

avoidance, and generalized anxiety' The X axis indicates

thenumerica}representationofeachbaselinephasefor
whichthesedataarereported.Thebaselinephasesfor
subjects in series one were: (1) pretreatment ' (2) post

cognit.ivetherapy,(3)postcognitivetherapywithbrief
exposure, and (4) post multiple-session exposure' The

baseline phases for subjects in series two were: (1)

pretreatment , (2) post cog¡nitive therapy' and (3) post'

multiple_sessionexposure.Thescoresofeachsubjectin
series one (PD, JD, MB, CF, and BC) are displayed on the

Ieft'sideofthefigure.TheScoresofeachsubjectin

series two (CP, DA, SN, AB, and AP) are disptayed on the

right side of the figure '
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and general-ized avoidance scores either decreased to zeto

or were reduced to a minimal amount in 7 of l-0 subjects '

Anticipat.ory anxiet.y and generalized avoidance Scores

declined in all subjects in series one and in two subjects

in series two (i.e., SN and AB) .

In summary, subjects tended to use the lower end of

the 9-point scafes for anticipatory anxieLy, generalized

avoidance, and generalized anxiety. Despite these l-ow

scores, however, a comparison between pre- and

post-t.reatment scores suggests that the anticipatory

anxiety and generalized avoidance ScoreS tended to decrease

more t.han generalized anxiet.y scores, especially for

subjects in series one.

Weeklv Measures

Each week, subjects completed the Fear Quest'ionnaire

on which they rated on a 9-point scale their level-s of the

following: persistent distress due to anxiet.y, phobic

avoidance in three situations (see Tab1e i- for descriptions

of prirnary and subsidiary avoided situations), and

anxiety/depression. Each subject in series one completed

these measures for an average of l-B weeks; those in series

two completed t.he measures for an average of l-6.3 weeks-

Figure 4 shows subjectst self-ratings of persistent

distress and avoidance in the primary avoided situations

(Avoid 1-) that were described in Table l- (e'g', walking

aIone, eating in resLaurants, going int'o shopping malIs) '
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Figure 4.

Scores measuring persistent distress and avoidance in

primary situations (Avoid 1) described in Table 1 (e.9-'

walking alone). Distress and avoidance vrere rated weekly

on 9-point scales (0 : oot at all distressing to I -

extremeLy distressing, and 0 = never avoid it to I = always

avoid it) on the Fear Questionnaire. The X axis indicates

the week of the study that the measures were collected.

The scores of each subject in series one (PD, JDr MB, CF'

and BC) are dispJ-ayed on the left side of the figure. The

scores of each subject in series two (CP, DA, SN, ABr and

AP) are displayed on the right side of the figure. The

scores of two subjects in series two (CP and AP) are

missing for t.he first week of follow-up because the

measures were not compJ-eted by the sub jects.

The dotted vertical l-ines on each graph separate the

phases which are indicated by the numbers on the tops of

PD's and CP's graphs. The phases for subjects in series

one were: (1) pretreatment baseline, (2) cognitive

t.herapy, (3) baseline, (4) cognitive therapy with brief

exposure, (5) baseline, (6) multiple-session exposure, and

(7) fo]-J-ow-up. For subjects in series two' the phases

vrere: (1) pretreatment baseline, (2) cognitive therapy,

(3) basel-ine , (4) multiple-session exposure, and (5)

f oJ-1ow-up.
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fn accordance with the experímental design, the duration of

the initial pret.reat.ment baselines vrere staggered so that.

the duration of each successive subjectt s baseline was

increased by 2 weeks over the durat.ion of t.he baseline of

the preceding subject. Thus, each subject served as a

control for preceding subjects. There was one exception to

the staggered pretreatment basel-ine. The first treatment

(i.e., cognitive therapy) for one subject in series one

(MB) was impÌemented after five rather than Seven weeks of

baseline because she was leaving the city unexpectedly.

In general, there was concordance between dist'ress and

avoidance Scores related to the primary avoided situation.

As shown in Figure 4t pretreatment basel-ine scores of

distress and avoidance were stable across most subject.s

(slight variability was observed in |he pretreatment scores

of PD, DA, AP) prior to the introduction of cognitive

therapy. When changes in scores did occur in treated

subjects, they did so only after the treaLment was appJ-ied

to each individual- whil-e scores remained unchanged in

untreaLed patients. Thus, the requirements of the

experimental design were met,' the observed changes can be

attributed to the experimental treatments.

Clinically significant treatment effects were defined

as a reduction of at least 2 points on t.he 9-point severíty

scale (Mavissakalian, 1986b). To determine the impact of

eagh treatment Component, comparisgns vJere made at the
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final poínt in each baseline phase (i'e'' pretreatment'

postcogrnitivetreatment,postcognitivetherapywithbrief

exposure, and post rnultiple-session exposure for subjects

in series one,' and pretreaLment' post cognitive therapy'

andpostmultipte-sessionexposureforsubjectsinseries
t.wo) . To determine the overall- effects of the treatments

impJ-emented for subjects in each series' the last data

pointofthepretreatmentbase].inephasewascomparedto

the data points at 3 and 6 weeks follow-up'

Discussion of changes in self-ratings of distress and

avoidancebehaviorwil].focusfirstontheeffectsofeach

treatmentcomponentandt.henontheovera]'leffectsofthe
treatmentsont.hesubjectsineachseries.Asnotedinthe
method section, the design is intended to evaluate

behavioralchangesinindividualsubject's.subjectswithin
theSameseriesarecomparedtodeterminewhethertheyshow
similar patterns of change' Some general comments wilI

arso be made about the patt.erns of change between the two

series; however, only tentative statemenLs can be made

aboutcomparisonsbetweenthetwoseriesofsubjects
because subjects in series one' but not those in series

two,receivedanadditionaltreatmenLcomponent(i.e.'

cognit.ive therapy with brief exposure) giving the former

group f our additional treat'ment sessions '

Figure4showst'hatafterimplementingthecognit'ive

Lherapy component, 4 of 10 subjects met the criterion for
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c1ínicalIy significant change for distress and avoidance'

ThedistressandavoidanceScoresofonesubjectinseries

one (JD) decreased by 2 points or 222 ' The distress scores

of three subjects ín series two declined by at least 2

points (DA = 3, SN = 4t and AB = 4) an average of 3'7

point.sr or 41'2. The avoidance scores also met the 2-point

criterion showing a decrease by (DA = 4' SN = 2' and AB =

4) an average of 3'3 points or 372 following cognitive

treatment.

Aftersubject'sinseriesonereceivedthecognitive

therapy with brief exposure component' t'he criterion for

clinically significant change was met by 4 of 5 subjects

for dist.ress and 3 of 5 subjects for avoidance. The

distress scores declined (PD = 2' JD - 2' MB = 4t and CF =

5) an average of 3'3 points or 372' and avoidance scores

decreased (PD = 2t MB = 6' and CF = 6) an average of 4'7

points or 52% '

Folfowingthemultiple-sessionexposurecomponent'4

of l-0 subjects met the criterion for clinically sígnificant

change for distress and/or avoidance' The distress scores

of two subjects in series one (MB and BC) declined by 3

points, âD average of 3 points or 33%' In addition' the

avoidance scores of t.wo subjects in series one decreased

(JD = 2 andBC = 3) an average of 2'5 points or 28%' OnIy

onesubjectinseriestwo(cP)shrowedadeclineindístress

and avoidance scores' Each of CPts scores decreased 4
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points or 44% from initial- post cognitive t'herapy values'

When pretreatment baseline scores htere compared to

scores at 3 weeks follow-up' aII 10 subjecLs in the study

met Èhe criterion for clinicatly significant change' The

distressScoresofsubjectsinseriesonedeclined(PD=2t
JD = 5, MB = 7t CF = 6' and BC: 4\ an average of 4'5

points or 53% ' The distress scores of subjects in series

two decreased (CP = 4t DA = 4' SN = 4t AB = 5¡ and AP : 2\

an average of 3'B points or 42%' The avoidance of primary

situation scores decreased (PD = 2' JD = 5t MB = 6' CF = 6'

and BC = 4) an average of 4 ' 6 points or 51% for subjects in

series one, and (Cp = 4' DA = 4' SN = 2' AB = 5' and AP =

2) an average of 3'A points or 38% for subjects in series

two.

At6weeksfollow-up'allpatientsmaintainedtheir

treatment gains ' Moreovert some subjects showed further

improvement in avoidance of primary situations (PD and MB

in series onê) r or in distress and avoidance (SN in series

two) . The distress and/or avoidance scores of two subjects

from series one (JD and MB) ' and one subject from series

two (AB) decreased below the 2-point críterion for

clinicallysignificantchangefollowingmultiple-session

exposure. This reduction precluded the evaluation of

furtherimprovementduringthefollow-upperiod.
Insummaryrtheresultsofthedistressandavoidance

scales shown in Figure 4 lead to four major conclusions '
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First, the cognit'ive therapy component alone produced a

clinicallysignificantchangein4of].0subjecLs_-one
subject in series one and three subjects in series two '

The greater impact of cognitive therapy on these four

subjects may have been due to different subject

characteristics. second, the cognitive therapy with brief

exposure component received by subjects in series one

produced a clinically significant change in 4 of 5 subjects

for distress and 3 of 5 subjects for avoid'ance' Third'

mult'iple-sessionexposureproducedadditiona]-treat.menL

gainsin4ofl0subjects--threesubjectsinseriesoneand

one subject in series two ' FinaIIy' at three weeks follow-

uprsubjectsinseriesoneandseriestwoshoweddecremenLs

of53%and'42%indistressand5].%and38%inavoidance,
respectively.Theeffect'softreatmentonsubjectsineach
series were maintained at 6 weeks follow-up'

Figure 5 shows the self-ratings of avoidance subjects

displayedinthetwoadditionalfearedsit'uations(i.e.'

Avoid 2 and Avoid 3) described in Table l- (e'g'' jogging'

being away from home, shopping malls) ' As shown in Figure

5'therequirementsoftheexperimentaldesignweremet.

Pretreatmentbaselinedurationswereincreasedwitheach

succeeding subject (with the exception of MB)' The

baselineScoresofsubsidiaryavoidanceswereretatively

stable for all- subjects prior to the introduction of the

cognitive therapy comPonent' Changes in subjectst scores
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Figure 5.

Scores measuring degree of avoidance in subsidiary

avoided situations (Avoid 2 and Avoid 3)

avoided situations were rated weekly on

SubsidiarY

9-point scale (0

= never avoid it to B - always avoid it) on the Fear

Questionnaire. The X axis indicates the week of the study

Lhat the measures were collected' The scores of each

subject in series one (PD' JD' MB' CF' and BC) are

displayed on the left' side of the figure ' The scores of

each subject in series two (CP' DA' SN' AB' and AP) are

displayed on the right side of the figure' The scores of

two subjects in series Lwo (CP and AP) are missing for the

first week of follow-up due to noncompliance' Avoid 3

ScoresaremissingforJDandAPbecausetheywereunable
to identify a third avoided situation'

The dotted vertical lines on each graph separate Lhe

phases which are indicaLed by the numbers on the tops of

PD's and CP's graphs' The phases for subjects in series

one were: (1) pretreatment baseline ' 
(2) cognitive

therapy,(3)baseline,(4)cognitivetherapywithbrief

exposure,(5)baseline'(6)multiple-sessionexposure'and
(7) follow-up. For subjects in series two' t'he phases

were: (1) pretreatment baseline ' 
(2) cognitive therapy'

(3) baseline , (4) multiple-session exposure' and (5)

foIIow-uP.

a
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occurred only after the implementation of the treatment

variable while scores remained unchanged in untreated

subjects.
Again, clinically significant treatment effects were

defined as a minimum of a 2-point reduction on the 9-point

scale. To determine the impact of each treatmentt

comparisons were made at the final point in each baselíne

phase (i.e./ preLreatment' post cognitive treatment' post

cognitive therapy with brief exposure' and post

multiple-session exposure for subjects in series onet and

pretreatment, post cognitive therapy' and post

mult.iple-session exposure for subjects in series two) ' To

det'erminetheoveral].effectsofthetreatmentsimplemented

forsubjectsineachseries'thelastdatapointofthe
pretreatment baseline phase was compared to the data points

at 3 and 6 weeks fo1low-up' Discussion of changes in

subsidiary avoidance behavior wiII focus first on the

effects of each treatment componenL and then on t'he overall

effects of treatment'

Figure5indicatesthat'afterimplementat'ionoft'he

cogniLive therapy comPonenL' 5 of l-0 subjects met the

criterionforclinicaltysignificantchangeforsubsidiary

avoidances. The Avoid 2 and Avoid 3 scores of one subject

in series one (PD) decreased by 2 points or 22% ' The Avoid

2 scores of four subject's in series two declined by at

least 2 points (CP - 2r DA = 5' SN = 2' and AB = 3) an
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average decrement of 3 points or 33% ' Similar decrements

lvere observed in the Avoíd 3 scores of these four subjects

(CP = 2, DA = 3, SN = 2' and AB = 5) an average of 3 points

or 33%.

After the cognitive therapy with brief exposure

component was implemented for subjects in series one' 3 of

SsubjectsmetthecriterionforcIinica}Iysignificant
change. The Avoid 2 score of JD declined by 2 points or

22%andtheAvoid3scoresdecreased(MB=8'andBC=5)
an averaqe of 6 ' 5 Points or '722 '

Followingtheintroductionofthemultiple-session

exposure component' 6 of 1-0 subjects met the criterion for

clinically significant change' Three subjects in series

oneshowedfurtherdecrementsintheirAvoid2Scores(MB=

8, CF = B, and BC = 4) an averagie of 6 '7 points ot 14ø ' and

theAvoid3Scoresoftwosubjectsdeclined'(PD=2andCF

= 3) an average of 2'5 points or 282' Two subject's in

series two evidenced a decrement in their subsidiary

avoidance scores ' The Avoid 2 and Avoid 3 scores of SN

decreased by 4 points or 442 and the Avoid 3 score of CP

declined bY 2 Points or 22% '

VÙhenpret'reatmenLscoreswerecomparedtoscoresat'3

weeks follow-up' 9 of L0 subjects in the study met the

críterion for crinicarry significant change ' The Avoid 2

scores of five subject's in series one declined (PD = 2' JD

= 4, MB = 8, CF = 8, and BC = 4) an average of 5'2 points
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or 5B%. The Avoid 3 scores of four subjects in seríes one

(JD failed to identify a third avoíded situaLion) decreased

(PD = 4t MB = Ir CF = 3' BC = 6) an average of 5'3 points

or 59%. For subjects in series two' the Avoíd 2 scores of

four subjects decreased (CP - 2r DA = 6' SN = 6' AB = 3) an

average of 4.3 points or 48%; whereas' their Avoid 3 scores

(APfailedtoídentifyat'hirdavoidedsituation)declined
(CP = 4t DA = 4t SN = 6t and AB = 5) an average of 4'B

points or 53% '

At 6 weeks follow-up' the treatment gains were

maintained in arl but one subject from series one (cF's

Avoid 3 score increased 3 points) . However, another

subject in series one (PD) showed a further 2 point

decrease in her Avoid 2 score' Furthermore' 5 of the 7

remaining subsidiary avoidance scores of four subjects in

seriesoneweresolowat3weeksfollow-upthatgÍventhe

2-point crit'erion for change' further effects could not' be

measured at 6 weeks follow-up' For subjects in series Lwo'

theAvoid2ScoresofCPandAPdecreasedby2points;
whereasrtheAvoid2andAvoid3scoreofABincreasedby2
points between 3 and 6 weeks follow-up' At 3 weeks

follow-up,3ofthe?remainingsubsidiaryavoidanceScores

of two subject's in series two had dectined such that

furtherchangecouldnotbemeasuredat6weeksfollow-up.
rn sulnmary, the changes in scores on the subsidiary

avoidance scales (Figure 5) were similar to the changes in
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scores on the distress and primary avoidance scales (Figure

A). The major conclusions are as follows' First' the

cognitive therapy component alone produced a clinically

significant change in 5 of l-O subjects--one subject in

seriesoneandfoursubjectsinseriestwo.ofthefíve
subjects who responded to the cognitive therapy component

onthesubsidiaryavoidancescale,threesubjectsinseries

two (DA, SN, and AB) also showed treat'ment gains on the

distress and primary avoidance scales ' Second' 3 of 5

subjectsinseriesoneshowedctinicatlysigníficant
treatment gains fotJ-owing implementation of the cognitive

therapy with brief exPosure component ' Of these three

subjects, two subjects (JD and MB) also showed positive

treatment gains on the distress (JD) and on the prímary

avoidance (MB) scales ' Third' the multiple-session

exposurecomponentproducedadditionaltreatmentgaínsín6

of l-0 subjects--four subjects in series one and two

subjects in series two' Three of the subjects from series

onea].soshoweddecrementsonthedistress(MBandCF)and

on the primary avoidance (PD' MBt and CF) scales; whereas'

onesubject(cP)showedtreatmentgainsonthedistressand
prirnary avoidance scales' FinalIy' at 3 weeks foIlow-up'

subjectsinseriesoneandseriestwoshoweddecrementsof

58%and48%inAvoid.2Scoresand5g%and53%inAvoid3

ScoreS'respectively.BothseriesshowedsimilarScoresaL

6 weeks follow-uP'
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Figure 6 shows the total anxiety/depression scores on

the Fear Questionnaire for subjects in series one and in

series two. As shown in Figure 6t the requirements of the

staggered baseline across subjects design were met '

Pretreatmentbaselinedurationswereincreasedwitheach
succeeding subject (with the exceptíon of MB) ' The

baselines scores of anxiety/depression were relatively

stablefora]-Isubjectspriortotheint'roductionofthe
cognitive therapy component' Changes in subjects' scores

occurred only after implementation of the treatment

variabl-e while scores remained unchanged in untreated

subjects.

C}inicallysignificanttreat'menteffectsweredefined

asaminimumreductionofl-0point'sonthe0-40point'
severity scare. As wit.h the distress, primary avoidance,

andsubsidiaryavoidancescales,pointsofcomparísonto
det.ermine the impact of each treatment component on

individua]-subjectsweremadeatthe]-astdatapointin

eachbaselinephase.TodetermÍneoveralltreatment
effect's,thelastdatapointofthepret'reatmenLbaseline
phase was compared to the data points at 3 and 6 weeks

follow-uP.

Followingimplementationofthecognitivetherapy

componentr 3 of 1-0 subjects met' the criterion for

clinicallysignificantchangeforanxiety/depression.The
Scoresofallsubjectsinseriesonefailedtomeetthe
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Figure 6 '

Scores measuring degree of anxiety/depression on the

Fear Questionnaire for each subject in series one (PDt JD'

MB, CF, and BC) displayed on the left side of the figure

and in series two (CP' DA' SN' AB' and AP) displayed on the

right side of the figure' The scores of tvlo subjects in

series two (CP and AP) are missing for the first week of

follow-up due to noncompliance' Each of the five items

comprising the anxiety/depression scale were rated weekly

on a 9-point scale (0 = never to B = most of the time) '

Thus, the maximum obtainable score is 40 points' The X

axisindicatestheweekofthestudythatt'hemeasuresvÙere

collected.
'l''he dotted vertical lines on each graph separate the

phases which are indicated by the numbers on the tops of

PD's and CP's graphs ' The phases for subjects in series

one were: (1) pretreatment baseline ' (2) cognitive

therapy,(3)base]ine,(4)cognitivetherapywithbrief

exposure, (5) baseline' (6) mult'ip1e-session exPosure' and

(7) follow-up' For subjects in series two' the phases

were: (1) pretreatment baseline ' 
(2) cognitive therapy'

(3) baseline , (4) multiPle-session exposure' and (5)

follow-uP '
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criterion for change. However, the three subjects in

seríes two (DA, SN, and AB) whose scores showed a decline

in distress, primary avoidance' and subsidiary avoidance

also showed a decrease in anxiety/depression scores

fotlowing cognitive therapy' Their anxiety/depression

scores declined (DA = 19, SN = L6' and AB = 1-8) an averagie

of 1-7 .7 Points or 43% '

After receiving the cognitive therapy with brief

exposure component, 2 of 5 subjects in series one met the

criterionforclinicallysignificantchange.TheScoresof
these two subjects decreased (PD = 1-O and I4B = L2\ an

average of 11 points or 27% ' Simitar decrements vüere

observedintheScoresoftwoadditionalsubjectsfrom

series one (JD = 12 and BC = 1-0) or 272 after receiving the

multiple-session exposure component' OnIy one subject' in

series two (AP) showed a decline in this measure following

mult'iple-Sessionexposure.Heranxiety/depressionScore

declinedl3pointsor32g"fromtheinitialpostcognitive

t.heraPY value.

At 3 weeks follow-up' one subject from series one (CI.)

andtwosubjectsfromseriestwo(cPandDA)failedtomeet

the criterion for clinicarry significant. change on the

anxiety/depression scale' Excluding these three subjects'

7 of l-0 subjects met the criterion for clinically

significantchangeat3weeksfol}ow-up.TheScoresofthe

remaining f our sub jects j-n series one declined (PD = 23 ' JD
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= !2, MB = L2, and BC = ].6) an averagie of j.5.8 points or

398. For t.he three remaining subjects in series two, their

anxiet.y/depression scores decreased (SN = L6' AB = 20' and

AP = 12) an average of f6'O points or 39%'

At 6 weeks follow-up, subjects in both series

continued to maintain their treatment gains' while one

subjectinseriestwo(SN)showedfurt'herimprovement(a1,2
point or 30% decrease) in anxiety/depression' The scores

of four subjects in series one (PD' JD' MB' and BC) were

sufficíentylowaftereit'hercognitivetherapywithbrief

exposure or mul-tiple-session exposure that given the

10-pointcriterionforclinicallysignificantchange,there
wasnoroomforfurtherchangebetween3and6weeks
foJ-J-ow-up. This v\ias al-so observed for one subject in

series two (AB) aft'er cognitive therapy '

oft'hethreesubjectswhofailedtomeetthecriterion

for clinicatly significant change at 3 weeks fol}ow-up' one

subjectinseriestwo(DA)showedad'ramaticchange( 
a25

point or 61'% decrease) in anxiety/depression at 6 weeks

foJ-J-ow-up. The high variability in her scores during

follow-up appeared to be related to sudden recurrence of

panicattacksassociatedwiththeonsetofacutefamily

problems.Theothertwosubjectswhodidnotmeetther0.

pointcriterionforchange'oneineachseries(cFandCP)'

failecltoshowimprovementont'hismeasureateit.her3or6

weeks fo1low-uP'
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In summary, the cognitive therapy component afone

produced a clinically significant change in 3 of 1-0

subjects on the anxiety/depression scale' These three

subjects also evidenced clínical change on the distress'

primary, and subsidiary avoidance scales ' Following

implementation of the cognitive theraPy with brief exposure

component for series one' 2 of' 5 subjects showed a

clínicallysignificantchange.Finally,3of]-0subjects
demonstratedfurtherimprovementaftermultiple-session

exposure on the anxiety/depression scale'

Six major conclusions can be drawn from the observed

reduction in scores on the distress' primary avoidancet

subsidiary avoidances, and anxiety/depression scares on the

Fear Questionnaire' First' the cognitive therapy componenL

produced clinically significant changes in 4 of 1-0 subjects

on the distress and primary avoidance scales' 5 of l-0

subjects on the subsidiary avoidance scales' and 3 of 1"0

subjects on the anxiety/depression scale ' Of these ten

subjects, the same three subjects' from series two

consístently showed a positive response to the cognitive

therapy component on aII of the weekly measures ' Second'

t.he cognitive therapy with brief exPosure component

producedclinicallysignificanttreatmenteffectsin4of5

subjects on the distress scale' 3 of 5 subjects on the

primary avoidance scale' 3 of 5 subjects on the subsj-diary

avoidance scales ' and 2 of 5 subjects on the
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anxiety/depressionsca}e.Third,mult.iple_sessionexposure
producedadditionalsignificanttreatmentgainsin4ofl0

subjects on the distress or primary avoidance scales' 6 of

1-0subjectsonthesubsidiaryavoidancescales,and3ofl-0
subjects on the anxiety/depression scale' Fourth' the

number of subjects in series one who showed clinically

significant change on the weekly measures following the

cognitive therapy with brief exposure component vs' the

multiple-sessionexposurecomponentwereequivalent'with

exception of the distress scores ' On the distress scale'

treatment effects \^rere observed in 4 of 5 subjects after

cognitive therapy with bríef exposure and 2 of 5 subjects

aft.er muftiple-session exposure' Fifth' ât 3 weeks foll-ow-

uP, subjects in series one showed slightly more treatment

gains than subjects in series two on 4 of 5 of the weekly

measures. The percentage change from pretreat'menL baseline

compared to 3 weeks follow-up for subjects in series one

and subjects in series Lwo were as follows: 533 vs ' 42%

for distress I s:.z vs. 3g% for primary avoidance, 58% vs'

Ag% for Avoid 2,59% vs. 53% for Avoid 3, and 39% vs' 39%

for anxiety/depression' Finally' at 6 weeks follow-up'

subjectswhoshowedclinicallysignificantchangeonthe
weekll' measures maintained their low scores or showed

further imProvement '

Pre- and Post-Phase Evaluation Measure

Subjects completed the Symptom Checklist-gO during the
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initial intake assessmenL, at the beginning of the first

SeSSion of each treatment phase, and at' 6 weeks follow-up.

FigureTshowsthemeanscafeanxíety'somatization'and
phobic anxiety scores on the Symptom Checklist-90 ' The

resultsindicatethatonaveragie,subjectsresponsesonthe

anxiety, somatization, and phobic anxiety scales were

similar to those reported on the Daily Diary sCares. That

isrsubjectsinbothseriestendedt'ousethelowerendof

the scale (i.e. , 2-0 or l-ess) ' During the pretreatment

phase'scoreswereínthes}ighttomoderaterangewhích
precludedanexaminationoftheeffectsoftheindividua].

treatmentcomponents.Thus'comParisonstodet'ermine

changesinScoresÌ¡jeremadeatpretreatmentandat6weeks
follow-uP onIY.

E'igure 7 indicates that the average scale values for

both series were similar at pretreatment and tended to

declinetosimilarvaluesat6weeksfollow-up.Themean
changes in scores from pre- to post-treatment for subjects

inseriesonewerezL.T6to0.36foranxiety,]-.16to0.50
for somatization, and l- .L2 to 0.26 for phobic anxíety' For

subjects in series two, the mean changes in scores from

pre- to post-treatment were: 1'84 to 0'82 for anxiety'

o.g2to0.82forsomatization,and]-.96to0.54forphobic

anxiet.y. The scores of the normative sample on the sympt'om

Checklist-90were:anxiety0."7,somaLization0.6,and
phobic anxietY 0-6.
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Figure 'l '

The mean scale anxiety' somatization' and phobic

anxiety scores on a S-point scale (0 = rioL at aII to $ =

extremely)ontheSymptomChecklist-g0.Thescoresofeach
subject' in series one (PD' JD' MB' CF' and BC) are

displayed on the left side of the figure' The scores of

each subject in series two (CP' DA' SN' AB' and AP) are

displayed on the right side of the figure'

TheXaxisindicatesthenumericalrepresentationof

each point that these measures were obtained' For series

one' subjects were assessed at the following points: (1)

initial intake , (2) post cognitive therapy' (3) post

cognitive therapy with brief exposure ' 
(4) post

mult.iple-session exposure' and (5) six weeks follow-up'

For series two' subjects were assessed aL: (1) initial

intake , (2) post cognitive therapy' (3) post

multiple-session exposure' and (4) 6 weeks follow-up'
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VisualinspectíonofindividualsubjectdataSuggests

that. one subject in each series (CF and CP) showed tittle

or no change on the scales at 6 weeks follow-up' However'

several scores of subjects in series one were reduced to

zeror' anxiety for three subjects (PD' MB' and BC) I

somatization for two subjects (MB and Bc), and phobic

anxiety for three subjects (JD' MB' and BC) ' The treatment

received by subjects in series two red'uced only one score

(phobic anxiety) for one subject (AP) to zero' Similar

results were shown on the Daily Diary (see Figure 3)'

In summary, subjects tended to use the lower end of

the S-point scale which placed their scores in the slight

to moderate range at pretreatment ' The average scale

scores of both series tended to be similar at pretreatment

and decreased to similar values (within t'he zero to slight

range) at 6 weeks follow-up' Visua1 inspection of

individualsubjectdatasuggestsLhatmoreanxietyrelevant

scores were reduced for subjects in series one than for

those in series two '

Figure B displays the pre- and post-treatment mean

scale scores of each subject on the Symptom Checklist-90

for series one and series two' The figure shows that the

scores of subjects in series one were less variable and

IessexLremerelativetotheScoresofsubject'sinseries

two at pretreatment ' However' the scores of subjects in

both series approached the normative sample aL
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Figure 8 '

The pre- and post-treatment mean scale scores of each

subject on the Symptom Checklist-90 for series one (top

frames) and series two (bottom frames) ' Each subject's

number is defined in Tab1e L ' The correspondence between

subject number and each subject's initials in series one

were: Sl- (PD) I s2 (JD) I 53 (MB) ' 54 (CF) ' and SU (Bc) ; and

in series two were: S1 (CP) ' 32 (DA) ' 53 (SN) ' 54 (AB) '

and 55 (AP)' The dark boxes indicate the norms for the

Sympt'om Checklist-90 ' The Y axis indicates the S-point

scale (0 = not at aII to 4 = extremely) on which the items

comprisingeachsubscalewerescored.TheXaxisindicates
LheSymptomsubscales.Thesubscalesandtheabbreviations

indicatedinthefigureareasfollows:ANX(anxiety)'SOM
(somatization), PHoB (phobíc anxiety) ' oC

(obsessive-compulsive)' IS (interpersonal sensitivity)'

HOST (hostility) ' PI (paranoid ideation) ' PSY

(psychoticism), and DEP (depression) '
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post-treatment. There was one exception to this

observation. As indícated by cPts (sl) extreme scores'

there were no apparent changes in hís scores from pre- and

post-treatment with t.he exception of his score on the

hostilíty subscale. Of the other two subjects G2/JD in

series one and s2loa in series two) who displayed the

extreme scores on the majority of the scales at

pretreatment,onlyJDcontinuedtoevidenceaScore

considerablyhigherthanthenormononesubscale
(somatizat.ion) .

Pre- and Post-Treatment Global- Measures

Table 3 shows the result's of the pre- and

post-treatment global measures: the Gfobal Assessment of

Severity Scale, Lhe Anxiety Sensitivity Index' the

Speilberger State Anxiety Inventory, and the Beck

Depression rnventory. Assessments were taken during Lhe

intake ínterview and at 6 weeks folIow-up'

The GIobal- Assessment of severity scale measures panic

symptom interference in daily life activities on a S-point

scafe (l- = no complaints and normal activity to 5 : normal

work or social activity radically changed or prevenLed) '

AII subjectst scores decreased by 1 to 3 points. Nine

subjects reported that. they continued t'o experience minor

symptoms, but the symptoms no longer interfered with daily

l-ife activities. However, one sub ject from series two (CP)

continued to experience sympt'oms which produced marked
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Tabre 3 lo8

Pre- a¡d Post-freab¡ent Global l4easures

Series Ole

Srbject Pre Post

Serles I\P

S.rlcject Pre Post

Global Assesgnent of Serreriþr Scalea

(r-s) c

PD

JD

f,ts

CF

BC

CP

DA

SN

ÀB

ÀP

42
12
41
52
4l

13
42
52
41
32

Anxiety SensittvitY lrËexb

(ø-64) c

PD 51 18

JD 38 23

l.B 4ø 12

cF 39 32

8C459

(P 4ø 45

DA 55 12

sN613
ÀB 15 15

ÀP225

Speilberger State Arxieby Inventoqp

(2Ø-gø'lc

PD 5S 43

JD 68 29

¡B 24 2ø

cF 38 31

BC 39 2ø

(P i5 65

m4837
sì{ 48 2l

AB 6ø 32

AP 45 3ø

Beck Depression IrventoqÞ

(Ø-e:¡ c

PD 2I

JD 15

tB4
(rg
BC3

e2219
DA372
sN17ø
À8156
AP]tø3

7

6

I
ø

ø

Ìþte: arnde¡nrdent assessor ratfng.
bs"u-tçott ratlngs.
Qar¡ge of possible scores.
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interference with normal- work or social- acLivities. The

average percentage score change from pre- to post-treat.ment

was 62% for subjects in series one and 49% for those in

series two.

The Anxiety Sensitivity Index is a 16-ítem

questíonnaire that uses a S-point scale (0 : vêrY l-ittl-e to

4 = very much) to measure the extent to which individuals

beÌieve anxiety/fear causes ill-ness, embarrassmentr or

increased anxiety. The scores of nine subjects declined by

7 to 58 points. One subject's (CP) score was higher at

post-treatment t.han at pre-treatment indicating t.hat his

belief in the negative effects of anxiet.y increased over

the course of Lhe study. The averagie percentage score

change from pre- to posL-treatment was 542 for subjects in

series one and 6!eo for those in series two.

The Speilberger State Anxiet.y fnventory is a 20-item

questionnaire that uses a 4-point scale (1 = not at al-l to

4 = very much so) t.o obtain a measure of how anxious the

subject feels at the moment s/he completes the inventory.

The scores of all subjects declined I to 39 points at. post.-

treatment. The scores of nine sub jects ranged from 'tno

anxiety" to t.he bottom of the moderately anxious range;

whereas, the post-treatmenL score of one subject (Ce¡

continued to remain in the highly anxious range. The

averaqe percentage change in the scores from pre-to

post-t.reatment was 282 for subjects in series one and 34%
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for subjects in series two '

The Beck Depression Inventory is a 21-it'em ínventory

thatmeasuresseverityofdepressionona4-pointsca]-e.
TheScoresofninesubjectswerewithinthenormalrange(0
to gì Beck et âI., 1961-) at post-treatment' One subjectts

(cP)Scorecontinuedtoremaininthemoderatelydepressed

range. The average percentage score change from pre- to

post-treatment was 60% for subjects in series one and 682

for subjects in series two '

The subject (DA) who was allowed to enter the study

despiteherhighdepressionScore(seeSubjectselection
Procedure),showedconcordancebetweenScoresontheweekly

Beck Depression Inventory, the anxiety/depressíon scale

(Figure 6) , t'he subsidiary avoidance sca].es (Figure 5) , and

panic attack frequency (Table 2)' Her Beck Depression

scores decreased to the normaf range foll-owing the

introduction of cognitive therapy. However, her scores on

theBeckDepressionlnventory,andtheanxiety/depression

and subsidiary avoidance scales increased sharply at 2 and

3 weeks post multiple-session exposure' During this

period, she recorded four panic attacks and commented on

the Panic Attack Diaries that she was having acute family

problemstowhichsheattributedherpanicattacks.This

observation was not surprising since previous research with

animals (Mineka, L985) amd with humans (Sartory' Rachman' &

Grey , LgBz) has suggested that fear can be reinstated by
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aversj.ve events that occur before, during' and after

sessions, despite Iong períods following the terminatíon of

treat.ment (Rachman' l-989) . In any case, DA's data suggest

that her symptoms of depression fluct.uated with episodes of

panic attacks which coincided l.Iith severe family problems

during the early part of the follow-up period. Duringr the

]-ast 3 weeks of fo}Iow-up, her family problems had resolved

and she had no furt.her episodes of panic. Her scores on

the Beck Depression Inventory, and on the

anxiety/depression and subsidiary avoidance scales declined

and remained low and relatively stable '

fnsummary,gofl0patientsdisplayedtreatmentgains

as measured pre- and post-treatment on independent

assessor, s rat.ings, and on self-report guestionnaires as

weII as on the symptom check]ist-go. one subject in series

two failed to show adequate cl-inical improvement on any of

the post-treatment measures. The percentage change scores

suggest. that the treatment received by subjects ín each

series produced similar behavioral changes on the global

measures. The sole exception was the independent

observations of the investigator and assessor on the Global

Assessment of severity scale which indicated that' t'he

average score of subjects in series one was lower than than

the score of subjects in series two at post Lreatment' The

posiLive change in a work and social adjustrnent exceeded

that. of subjects in series two by L3% ' This finding is
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consistent with the results found on four of the five

scafesontheFearQuestionnaire.Theaveragescoreof
subjects in series one were slightly fower than those of

subjects in series two at 3 weeks follow-up'

Wit.hin Session Measures

Atthebeginningandendofeacbrtreatment'session,

subjectsratedtheirgenerallevelofanxiety.Figure9

shows that for subjects in both series' pre-session anxiety

ScorestendedtobehigherthanorattheSamelevelaS
post-session anxiety scores during sessions in aIl

treatment phases. The single exception was one subject in

series two (Ce¡ who had consistently higher post-session

relative to pre-session anxiety scores during

mu1tiPIe-session exposure'

Visual inspection of individual- subject data suggest's

thatmostsubjectsdisplayedhigheranxietyScoresbefore
and after the first two or three treatment sessions during

cognitivetherapyandduringcognitivetherapywithbrief

exposure (series one) ' Higher anxiety scores at the

beginning of treatment may be related to subjects becoming

familiar with the therapeutic procedure and the therapist.

Figuregshowsthatpre-andpost-sessionanxiety

scores were variabre across arr phases of the study. For

this reason, the scores were averaged to yield one

pre-sessionScoreandonepost-sessionscoreforeach

treatnent Phase for each subject'
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Figure 9.

The pre- and post-session anxiety scores for each

subject in series one (PD, JD, MB, CF, and BC) displayed on

the left side of the figure and in series two (CP, DA, SN,

AB, and AP) displayed on the right side of the figure.

Anxiety was rated on a 9-point scale (0 = not at all

anxious to 8 = extremely anxious). The X axis indicates

the number of treatment sessions in each series. Series

one subjects received a total- of 12 sessions equalJ-y

divided across the three treatment phases,' whereas, series

t.wo subjects received a total of eight sessions equally

divided across two treatment phases.

The dotted vertical l-ines on each frame separate the

treatment phases which are indicated by t.he numbers on the

tops of PD's and CP's graphs. The treatment phases for

subjects in series one were: (1) cognitive therapy, (2)

cognitive therapy with brief exposure, and (3)

multiple-session exposure. For subjects in series two, the

treaLment. phases were: (1) cognitive t.herapy and (2)

multiple-session exposure .
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FoJ-lowing implementation of the cognitive therapy

component, the pre- and post-session anxiety scores of each

subject decl-ined in the following manner with the exception

of CP's score: PD = 3.8 to 3.3r ,JD:2.8 to 1.5t

MB = 2.5 to 0.3, CF = 3.8 to 2.0, BC: 0.3 to 0.0 for

subjects in series one' and CP = 4.5 t.o 5.0, DA = 4.0

0.3, SN = 3.0 t.o 2.0, AB = 3.5 t.o 3.3, and AP:3.8 to

for subjects in series two. After subjects in series

received t.he cognitive therapy with brief exposure

componenL, their scores decreased as follows: PD = 2.

to

3.3

one

2.0, "rD = 3.0 to 1.5, MB: l-.5 to 0.0' CF:2.5 to 1.5,

BC : 0.0 to 0.0. FinaIIy, afLer implementation of the

to

and

multiple-exposure component, each subjectt s pre- and post-

session anxiety Score decreased (with the exception of CPt s

score) as follows: PD = 1.3 to 0.8, JD = l-.8 to 1.5r MB =

0.8 to 0.3, CF: 2.5 to 2.3, BC: 0.0 to 0.0 for subjects

ín series one, and CP = 2.0 to 3.8, DA: l-.8 to 0.8' SN:

0.5 to 0.0, AB = 1.0 to 0.5, and AP = 2.8 to 2.5 for

subjects in series two. Thus, the resul-ts indicate that

pre- and post-session anxiety scores of subjects (wit.h t.he

exception of CP) t.ended to decline within each treatment

phase and across the treatment phases.

At the beginning of the first cognitive therapy

session, subjects provided details of the worst scenario

t.hat could possibly occur during a panic attack. Most

subjects reported fears of losing control or going crazy
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during a panic attack (see Tabl-e l- for descriptions of each

subjects' feared consequence). Subjects then rat.ed their

scenaríos for how much t.hey bel-ieved that. their fears would

act.ually come true on a 9-point sca.l-e (0 = none to I -

futty believe) at the beginning of cognitive therapy and at

the end of the final multiple exposure session. Prior to

the first cognitive therapy session, subjects in both

series rated their beliefs very high. The ratings for

subjects in series one were: PD = 6, JD:6, MB = 8, CF =

8, and BC : B or an averagie score of 7.2 or 80%. For

subjects in series two, the ratings were: CP = B, DA = 6t

SN = 6, AB = 1t and AP = 7 or an average score of 6.8 or

7 6% . At the end of the f inal- multipJ-e exposure session,

the ratings decl-ined substant.ially. The ratings for

subjects in series one were: PD = 0t JD = 2, MB: It CF:

0, and BC = 0 or an average score of 0.6 or LZ. For

subjects in series two, the ratings were: CP:5, DA:0,

SN: 2, AB = 0, and AP = 1 or an average score of 1.6 or

18%. CP was the onty subject who continued to strongly

bel-ieve that he might l-ose control- if he had a panic

at.tack.

At the beginning of the first session of the cognitive

therapy phase, subjects in series one \,r7ere instructed to

perform one hyperventilation trial. Subjects then rated

the simiJ-arit.y of the effects of hyperventilation t.o their

naturally occurring panic attacks on t.he 9-point scale (0 =
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not at al-l simil-ar to I = exactly the same as) ' The

ratings for subjects in series one were: PD = 4, JD = 7,

MB = 6, CF = 4t and BC = 4 Ot an average score of 5.0 Or

56%.

During each of the four multiple exposure sessions,

all- subjects were instructed to perform four

hyperventilat.ion trials. Fol-l-owing the first and t'he last

hyperventilation t.rial, subjects in both series rated the

similarity of the effects of hyperventilation to their

naturally occurring paníc symptoms. Aft.er the first.

hyperventilation triaJ-, subjects in series one again

reported an average similarity rating of 5.0 (individual

subject scores were identical- to the first rating) . The

ratings of subjects in series Lwo were: CP = 8, DA = 7r SN

= B, AB = 4t and AP = 6 Or an average score of 6.5 or 722.

Following Lhe last hyperventilation t.rial-, similarity

ratíngs for subjects in series one were: PD = 2, JD:41

MB = 3, CF = 2, and BC : 2 or an average score of 2'6 or

29e", and CP = Ir DA = 4, SN = 6, AB = 0r and AP = 3 or an

average score of 4.2 for subjects in series two or 472. CP

was the only subject who continued to rate the effects of

hypervent.ilation as being very similar to his panic attacks

Fol_lowing each hyperventitation trial, subjects in

both series rat.ed the extent to which they feared their

bodily sensations on a 9-point Scale (0 = not at aII

anxious t.o I = extremely anxious) . Table 4 shows the fear
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Table 4

Ratinqs and Þbans of Fear.gf -Bodil/'sensations
mrventilatíon Trial

Srbiect

SerÍes lü¡r'ber Initials

@nitive Ttrero¡ with
Þrief b<Posure

Session

T

M:ltiple-session
Exposure

Session

L234

1

1

I
I
1

PD

JD

t'ts

CF

BC

I
2

3

4

5

4

B

3

2

2

r,1 3.8

23

84
22

5ø
øø

1.1 3.4 1.8

22
32
11

41
øø

2.ø 1.2

2

2

2

2

2

I
2

3

4

5

CP

DA

sl¡

AB

AP

6

6

2

2

4

l'! 4. ø

3

1a

2

ø

I
2.6

32
63
42
4ø
43

4.2 2.ø

Itcte: lhe dash irrdicates that sr'ùjects Ín series t'"¡o did not receive the

cognitive therryy with brief exPosure coç>onent'

a uA had a car accident ir'nediately prior to the session'
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of bodily sensations ratings for each subject. and the mean

rating for subjects in each seríes following the first

hyperventil-ation trial for each session.

Visua1 inspection of the individual subjecL data

suggests that ratings of fear of bodily sensations tended

to decl-ine more consist.ently over sessions for subjects in

series one t.han for those in series two. This was also

refl-ected in the average ratings for each series. The

variability in fear of bodity sensations ratings of

subjects in series two hras also apparent in the number of

hyperventilation trials completed by subjects.

During the first session of multiple-session exposure,

subject.s in series one completed all four trials with the

exception of one paLient (JD who had the highest fear of

bodily sensaLions rating of subject.s in bot.h series) .

However, ual subjects in series two failed to complete the

four t.rials. Nevertheless, series two subjects increased

their rate of compliance to complete hyperventil-ation

trialsr over the three remaining exposure sessions. Thus,

the cognitive therapy with brief exposure component

implemented for subjects in series one may have contributed

to reduced fear of bodily sensations over sessions, and

facilitat.ed compliance to complete all hyperventilation

trials in this phase.

In sunmary, the results of the within session measures

lead to the following four major conclusions. First,
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subjecLs in both series showed higher than or equivalent

pre- and post.-session anxiety scores during treatment.

phases with the exception of one subject. Second,

subjects' ratings of their beliefs in thej-r fears about

having a panic attack declined substantially from pre

cognitive therapy to post multiple-session exposure with

the exception of one subject. Third, repeated

hyperventilation trial-s reduced ratings of both t.he

similarity of their effects to naturally occurring panic

attacks (except CP) and t.he fear of the bodily sensations

in subjects in both series (except. CP). FinalIy, subjects

in series one showed better compJ-iance to complete the four

hypervent.ílation trial-s during the first session of

multiple exposure rel-ative to subjects in series two.

Eval-uation of Treatment Outcome

At 6 weeks follow-up, subject.s anonymousJ-y completed a

questionnaire giving their perspective of treatment

outcome. Sub¡ecls rated the folJ-owing: the severity of

their symptoms compared to pretreatment on a S-point scale

(l- = nruch worse to 5 : much better), satisfaction with

t.reatment on a  -point scale (1 : indifferent or mildly

satisfied to 4 : very satisfied), and the extent t.o which

treatment met t.heir needs on a 4-point scale (L = none of

my needs have been met to 4 = almost. all of my needs have

been met).

Average rat.ings of syrnptom severity, satisfaction, and
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needs met were similar for subjecLs in both series '

subjects in series one, the average scores were: 4

(range 4 - 5) for symptom severity, 3'6 (range 2

satisfaction, and' 3.2 (range 2 4) for needs met '

subjects in series two, the average scores l¡Iere: 5

(range 5 - 5) for symptom severity, 4'0 (range 4 -

satisfaction, and 3.8 (range 3 - 4) for needs met '

I2L

For

.6

4) for
For

.0

4) for

Subject.s in each series also ranked ordered the

treat'mentcomponentsfromthemosttotheleasthelpful
(e.g. the most helpful was ranked 1' the second most

helpful 2 | and so on until atf of the activities were

numbered).Subjectsinbothseriesweregivenídentical

forms except that subjects in series one $Iere required to

rank order t.he two additional- subcomponents that they

receivedduringt'hecognitivetherapywithbriefexposure
phase.Thesubcomponentsofthetreatmentsweredescribed

as follows: (1) explanations of how panic attacks develop

(i.e.,themodel-)r(2)thesessionsinwhichwerepeatedly

focused on catastrophic thoughts, (3) the sessions in which

youhadonebrieftrialofoverbreathingtoexperience

anxiety-Iikebodilysensationsrandthenwefocusedonhow

those sensations related to caLastrophic thoughts (for

subjects in series one only) , (4) encouragement to practice

facingsituationsthatproduced'fearedbodilysensaLions

between Lreatment sessions (for subjects in series one

only),(5)thesessionsinwhichyoudid'severaltrialsof
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overbreathing practice to experience anxiety-like bodily

sensations in order to Iearn that those unpleasant feelings

are not harmful-, and (6) encouragiement to practice

overbreathing at home.

The results indicated that subjects in both series

rated the cognitive therapy component (i.e., learníng about

the relationship between cognitions and bodily sensat'ions

during panic attacks using the diagram of the model

developed by Clark, 1986) as t.he most helpful aspect of the

treatment program. Learning that they coul-d recreate

anxiety-l-ike bodily sensations through repeated

hyperventil-ation trials eit.her in the therapistt s of fice or

at home was ranked l-east helpful. However, two subjects in

series one rated the single overbreathing trial combined

with cognitive therapy the second most helpful aspect of

t.reat.ment.

In summary, subjects' evaluaLive responses of

treatment outcome were very high. This Suggests t.hat. they

aII found the treatment helpful in al-leviating their

symptoms.
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DISCUSSION

The purpose of t.his study was to examine the effects

of cognitive and exposure components of cognitive-

behavioral treatment to determine if treatment would be

more effective by additional emphasis on cognitive change

or by emphasis on exposure to feared interoceptive cues '

Discussion of the major findings will focus first on the

effectiveness of each treatment component on individual

subjects and t.hen on the overal-I effects of t'he series of

Lreatments on each group of subjects '

The Major Findings

The three components (i.e., cognitive therapy,

cognitive therapy with brief exposure, and multiple-session

exposure) employed in this study produced the following

clinically significant changes: (1) The cognitive therapy

component reduced distress and avoidance in aL least one of

the three specific situations in 6 of 10 subjects. of

these six subjects, Lhree patients also showed decrements

in anxiety/depression scoles. Q) The cognitive therapy

with brief exposure component reduced distress and/or

situation specific avoidance in all of the fÍve subjects

who received t.his component. Of these five subjects, two

patients al-so showed reductions in anxiety/depression

foll-owing cognitive therapy with brief exposure. (3) The

mult.iple-session exposure component. produced additional

decrements in distress and/or avoidance in '7 0f 1-0
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subjects. (4) The number of subjects in series one who

showed clinically significant change on the weekly measures

fol]owÍng the cognitive therapy with brief exposure

component vS. the multiple-session exposure component vrere

equivalent with excepti-on of the distress scores. On the

distress Scale, treatment effects were observed in 4 of 5

subjects after cognitive therapy with brief exposure and 2

of 5 subjects after multiple-session exposure. (5) At 6

weeks follow-up, patients had maintained their treatment

gains on the majority of the weekly measures.

The two series of treatments employed in this study

produced the following five major findings: (1) Nine of 1-0

subjects responded favorabl-y t.o the respective series of

treatmenLs. Q) Following implementation of the cognitive

t.herapy with brief exposure component (series one) and the

multiple-session exposure component (series two) ' more

subjects in series one responded to the former component

than subjects in series two did to the latter component on

4 of the 5 weekly measures. In addition, âL 3 weeks

follow-up, subjects in series one showed slightty more

treatnrent gains than subjects in series two on 4 of the 5

weekly measures, and on t.he Daily Diary and post-phase

evaluation measure. (3) AII subjects gave high evaluatíve

ratings to the effectiveness of the Lreatments on measures

of satisfaction, needs met, and the extent to which the

treatment reduced their anxiety symptoms. (4) Subjects
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reported that they benefited more from learning about the

relationship of cognitions and interoceptive cues in panic

attacks with the model t.han from experiencing repeated

exposure to feared bodily sensations. (5) Retrospective

reports of panic att.ack frequency were substant.ially higher

than concurrent measures of panic attacks.

The Effects of the Treatment Components

There are a number of possible factors which may have

contributed to the effectiveness of the individual

t.reatment components for Some subjects but not for others.

One contributing factor t.o t.he effectiveness of the

cognit.ive therapy component for t.he six individuals may

have been the differences in patient pretreatment

characLeristics. These six subjects had slightly higher

pretreatmenL Beck Depression Scores and Speilberger State

anxiet.y scores. They also tended to display slightly

higher pretreatmenL anxiety/depression Scores on the Fear

Questionnaire rel-ative to the remainder of subjects in the

study. Moreover, 4 of these 6 subjects (PD, JD' CP, and

DA) displayed the highest scores on the majority of t.he

Symptom Checkfist-90 subscales at the pretreatment

evaluation. Thus, it is possible that the subjects who had

higher levefs of anxiety and depression, and experienced a

greater number of general psychiatric sympt.oms v¡ere more

reassured by the cognitive therapeutic component t.han were

other patients.
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The notion that cognitions can be affect.ed by didactic

material reassuring patients that they will not go crazy or

l-ose control is similar to the findings of Gitlin et aI.

(1-985) . Alt.hough Gitl-in and colleagues did not measure

generaJ- psychíatric symptoms, their subjects reported that

the reassurance they received from education about. panic

at.tacks changed their catastrophic misattributions of

symptoms. Patients in the present study made simil-ar

comments. Anecdotal evidence from sub ject.s' verbal- report.s

suggests that those who responded positively t.o cognitive

therapy were very rel-ieved when reassured that int.ense

anxiety would not result in craziness or loss of controf.

Most patients who suffer from Panic Disorder with

Agoraphobia experience associated general psychiatric

symptoms (e.9., Barlow, 1988,' Chambless & Goldstein' 1-981-'

Mathews et âf., 1981). The provision of education as to

the source of symptoms like1y not only affects the

frequency of panic attacks (Gitlin et âI., 1-985)' but also

affects associated symptomatology. Some evidence for the

l-atter conclusion was shown in DAt s weekly scores on the

Beck Depression Inventory (the only subject in the study

whose depression was monit.ored weekly) , and on t.he

distress, primary and subsidiary avoidance and

anxiety/depression scalesr âs wel-1 as her panic attack

frequency. FoIlowing the introduct.íon of the cognit,ive

t.herapy component, DA's Beck Depression scores immediat.ely
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decreased to the normal range, and her Scores on the other

scafes decreased sharpJ-y. Panic attack frequency also

declined from l-0 panic attacks during pretreatment base.l-ine

to two panic attacks during treatment. Similar post-

treatment change in associaLed symptomatology l^¡as found by

Johnston, Troyer, and Whitsett (1-988). However, these

investigators used a package treatment, so the symptom

changes cannot be att.ributed solely to the cognitíve

component of treatment. In contrasL, the findings of the

present study indicate that both panic attack frequency and

associated symptoms can be affected by the provision of

educat ional- material about panic attacks.

Vísuaf inspection of individual subject data suggests

that the subjects who showed behavioral changes on the

weekly measures foll-owing cognitive therapy also tended to

have higher ant.icipatory anxiety scores relative to the

remaining subjects prior to treatment. Five of these six

subjects displayed at teast a 50% reduction in anticipatory

anxiety scores. (CP failed to show a decrease in

anticipatory anxiety. ) Although it is unclear how much

change can be attributed to the cognitive component because

decrements in anticipatory anxiety were noL immediately

apparent, other investigators (e.g., Klosko et êf ., 1-987)

have report.ed that ant.icipat.ory anxiety is quite resistent.

to change. In their study, anticipatory anxiety was still

present after 15 weeks of cognitive-behavioral treatment.
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Although Kl-osko et al-.'s (L987 ) sub jects received only one

session of cognitive therapy (i.e., rationale for treatment

and education abouL panic at.tacks), elements of cognitive

t.herapy consisting of didactic material and sel-f-

monitoring automatic thoughts were integrated with other

components in subsequent. sessions. Accordingly, it is
possible that in the present study, the more intensive

cognitive therapy (i.e., the addit.ional three sessions

focusing solely on cognitive aspects of anxiet.y) produced a

more rapid change in anticipatory anxiety for some

subjects.

AIl subjects rated t.he cognitive therapy component as

the most. helpful aspect of treatment despite the fact that

not aIl subjects responded to the cognÍtive component. The

discrepency between favoring the cognitive component and

failing to show an immediate response to it may refl-ect an

inability to identify critical components of treatmenL.

Both the cognitive t.herapy with brief exposure and

multipJ-e-session exposure component.s produced behavioral

changes in a high proportion of subjects. However,

subjects were either unaware of the impact of brief or

multiple exposure t.o feared interoceptive cues¡ oE because

of a high preference for cognitive strategies, were

unwilling to acknowledge the benefits of exposure, or both.

There is also the possibility that because subjects were

given the cognitive therapy component. first in the series
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of treat.menLs, they believed that it mignt be the most

important and beneficial component, and rated it

accordinglY.

Althoughsubjectswhowereresponsivetocognitive

therapy showed changes in distress and avoidance on weekly

measures, most behavioral changes were not observed on

either the Daily Diaries (i.e., anticipatory anxieLy,

generalized avoidance, and general-ized anxiety), or the

post-phase evaluation measure (i.e., anxiety, somatization,

and phobic anxiety) until- after the implementation of

either cognitive therapy with brief exposure or mul-tiple-

session exposure. This suggests that the DaiLy Diary and

the post-phase evaluation measures were not as sensitive as

the weekly measures for evaluating clinical change.

In summary, all subject.s rated cognitive therapy as

the most beneficial component of treatment. However'

clinically significant effects fol-l-owing cognitive therapy

were observed in only those subject.s who displayed the

highest depression, state anxiety, and anticipatory anxiety

scores, and tended to experience multiple general

psychiat.ric symptoms. The major factor that contributed to

the effectiveness of cognitive therapy \47as likely the

reassurance that patients received that they were not about

to l-ose control or go crazy from experiencing panic att'ack

symptoms. Discussion of the overall effects of the

cognitive therapy wit.h brief exposure and the muttiple-
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session exposure components follows in the next section.

The Overall Effect.s of the Series of Treatments

The weekly measures, the Daíl-y Diary, and the post-

phase eval-uation measure findings suggested that the

multiple exposure component seems more effective when

preceded by the cognitive therapy with brief exposure

component than when not preceded by this phase based on

comparisons between series. The series one effect.s were

observed in a greater proportion of subjecLs and produced a

higher percentage of behavioral change. There are several

possible factors which may have contributed to t.his

finding.
One factor might be the extra treatment sessions

provided to subjects in series one during implementation of

the cognitive therapy with brief exposure component.

However, t.he four additional treatment sessions could not

completely account for the differential effectiveness of

the components observed at 3 weeks folJ-ow-up. The major

argument against attributing differential effectiveness to

the exLra treatment sessions is that t.he differences in the

effectiveness of the t.wo components was apparent on the

weekly measures immediately after each group of subject.s

had received t.he respect.ive treatment components; more

subjects responded to cognitive therapy with brief exposure

(series one) than to multiple-session exposure (series

two) . The quest.ion of whether the single hyperventil-at.ion
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trial or the additional cognitive therapy sessions is more

important in promoting change is a matter for further

research.

A second possible contributing factor to the gTreater

effectiveness of series one is that the treatment

progranmed the somatic events and cognitive aspects of

anxiety wit.hin a single session for subject.s in series one,

but not for those in series two. Combinj-ng the somatic and

cognitive elements may have provided subjects in series one

with a more vivid demonstration of naturally occurring

panic attacks, thereby facilitating exposure to the

aversive somatic/cognitive complex invol-ved in panic

attacks. Cl-ark (1986) has argued that one of the crucial-

factors in treatment SucceSS is the patient'S awareness of

the connection between hyperventilation (or other processes

which produce changes in bodily sensations) and panic

anxiety. The cognitive therapy with brief exposure phase

implemented in series one focused heavily on changing the

subject's cataStrophic thoughts. The focus I,rras maintained

both following the hyperventilation experience, and during

discussions about panic attacks and episodes of intense

anxiety t.hat subjects had recorded on their diaries. Thus,

the Somatic and cognitive elements of anxiety conbined

within the hyperventilation demonstration coupled with

discussions of everyday anxiety experiences likely produced

more treatment gains than sessions of exposure to
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interoceptive cues alone. This conclusion is consistent

with Levis | (1982) hypot.hesis that simul-taneous exposure to

a large number of conditioned stimuli or the total CS

complex should yield a superior treatment outcome.

A third possible contributing factor to the greater

effectiveness of cognitíve therapy with brief exposure is

that subjecLs in series one were encouraged to confront

difficutt situations between sessions in order to both

generate the bodily sensaLions associated with anxiety, and

to observe closely their sensations to identify the

associated catastrophic t.houghts. While subjects in series

two were al-so encouraged to do homework exercises during

the muIt.iple-session exposure phase, the task was of a

dífferent nature. That is, they were inst.ructed to simply

practice hyperventiÌation exercises at home (away from the

safety cues of the investigator and the clinic), since it

r^¡as not reasonable to ask subjects Lo hyperventilate in

public. Thus, both groups of subjects received

encouragement to do homework exercíses and reported

completion of these tasks on their daily diaries. However,

subjects in series one extended their homework exercises to

public situations, thereby adding another dimension to

exposure--in vivo exposure to environmental stimuli. Thus,

the type of exposure exercises associated with each

treat.ment component differed and may have also contribut.ed

to t.he differential effectiveness of the components.
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Finally, the greater effectiveness of cognitive

therapy with brief exposure may have also been due to the

failure of subjects in series two t.o complete the four

hypervent.ílation trials during the fírst multiple exposure

session and/or to adequately ventilate on the

hyperventil-ation trials. Consequently, the effects of

interoceptive exposure I'ilere diminished. Cl-ark and Hemsley

(1982) found substantial individual differences in response

to 2 min of hyperventil-ation both in magnitude and in type

of resrponse (i.e., physiological measures of heart rate,

and somatic and affective rat.ings) . While Clark and

Hemsley attribut.ed some of the varibility to the degree to

which individuals increased theír ventilat.ion, they

commented that mood state and confidence in the therapist

may al-so affect subjects' abil-ity to increase vent.ilatory

responses. These factors may al-so part.iaJ-ly account for

CP's fail-ure to respond to the treatment outcome measures.

This subject report.ed that the hyperventil-ation exercises

were quite demanding because he was concerned about having

a full-blown panic attack and losing control of his

emotions. He also had the highest state anxiety score and

was the onJ-y patient to display higher post- than pre-

session anxiety scores during multiple-session exposure.

FurLhermore, he frequently queried the investigator about

the possibilit.y of joining a group for the treatmenL of

anxiety d.isorders. He reported that he wanted to talk with
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other patients with similar fears and possibly develop some

social rel-ationships. Approximately 6 mont.hs aft.er he

completed the present study, he request.ed and was given

group therapy for residual- anxiety problems.

The fact t.hat CP showed treatment gains on t.he

dist.ress and avoidance scales, but not on the post phase

eval-uation and global- measures may refl-ect the nature of

t.he measuring instrument or the time at which the

measurement was obtained. The distress and avoidance

measures targeted very specific behaviors and were assessed

weekly,' whereas, the other measures eval-uaLed more general

aspect.s of anxiety and were assessed infrequently.
In summary, the slightly greater effectiveness of the

cognitive therapy with brief exposure component over the

multiple-session exposure component r¡ras likeIy due to
programming the somatic and cognj-tive aspects of anxiety

within the same session. Cl-ark (1986) contends that the

hyperventilation demonstration is important in facil-itating

treat.ment gains even though C1ark et al-. (1985) tend to

attribute treat.ment success to the breathing retraining
component of therapeutj-c package. However, the possibility

exists that the type of homework exposure exercises

associated with each treatment component may have enhanced

the effects of cognitive therapy with brief exposure. fn

addition, subjects in series two may not have adequately

vent.ilated on the hyperventilation t.rial-s and, therefore,
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failed to receive the fuI1 benefits of interoceptive

exposure during the mulipJ-e-session exposure phase.

Retrospective Report vs. Concurrent Monilgr:i-ng

The unexpected finding of the present study was

subjects, reLrospective reports of panic attack frequency

and the actual number of attacks recorded during the

pretreatment monitoring. simil-ar large discrepancies

between retrospective report.s and cOnCurrent measures of

panic at.tack frequency have recently been reported (e.g-'

Margraf, TayIor, Ehlers, Roth, & Agras, 1987; Rapee'

Craske, & BarJ-ow, L98B) . Rapee et aI. (l-98B) reported that

subjects tended to recal1 far more panic symptoms during

the init.ial interview than they recorded over an equival-ent

period of time. A weekly average of 7.5 panic attacks were

reported during the interview compared to only 2.3 panic

attacks per week d.uring the sel-f-monitoring period.

Moreover, the frequency of dramatic symptoms such as going

crazy, fear of dying, or losing control was especially high

in relrospective reports of panic attacks (Margraf et al.,

1988) .

Three factors may have interacted to produce the large

discrepancy between retrospective report and concurrent

monitoring. First, individuals may dist.ort their reports

of panic attack frequency because of "fau1Ly" memory'

That individual-s tend to distort the frequency of events is

not surprising since verbaf reports which occur after an
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event would not be under as strong stimulus control as

those which occur during or immediately aft.er the event,

part.icularly when strong emotional responses are involved

(Skinner, L957) .

Second, self-monitoring may be reactive (i.e., changes

the subject's behavior due to the measurement process) and,

therefore, affect. the number of panic att.acks recorded.

Barlow, Hayes, and NeIson (l-984) and Hersen and Barl-ow

(L976) have commented that. previous research has shown t.hat

self-nronitoring of target behavior can be reactive despÍte

the absence of a treatment intervention. Generally, the

reacLive behavioral change is in a t.herapeutic dj-rection

such that the targeted problem behavior tends to decrease

(Barlow, Hayes, & Nelson 1984) . In the present study, it

is J-ikeJ-y t.hat both the weakening of stimulus control due

to the passage of time and the introduction of reactivity

process due t.o the implementation of self-monitoring

cont.ribut.ed to the discrepancy between retrospective and

concurrent diary monitoring.

A third contributing factor to the díscrepancy between

retrospect.ive and concurrent reports of panic attack

frequency is that subjects may exaggerate panic symptoms

because they are unable to discriminate between ful-l--bl-own

panic attacks and high fluctuating anxiety. In the present

study, subjects were given both a definition of a fuII-

blown panic attack and a definition of an episode of
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int.ense anxiety or near panic during the íntake ínterview.

Subsequently, subjects were inst.ructed to begin recording

each type of anxiety on t.he appropriate diaries immediately

after the interview. Thus, the sel-f-monitoring procedure

may have forced subjects to initiate a discrj-mination

between the two types of anxiety, and thereby reduced the

number of reported panic attacks.

Although simil-ar rates of decl-ine in panic frequency

to those of Margraf et a]. (l-987) and Rapee et' aI- (l-988)

were obtained, subjects in the present study reported fewer

panic attacks at int.ake and considerably l-ess during the

pretreatment baseline than those in previous studies.

These differences may have been due, in part' to the degree

of agoraphobic avoidance associated with the Panic Disorder

in the different subsamples. Patients who display

associated phobic avoidance may experience fewer panic

attacks because they avoid fear provoking stimuli (e.9.

Barlow & Beck, L98A; Thyer & Hirnle, 1-985) . One of the

criteria for participation in the present study was a

moderate degree of phobic avoidance; whereas, subjects in

the Margraf et. al-. (1987) and Rapee et aI. (l-988) studies

primarily suffered from Panic Disorder without agoraphobic

avoidance.

In sunmary, Lhe J-arge discrepancies between

ret.rospective and concurrent measures of panic attacks

observed in this study are consistent with that' report'ed in
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previous research. Subjectts reports of panic frequency

may be affected by the passage of time, the reactivity

process, and the type of self-monitoring procedure used in

the study. Atthough the rate of decline in panic attack

frequency was similar to t.hose reported by other

researchers, subjects report.ed fewer panic att.acks during

t.he pretreatmenL baseline in the presenL study. This may

have been affected by the degree of agoraphobic avoidance

required for participation in this study.

Despite the low panic attack frequency reported in the

present study, the major characteristics of the smal-l-

sample of panic attacks were remarkabJ-y similar to larger

samples. For example, Margraf et aI.'s (1-98?) subjects

report.ed panic at.t.acks with a mean duration of 25.3 min,

intensíty level- of 5.6, and a mean number of panic symptoms

of 3.3. Sub jects in t.he present study reported a mean

durat.ion, distress level, and number of symptoms of: 29.6

min, 5.5, and 6.3, respectively. The greater number of

panic symptoms reported in this sample may have been due to

the fewer number of panic attacks. That is, when panic

attacks occur more infrequently, patients may be more

disturbed by their recurrence and report. a greater number

of symptoms than patients who experience several attacks a

week.

Implications for Cognitive-Behavioral Treatment Approaches

This study demonstrated that cognitive and exposure
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components are effective in reducíng distress, avoidance,

anticipatory anxiety, and general psychopathoJ-ogy in

patients with Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia. To this

investigator's knowledge, the present study represents the

first attempt to evaluate both the cognitive aspects of

treatment apart. from exposure, and the addítional emphasis

on cognitive change or exposure to feared interoceptive

cues. Moreover, no other investigation of this naLure has

attemçr¿sd to precisely measure the contribution of

anticipatory anxiety to the panic disorder syndrome.

The present. study was based on Clark's (l-986)

cognitive model of panic attacks. However, the t.reatment

procedure differed from that empJ-oyed by Clark and ot.her

invest.igators of paníc attacks in that it did not incl-ude

the breathing retraining component considered to be one of

the important factors in treat.ment success (e.9., Barlow &

Cerny, 1988,' Clark et âf ., 1985,' Gitl-in et âf ., 1-985,'

Rapee, 1985,'Salkovskis, Jones, & C1ark, l-986; Sal-kovskis,

Warwick, Cl-ark, & Wessel-s, 1986) . Although no at,t.empt was

made to assess the effects of paced breathing in this

study, the results suggest that t.he symptoms characteristic

of Panic Disorder wit.h Agoraphobia can be subst.antially

reduced without paced breathing if cognitive therapy and

exposure to interoceptive cues are used.

Because t.he cognit.ive therapy with brief exposure

component was only modestly more effective than the
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multiple-session exposure component, the question of which

treatment woul-d be more clinical-ly useful- warrants further

study. The findings of the present study and those of

citlin et aI. (1985) and Kenardy et al. (l-988) suggest that

patient preference for cognitive therapy reflected in

educat.ion about panic attacks is likely an important factor

in t.reatment SuccesS. Furthermore' not aII patient.s may be

abl-e to tolerate mul-tipIe exposure trial-s to feared

interoceptive cues. In the present sLudy, one subject

dropped out of treatment because she was unable to tol-erate

hyperventilation exposure. Thus, a combined treatment

consisting of cognit.ive therapy and several trials of

exposure Lo interoceptive cues may be the most acceptable

and beneficial treatment for PanÍc Disorder with

Agoraphobia.

The assessment of anticipatory anxiety of having

additional panic attacks is an equally import.ant factor in

planning treatment. This aspect of panic anxiety is a

critical feature of the syndrome which has only recently

received attention (e. g. , Brier et al. , 1986,' Klosko et

êf., 1987; Rapee, L987; Street et â]., l-989).

Theoretical- Implications

Cognitive theorists (e. g. , Beck' 1-985) argue t'hat

panic anxiet.y is maintained by fear schemas or distorted

cognitive sets. They contend that t.hese cognitive aspects

should be the main focus of change. An alternative
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hypothesis is t.hat the the crucj-a1 element in treatment is

exposure to t.he feared situation incl-uding exposure to

interoceptíve cues (e.9., Barlow, L986a, 1988,'Rapee,

l-98?). Recently, interoceptive cues have been the primary

t.arget f or change.

In t.he present study, all subjects rated the cognit'ive

therapy component as the most beneficial component of

treatment. Yet, not aII subjects responded to this

component.. Although distress and avoidance of one or more

specific situations decreased in six subjects after

cognit.ive therapy, aII subjects rat.ed the effects of

hyperr,,entilation similar to their naturally occurring panic

aLtacks 6 weeks after they were first int.roduced to the

educational material- about panic attacks. Àn important

finding was that the five subjects in series one gave

identical ratings to t.he similarity of the effects of

hyperventil-ation bot.h after the single hyperventil-ation

trial in the cognitive therapy with brief exposure phase'

and after the first trial- of the multiple-session exposure

phase. This occurred despite the fact that these five

subjects had received three additional cognitive therapy

sessions. The emphasis on cognitive change during the

additional- sessions in the cognit.ive therapy l{ith brief

exposure phase was expected to change subjectst

catastrophic thoughts relat.ed to panic at.t.acks. However,

the similarity of 'panic attacks ratJ-ngs decreased for
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subject.s in both series only aft.er they received all of the

hyperventilation exposure trials during the multiple-

session exposure component. This suggests that more

exposure trial-s to interoceptive cues vrere necessary to

reduce t.he similarity of the effects of hypervent,ilation to

naturally occurring panic attacks.

Ctark (1986) contends that the hyperventilation

demonstration is crucial in promoting the patient's

cognitive ar^¡areness of changes in internal stimuli and

there relationship to panic anxiety. Both the

hyperventilation demonstration and the explanation of the

sensaLions produced by the exercise are likely very

important in the early stage of treat.ment. The finding of

the present study t.hat ratings of simil-arity to panic

att.acks declined only after several trials of

hyperventilat.ion exposure, however, suggests that more

intense exposure to interoceptive cues may have a longer-

term benefit than a single demonstration of exposure. This

f inding is consist.ent with Barlow's (l-988) view that

additional exposure to feared interoceptive cues likely

facilitates emotional processing of feared stimuli to

produce longer-last.ing treatment gains.

Recommendations for Future Research

The present study demonsLrated that cognitive therapy

combined with a hyperventilation exercise produces

clinicatty significant effects. Additional treatment gains
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were produced by exposure to int.eroceptive cues. Moreover'

exposure to j-nteroceptive cues may produce tonger-lasting

treatment gains. The present study l-eaves unanswered

questions concerning how responsive patients wit.h high

depression, state anxiety, and multiple psychiatric

symptoms woutd be to combined treatment. blhat are the

long-term effects of combined treatment on anticipatory

anxiet.y? would patients find the combined treatment

helpful and, if so¡ why? one subject in the present study

dropped out of treatment because she was unable to t.olerate

the effects of hyperventilation exposure. !{ould dropouts

be l-ess likely to occur with combined treaLment? Finally,

what are the rel-ative effects of combined treatment and

homework exposure assignments? Future investigations

should examine the Iong-t.erm effects of cognitive therapy

combined with multiple-exposure to interoceptive cues.
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APPENDÏX A

1. Reliability and Validity of Subject Selection

Measures.

2. The Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule Revised -

Modified Version (Telephone Interview) t.aken from

DiNardo and Barl-ow (1988).

3. The Structured Clinicat fnterview Diagnosis for Panic

Disorder (Spitzer, Williams, & Gibbon, L98'l) .

4. The Fear Quest.ionnaire (Marks & Mathews, 1'979) .

5. The Global Assessment of Severity Scale (Mavissakalian,

Michelson, & Dealy, 1983) .

6. The Beck Depression Inventory (Beck, Ward' Mendelson,

Mock, & Erbaugh, 1-961).
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The Rel-iabil-ity and Val-idity of Instruments

Used for Subject. Selection

Subjects \^rere selected for participation in the study

based on their responses to the foll-owing five instruments:

the Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule Revised (DiNardo

& BarLow, 198B), the Structured Cl-inical Interview

Diagnosis for Panic Disorder (Spitzer et. â1., L9B7), the

Fear Questionnaire (Marks & Mathews, 1-g7g), the Global

AssessmenL of Severity Scale (Mavissakalian et â1., 1983),

and the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck et âf., 1961). The

reliabiJ-ity and val-idity of the instruments are described

beIow.

The original version of the Anxiety Disorders

ïnterview Schedul-e (DiNardo, O'Brien, WaddeJ-1, & Blanchard,

1983) provided a differential diagnosis among the anxiety

disorder categories and affective disorders in the American

Psychiatric Associationt s (1980) Diagnostic and Statistical

Manual- of MentaÌ Disorder's (DSM-III). The reliabilit.y for

discriminat.ing between specific anxiety disorders vlas kappa

: .65 for Panic Disorder, kappa = .85 for Agoraphobia with

Panic Attacks, and kappa = .57 for Generalized Anxiety

Disorder. For discriminat.ing between t.he anxiety disorders

and affective disorders, the reliability was kappa = .70.

The Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule - Revised was

developed for the most recently revised edition of the

American Psychiatric AssociaLions's (1987) Diagnostic and
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Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder's (DSM-III-R) . The

structured interview format is much improved. However, t.he

reliabil-ity dat.a on the revised version are not yet

availabl-e.

In the present study, the Anxiety Di-sorders Interview

Schedul-e Revised was modified for the telephone interview

of approximately 45 min duration. The int.errat.er

reliabilit.y for using other standardized structured

interviews for diagnosing Panic Dísorder with Agoraphobia

in personal and telephone interviews was .69 to .84 (e.9.,

Paulsen, Crowe, Noyes, & Pfohl, 19BB) .

The Stuctured Clinical Interview Diagnosis for Panic

Disorder (Spit.zer, WiIliams, e Gibbon, 1-988) provides a

systematic evaluat.ion of DSM-III-R crit.eria for Panic

Disorder wit.h or without Agoraphobia. The inst.rument. is

currenLly being used in a large coll-aborative Panic

Disorder study sponsored by Upjohn Company involving more

than 1100 subjects (Kl-erman, 1988) . AJ-though the

reliability data on Panic Disorder are noL yet available

for citation (SCID Newsletter, personal communicaton, ,June

I, 1988), int.errat.er reliability is reported for

differentiating Generalized Anxíety Disorder and for

differentiating depression from other psychiatric dísorders

(Riskind, Beck, Berchick, Brown, & Steer, 1-987) . As

measured by Cohen's kappa, the reliability for Generalized

Anxiety Disorder versus other dJ-agnoses was .79. The
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reliabíIity for depression versus other disorders was .72.

The Fear Questionnaire (Marks & Mathews, 1979)

incLudes a main target phobia which is individualized for

each patient. (For the present study, two additional

individualized target. phobias Ii.e., subsidiary avoidances]

vrere added to the questionnaire to measure phobic avoidance

in other situat.ions) . The quest.ionnaire also includes five

items measuring anxiety/depression, and three categories of

clinical phobias: agoraphobia, social phobia, and blood

injury phobia. Each clinical phobia category consists of

f ive it.ems.

The t.est-retest reliabil-ity based on 20 phobic

patients with a retest int.erval- of 7 days was .93 for the

main target phobia, .82 for the anxiety/depression scale,

and .82 for the three subscal-es combined. Based on the

responses of 4B Agoraphobic pat.ients at pre-t.reatment,

after 4 and B wks, and a post-treaLment, Mavissakal-ian

11986a) found that the validity of the instrument was good

and that it was sensitive to therapeut.ic change.

The Gl-oba1 Assessment of Severity Scale (Mavissakalian

et. âf ., 1983) was used in an early study to discrimj-nate

the symptom severity of 21- Agoraphobics by two independent

assessors (Marks & Gelder, 1965). These researchers report

that disagreements occurred in 1-3å of the cases.

Conversely, Mavissakalian et aI. report consensuaf

agireeemenL on their total sample of 18 Agoraphobic
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patients. These different results may be due to procedural

differences. In the Marks and Gel-der study, symptom

severity was det.ermined from pat.ient records,' whereas, in

the Mavissakalian and Michelson study, symptom severít.y was

determined by directly interviewing patients.

In the present study, the assessor and investigator
independently rated symptom severity immediately after
direct.ly interviewing sub jects. Consensual- agreement was

obtained on the ratings of 10 of 1-l- subjects during the

pre-treatment interview. In t.he single case of

disagreement, the lowest score was assigned to prevent a

fal-se-positive inclusion into the study. At 6 weeks

follow-up, t.he interrater reliability was 100% following

independent interviews with subjects.

The Beck Depression Invent.ory has been employed in
over 1000 research investigations in the past 25 years.

According to Beck (1,967), the mean depression

classif ications are: minimal l-0.9 (SD = 8.1) r mild l-8.7

(SD : I0.2), moderat.e 25.4 (SD = 9.6), and severe 30.0 (SD

: 10.4) . Beck, Steer, & Garbin (1988) reviewed the st.udies

(involving 30 or more patients) that focused on the

psychomet.ric properties of the Beck Depression Invent.ory.

The following conclusions vùere drawn on the reliability and

t.he validity of t.he instrument: (1) The 10 studies which

assessed the reliability of the inst.rument. produced Pearson

product.-moment correlation coefficient.s ranging from 0.48
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to 0.86 for psychiatric patients and 0.60 to 0.83 for
nonpsychiatric subjects. (2) To determine content

validity, the Beck was compared to DSM-rrr (1990) criteria.
six of t.he nine DSM-rrr criteria were well- refl-ected in the
Beck Depression Inventory. Two critería (i.e., losses in
appetite and diurnal sleep variations are partially
addressed in the Beck, while one of the criteria (i.e.,
psychomotor activity and agitation) is absent from the

inventory. According to Beck et al-. (l-98B), the questions

on increases in appetite and variations in sleep patterns

were del-iberately excruded because they occur reratively
infrequently in severely depressed individual_s, but very

frequently in normars. Thus, their incrusion would. resul-t

in a high rate of false-positives. Agítation was al-so

deliberatery omitted because it is a behavior t.hat can be

directry observed by the clinician and was considered to be

inappropriate for a seJ-f-reporL measure.

Copies of the five instruments used for subject.

selection are included in the remainder of this Appendix.

The questionnaires and self-rating scales are: the Anxiet.y

Disorders rnterview schedure Revised (DiNardo & BarJ-ow,

l-9BB) that was modified for the telephone interview, t.he

struct.ured clinicar rnterview Diagnosis for panic Disorder
(Spitzer et êI., 1987), the Fear Questionnaire (Marks &

Mathews | 1979) , the Globa1 Assessment. of Severity Scale

(Mavissakalian et â1., 1983), and the Beck Depression
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fnventory (Beck et âf., 1961).
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THE A}TK IETY D i SORDERS INTERVIEW SCHEDULE -REVI SED-}OD TF IED -VERS I ON

FOR TELEPFIONE INTERVIEW TAhGN FRO\,I DIMRDO & BARLOI^J' 1988

Pacfent-s Name---- Phone----
Àddress__
Current Date Referral Date___--

PANIC DISORDER }IITH LIHITED ÀVOIDÀNCE

1. Can you give ne an ldea of vhat sorts of probleos you have
had late1y?

2. Have you have had any type of treat¡nent for these problems or
similar probleurs recently or ln the past?

Yes- -- No----- If yes, describe what type of treatment'

3.'Iave you had ti¡nes vhen you have folt a sudden rush of
inÈense fear or anxl.ety or feeling of iopending doon?

YES____ NO___

4. f.lhat kinds of bodily sensations or syErptons do you exP€rience
when you have these feellngs or attacks?

Àny trouble:
catchinq vour broath

surothe r I ng_
choking sensations

chest paln or dlsconfort

heart racinq

dlzzfness. Ilghtheadedness or unsteady feeltngs

nunbness or tlnglfng sensatlons

Ot,her



5. Can you tell ¡ne about the very flrst tlne that you exPer-
iencåd a panic attack? TeIl ¡ne some of the details such as
whereyouvere.ghatyouveredotngattiEeoftheattack.
Ehe kr;d of bodfly sensatlons that you felt¡ ãod rrhâc you
were thinklng.

6. Can you tdentlfy any places. PeoPler êvents. or ¡redical rèas-
sons (e.g., ås¡irma)'fär these agtacks either before or during
the attack?
YES_ NO----
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Do you do anyt.hlng to concrol or st,oP these foelings?----__

How effective fs lt?

7. Àpproximately how many minutes do these attacks last?

8. Hov nany tines in a veek do you experience Èhese attacks?

IO. In vhat slEuations do you have these attacks?

11. Do you ever avoid going places or doing things because of
these attacks?

YES_ NO-_-

9. Do you have any phystcal probleus tshat you or your regular
doctor thinks äigt¡t caus€ tshese attacks (i'e" inner ear
problens. hypoglicenia. probleos with your thyroid' heart' or
Jolnts) ?
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12. ¡{hat kinds of situatfons or thfngs do you avold?

13. t{hst is the urajor fear that you want trcated?

14. Could you teJ.l ure a
because of fear or

speclf fc sltuat.lon t,hat you lÊight avold
other unpleasant feellngs.

l-5. on a scale
because of

OI
neve r
avo id
ir

16. How Ì.ong

of0
your

2
sonet i¡tes

avo id
it

ago did these

56
it avoid it
50l( most of
time the tiae

sta rt?

78
alvays
avoid

it

to 8. hoçr much do you avold that situatiorf
najor fear?

4
avoid
about

of the

attacks

1?. Here you under alot of stress 1n
attacks started? Could You tell

your life when these
¡ne a ltttle about it?

============================================E===E==============E=

CT'R,RENT HEDICATIONS

1. Àre you currently taking any nedfcatsions? IE6-- NO--

2. t{hat klnd of nedfcatlons are you taktng? Purposc of cach?

ÀLCOHOLI6H ÀND DRUG ABUSE

1. Have you ever tried tso coP€
alcohol? Ílhat about uslng

uith your anriety bY using
drugs?

YEs NO úlhen? flos auch?
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HÀJOR DEPRESSIVE EPI6ODE

I. Did you ever have a period of tine vhen you felt depressed.
sad. hopel€ss¡ or lost lnEeresE in aluosE all of your usual
activities?

YES__ NO___

2. Have you ever been hospl.tallzed for these feelings?
YES____ NO_-_

3. Have you bean feelÍng this way nearly 6very day for the last
tvo'çeeks?

YES NO

SOCIÀL PHOBIÀ

1. In soclal sltuôtions r¡here you night be observed or evaluatcd
by others do you feel fearful? YEs--- No----

2. Àre you overly concerned that you nay do and/or say sonettting
that Eight e¡rbarrass or hurslllate yourself in f ront of
othersr or that oEhers oay thlnk badly of you?

YES___ NO____

to avotd these sltuations aII toqether?
vÉs---- No----

of social siEuaEions do you usually avoid?

3. Do you try

4. þlhat kinds

POST TRÀUHÀTIC STRESS DISORDER

Do you remember any extremely stressful. Iife threatening. or
traumatlc event such as serious physical injuryr physical or
sexual abuser Fåp€r assâult¡ or conbat vhfch happened to you
prior to your experiencing anxiety or the other problems you're
having?

YË6__ NO_ I{hlch of these do you recall?

OBSES6IVE-COI.Í PgL6IVE DIAOR,DER,

Àre you botherod by thoughts or inages that keep recurring Èo you
that, are unrcasonable or nonsensl.cal that you can't stop frora
coning lnto your ufnd? Thls ts not the saÞe as vorrying about
thlngs that night happen. I uean things lfke repetittve thoughts
about hurtlng or pofsoning soaeone. or shouting obscenities in
public' or horrlble luages such as your fanily fnvolved in a car
acc i dent .

YES NO
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NON-ORGÀNIC PsYCHOStS

I. Hae thorc ever been a period of tlne when you had strange or
unusal erperiences such ¡s:
Hearlng or seolng things that othcr pcople dldn't notice?

YES NO
2. l{hen did this occur and ¡rhat was 1È llke?

3. Have you ever been hospltaltzed for thfs probleu?
YES____ NO___

DTSPOSIÎION OF CÀSE

l. Àccepted for lntake. YES

2. Inforn paEient that tle requtre a aedlcal referral fro¡n their
physician providing details of thelr general health and any
slgnlficant ¡¡edlcal condltions prlor to treataent. Request
t,hat they ask t,heir physician Èo send a letter of ref erral to
Dr. John Halker¡ H-4r Dept. of Psychlatry, 6t. Boniface
General Hospital . Þtpg.. l.fB, R2H 2À6.

3. Patient scheduled for appoint.nent wlth intake t,heragist

NO

Yes

No

4. Àdditional comments

Date schedulod____

If nor why?
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THE STRUCTIJRED CLINICAL
(SPITZER ET AL., 1987)

PÀI{IC DIS8DER
Have 1ou ever had a ¡nnic
attack' when 1ou suddenlv
felt frightenedr anxlous
or extrqnelY unconúort'hle?

IF l.ES: TeIl re abolt
1t. l¡hen do€s that
hafpen? (Eave you ever
Ì¡ad one wben You di&Irt
expect to at all?)

Have you ever tnd four
attacks like that in a four
week perÍod?

IF ìÐ: Did you t'þrry a
lot about havirg another
one? (Hcru long did you
r+orry?)

Wt¡en was the last bad one
(expected or une4)ected) ?

t{cr^' I am going to ask you
about that att¿ck. f'lhat was
the first thfu¡g you noticed?
Íhen wtnt?

Drrirg btnt attack...

...ï¡ere you short of breath?
(Bave tror:ble catching Your
breatå?)

...did you feel dizryt
unsteadyr or like you night
faint?

...did you heart race'
¡nund, or skip?

...did yot trerùIe or shake?

INTERVIEW DIAGNOSIS FOR PATIIC

PN{rc prsRpER cRrlERF
a. Ãe sqne tiræ &rirg tlre

DISORDER 
T76

B.

c.

disturbance, or¡e or ¡rpre
¡nnic attacks (discrete
¡eriods of intense fear
or disccnrfort) hese
occurred that were
(1) unexpecteC, i.e., did
not occur irrædiatelY
before or on erqnsrre to a
situatþn that al-æst
ah+ays caused aru<ietYr and
(2) not trigçred b'Y

sibuatÍons in whicÏ¡ the
person was the fæus of
others' attention.
EitÌ¡er four attacksr as
defined ín criterion A¿

have occL¡rred withi¡ a
four-+Éek periodr or one
or ¡tpre attacks t¡ave beer¡
follo*ed bry a Period of at
least a nonth of ¡:ersistent
fear of harti¡g a¡¡otber attæk-
At l-east four of the
follcruirg synptcns develoPed
during at least or¡e of the
attacks:

shortness of breath (dYsPnea)

or srpthering sensations

dizziness, unstea4' feelitçs,
or fai¡tness

palpitations cr acceLeratei
heart rate (tacþrcardia)

trørblirrg or shaklng

?123
I cono II na¡opr, II r.z I

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

? 123

? I23

? 123

? 123

?=inadequate information f--hsenb or false 2=subth:esholö 3=threstrold or true



Drrirìg that attack...

...did you sræat?

...did you feel as íf Yott
were choking?

...dlicl yur tnve nausea or
upset 6tøad¡ or tt¡e feellng
tfrat you rnre golrg to trave
diarrhea?

...did tl¡i¡tgs around Pu
see¡n unreal or dicl 1'ut
feel debached froa thirgs
around !'ou or detact¡ed frcrn
¡nrt of yotr bod¡¡?

...di¿t you trarre tir¡gltÌ¡g or
nwbness ln parts of lour
boqv?

...di¿l yor harre flust¡es
(tþt flashes) or ct¡ills?

...öd yo.r henre ctrest ¡nin
or pressure?

...rÉre yorr afraid that
you rnight die?

...rere you afraid You were
going crazy or might lose
control?

Cognitive and Exposure Treaûnents
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s*æating

choking

(71 nausea or abdc¡ninal disÊress ? I 2 3

(8) depersonallzatlon or
dereallzation

? 123

(s)

(6)

?123
?I23

(9) nt¡bness or tingling
sensatlor¡s (Paresthesías)

(19) flust¡es (tPt flashes) or
ct¡Íl1s

(11) chest ¡nin or dÍscotnforÈ

(12) fear of dyirg

(I3) fear of goÍr¡9 ctazY or
of doing søretåi¡g
u¡rcontrolled

AT I,EàST FTTR TCT S(s ARE

coDE) 13¡

lú,IE: ATIÈC(S INVUI,rIIIG EWR
OR IORE Sa'HPIOI4S ÀRE PAI'IIC
ATIãCKS; AIIIACKS INVUwIII3
FET.¡ER, TBN FCÍJR ST.I¡ÍPIDI'IS ÀRE

Lil.lTIED ST-MSTET.I ÀTINCT.S (SEE
*ÀæRAPRCBIA WN.ail}T EISTOry
OF'PA¡TIC DISORDERf, F. 7).

?123

? 123

?123

? 123

? 123

?=i¡adeqr¡ate i¡formation I*bsent or false 2=stù,tÌ¡reslPld 3=thresholô or tnre
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t{hen yan har¡e bad attacksr
tror lorg does Ít take frcrn
Hhen it begins to wher lott
trar¡e ¡ost of tlre sYçtæs?
(Is ih'often less tt¡ar¡ ten
ml¡r¡bes?)

Just before 1ou began heving
panlc attacks' tere ]¡ou
taking anY dnrgs' stimlants
or ¡edlcfnes?

IF Y-ES: Did Pu keeP travÍng
tlp attacks after You
stopped? (For tPr.¡ lory?)

Were you pþsicallY iIÌ.?
(hhaL did tlre doctor sa1'?)

IF YES: Did lou etrer
t¡arre these attacks çt¡en
yor r+eren't (taking ar4'
dngs or rædici¡es,
pþsicaf1Y ill?)

Drring at least scme of ?

ttre attact<sr at least four
of the "c' s1'rçtcrrc dørelo¡nd
suddenlv ard i¡¡creased in
'intensl-q' r¡itt¡in Ëeri ninuees
of tte t€ginnirg of the first
'C' s1'nptcm noticed in the
attack.

E. Ic caruþt b€ estå1i6h€d tÌ¡at ?
an organlc factor lnttiated
ar¡d màintafnedl t¡e disb¡rbance
(e.g. r A¡rFhetæine or Caffeine
rnt&lcatlonr þPertlrl'roidisn)

lûIE: HÍtral valr¡e ProlaPse
¡nat'be a¡¡ associated conditionr
t¡r¡t does rrot Preclude a
diagrosis of Pa¡ric Disorder.

lûIE: @DE '3' IF $ESIIANCE
USE OF PEYSICÀL ILLIESS Í'IAS

}UT ENICIÆIC 1O PAI{IC åflTACKS.

PANrC DrSæDER CRrIRIÀ ,l
À, B, c, D, A¡Ð Er ÀRE @DED _J-'3' fffil

l*À¡æÉllr-z I

?=inadequate i¡rfo:matic: t=absent or false 2=stÈ:hres!¡oid 3=threshold or tn¡e
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13PAI'IIC DISORDR, SBTYPE

]F IIf,T æ\TIdJS FROI{ Cñ/ERIIIIET{:

Bar¡e tt¡ere been sib¡ations
or places that Yor avoidled
because you rrcre afratd tlnt
you night trar¡e ar¡ attack?

(Të1I se ¡rI the tlrfngs
1ou avoidedr or could do
only when sorlÊone ÌErs
wlth I'ot, or by forcirg
yourself.)

tit¡at about...

...being at hore alone?

...stpfpinS alone in a big
store?

...r¡afking far frcrn t¡qne
al-one?

...crossÍng busy or wide
streets alone?

...being a-Lone in a cro"¡ded
place-like a ror¡ie tJeatrer
a church' or a restaura¡¡t?

...using pblic trans¡nr-
tation-Iike a bus, trai¡'
or srtÊraj¡{r drÍving a
car?

IF ¡fE CBVICIIS: flhat
effect did avoiding
(ÀcoiRAP¡rcBrc srruATlol6)
t¡arre on yotr life?

?fIE ÀGORAPÍGIÀ

Fear of bei¡tg in Places or
sitr¡atfons frqn whict¡
escaDe niqt¡t be difficult
(or èrbariassing) r or in
ntrich heIP nigt¡t not be
availabler in the event
of a pnic attack.
(ûrcludþ cases in wt¡ich
rersistent arrcidance
Ëetrat¡ior origÍnatedl
ô¡ri¡g ar¡ active Phase
of Panic Disorderr even
Íf the person òes r¡ot
attrflx¡te ttre avolda¡¡ce
bet¡avior to fear of
ha\tir¡g a ¡nnic attack-)
As a result of tt¡ls fearr
the ¡nrson either restricts
trarrel or ¡¡eeds a conçnnion
wtren away frqn t¡qne' or else
erdures agoreçtÞic
sitr¡ations deryite íntense
anxieþr. Con¡ron agora¡ihobic
sitr¡atíons incl.ude being
outsÍde the tsæ alone,
bei¡g in a crcx'¡d or standing
in a IÍ¡e¿ being on a bridgB'
trarrelirg in a bus' trainr
or @r.

?=Ínadeqr:ate information l-.absent or false Z=subtj¡reshold 3=threshold or tn¡e

PÀ¡IIC
DISORDÐR

wrurcgr

ÀORA-
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*CSRCÊÉ[6I O8 PÀNIC DISORDEFÉ

IF ttlEIÆAR: Drrlrg the Past
uonthr trorr uanY ¡nnic attacks
trarre pu tadl?

'ùttren ¿fa vur last hatre
(e¡u sr cÉ p¡¡uc DrsoRDm')?

Eas ¡net s¡uPtcnatic criteria
for Pa¡riCDisorder during
past r¡onth, i.e. r at least
i patic attacks OR ¡nrsistent
feãr of t¡avÍng a Panlc att¡ck
ior agor4¡t¡ouic ar¡oidance) '

rl

tù¡nber of ¡rPntlrs Prlor to
intervíen rrh€n tåst tad a
q¡¡çtcm of Panlc Disorder

lle\rer had agor4hobic avoidance.

t{iId: During past monthr some a'roida¡¡ce (or
endurãn-ce with distress) ' relativell'
normal lifestYle¡ ê'Ç'¡ travels
unaccorlÞanÍed vt¡eñ ri€c€ssâ{r such as tc
work ôr to shoP; othersise avoids
travelling alone.

l{o,iterate: D¡ring ¡nst nonth, ar¡oidar¡ce results ir'
consCrlcte¿ lifestyler e'g'r able to leave
t¡ouse alone but r:õc abte to 90 nore the:
a fer ¡niles unacccÉq:anied'

1

2

2 l'loderate:

3 Severe:

4 In Partial
Renrission:

5 In FuIl
Resrisslon:

D¡rí¡o ttre mst ¡¡ontt¡, elther all aEtacks
h*t'b.* fimitee s1tçtcrn attacks- (i'e"
fesær tha¡¡ four s<s), or there has been no

rmre tt¡an one ¡nnic attâck.

D:rir¡g ttre past ¡¡ontÌ¡, attacks -ha'¡e 
been

Gtã.ñ"aiute Uetr+een "l'fildn and 'Severe"

hri¡rg the ¡nst ronth, there hal'e been at
least-eight Panic attacks.

Intermediabe betr"een rln FuiI Rs¡rission'
ard 'l.tild'.

Drring bhe ¡nst six ¡pnths¿ rr> I¡anic or
Iinited q¡nPton attacks.

?=inadequate information l=absent or false 2=sj:thresholo 3=threshold or true
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¿[ Severe:

In Partial
Renlssion:

In Ftúl
Remlsslon:

Dr,rring ¡nst uontår ar¡oidance reslts
beir¡g 

-nearly or corpletely trousebourd
ur¡abÍe to lear¡e tptrse urncconpanied.

in
or

tlo curre¡rt agor4>hobic ar,rcidancer but sæe

ryoraptrobíc ar¡oiaa¡rce drrring the past sir
¡onths.

llo cr¡rrent agor4rbic ar¡oidar¡ce a¡d r¡one

ôrring'the ¡nst six ¡ronths-

*PÀST FIVE YEARSÊ

Drrlng ttre ¡nst five Years'
horr rrJch of tåe ti¡re t¡ave
yotr been bottrered bÉ' (PÀ¡ÛC

Àf,ußs' PERSTSIE¡n FEAR æ
mvnf3 ÀN ÀrtncK, oR
ÀGOIRAPIICBIC ÀVOIDAIG) ?

tcould you 6ay ...t@ESl?

Eorv old rære fþu nhen yor
first started travfng a lot of
parric attacks (or r¡orried all
the tùne that 1'ur nighE
t¡ar¡e or¡e?)

À¡proxfurate Percentage of
time ôrring ¡nst five Years
that an1' s1tçtcns of Pa¡ric
Disorder lære Present.

I ìþr .¡ u11 (Ø$)

2 Rarely (e.9., 5-1øt)

3 A sigrrificant utinority of tlre tire
(e.9., 2ø-3øt)

4 About half tt¡e tine

5 A significant majority of tÌ¡e tire
(e.9., ?6-8øÊ)

6 Al¡tost all tÌ¡e tine (e-g- . y¿-Løøt^l

9 tlr¡knqsn

Àge at onset of Panic Disorder
(at least four attacks over a
four*eek ¡nriod oE one o: trþre
attacks follotæd þ' Persi$enE
fear of ha,¡i¡rg another at'.æk)
(æDE 99 rF tliKluù¡)

?=ina@uate information l+bsent or fal.se 2=subthrest¡olc 3=threst¡olC or tn¡e
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THE FEAR QUESTIONNAIRE o{ARKS G MATI{EWS, 1979)

Your Initials:----- - Date:---------

l.Descrlbetnyourowntrordsonthelinebelowthe¡raiorfear
that vou want treated:

2. ctrcre a nu¡nber fro¡o the scale berot¡ to indlct'e how di-æÞEi-n'g
this fear i6 to You'

ol?345678
not at all sftlntfy ¡noderately very extrenely
äiãti"""ing disríessíng dfsrressing disr,ressing distressing

3. Do you currently avoi4 any situations because of the oajor fear
that You want treated?

=========-_======--=========!:::l:=::::=======-I::===::===ll==========

Choose a number fron the scale below to indicate hotr utuch you vould
avoid each situailon Iisted UetõI Uecause of fear or other unolgasant
feelinqs. Thenr write the nurnber you chose in the sPaco opposite
each ltem.

0r234
never sonetirÛes avoid it
avoid avoid about 50f
it it of the tine

tr Your @-Ég- that you described above
I. Injections or ¡oinor surgerY
2. eailng or drinking with other people
3. HosPitals
4. Travelling alone bY bus
5. t{a}ktng alone in busY streecs
6. Being watched or stared at" '
7, Going fnto crowded stores
8. Talking to people in authority"'
9. Sight of blood
10. Being crlticized....
1I. Going alone far fron ho¡¡e
12. Thought of injury or ¡Ilness: " "'
13. Speaiing or acting to an audlence
14. Large oPen sPaces...
15. Going to th€ dentist
16. Visiúing a Person who is seriously ilI -or- dylttg
i?. En.orrtEãring things which renind you of death

rãr;- -Às:- -Bi.- -6æ: --õ.- -H:F:

If you:rvold any other situatione because of the najgr fgar tþit vou
sent treated, fist these situations and choosã à nuaber fron Èhe

;A-õ"" to indicate how tuuch you avoid then'

567
avoÍd Ít
nost of
the t i¡oe

I
always
avoid

it

t,,
,;.

1.9.
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choose a nunber fron the scale below to indÍcaEe hos often you-
;;;;;;";.;-tr,ã t"rr"ving. Hrire rhe nunber in rhe space opposite
each i te¡o.

0
never

L2
rareIY

3456
soaetlnes often

78
nost of
the tihe

l. Feelin{ unhappy or depressed" '
2. Feeling irritable or.angry.
3. Feeling tense or Pani'ckY'':'''
4: upr-ttíng thought3 coning into your aind'
5. Fäe1ing you or your aurroundings are strange

or unreal
6. llorrles about Your ovn death
7. Horries about the deaths of people close to you
8. t¡orrles about having a sertous lllness

or lnjury
9. Horries ãUout someone close to you having

a serlous illness or injury.
I0. Thoughts of a P-ainf u.L illness or death
1I. FeeIíng anxious or depressed when you encounfer

thfngs-which reurind You of death
================--==================================--=================

Now. we would like you to rate the same ite¡r¡s again. This tine ¡

do NoT think about íro9¡ often they happen. rnstead, Ehink of how

rnuchyouareg.@bytherovhentheyhappen.t.lritethenumber
in Ehe sPaçe oPPosite each iten'

L23456?8
SIightly Hoderately Def inicely Extrernely

troubieso¡oe troublesome troublesome troublesome

1. Feeling unhappy or depressed" '
2. Feeling irritable or angry
3. Feeling tense or Panicky. . . .
4. Upsetting thoughts coning into your nind'
5. Feeling you or your surroundings are strange

or unreal
6. !¡orries about Your own death
7. ¡{orries about the deaths of people close to you
8. Horrfes about having serlous lllness

or ÍnjurY
9. l{orries àbout sorueone close to you having

a serlous ill.ness or inJury
10. Thoughts of a P-g!¡!¡¡!. illness or death.
II. Feeling anxious or depressed shen you encounter

things vhich reaind You of dcath'

0
Ha rdly
at all
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ïÍtE GLOBAL A,SSESS{ENI OF SEVERITY SCALE (MAVISSAICALIAN et al. ' 1983)

Rating to be comple¡ed by therapist ana assessor, independently

before treatment and at, 6 weeks follow-up'

Circle the score that indicates the patlont's current level of

functlonlng with respect to work and soclal activities.

1.... no conplaints and normal activity'

2.... sYmPtotls
but not,
work or

conplained of bY Patient
lnterfering trith normal
soclal act.ivities.

3"" ;#l':?==::::i'::lii'ii:h.normar

4.... normal work or social activities
interfered wfth narkedlY but noE
prevented or radicallY changed.

5.... nornal work or social activities
either radicallY changed or
prevented.
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TllE BECK DEPRESSION II.I\ÆNTORY (BECK ET AL., 1961)

BECK TNVEI{TORY

On thi¡ qucíionnrirc ¡fc troups of ¡t¡tcncnl¡. Ptc'ï rced crch grorp of lUtcrrlcnt¡ crrcfully' Thcn pick

oüt lhc onc dræ¡rænt ¡n c¡cft iror¡p wf¡¡C¡ tcs{ dc¡cribc¡ rhc wey-yo{r!çvc bcc¡r fctlin'g thc resr weeC

Ir{CLlrorr{C T(þrn Ci6c ff* n-u.UL U..idc rhc ¡{etcÍicnt you pittca. tf ¡cvc¡rl ¡træ¡ncn6 in thc group

,orn to egply cquetly *A¡. 
"¡r"¡" -"f, 

o¡rc. Bc n¡rc to rcÃd ril thc l¡temcnt¡ ln crch group bcforc

mrklng your chohc.

12 0 t å¡vc æt fo¡r ixcrc¡r i¡ dtcr PcôPlc'
I t ¡¡o !e¡¡ iacrc¡cd io atrct pcople th¡a I crcd ¡o bc'
2 f h¡vc tæ ro¡a ol ay iorcres ia drcr pcoptc'

! ¡ hrvc lotr dt of ñt ¡n¡ct€g ¡¡ o(ttr P'oPlG'

I 0 I do æ( fc.l s¡d.
I I fcct ¡¡d.
2 I r¡r ¡¡rt rll úÉ t¡flæ ¡¡rd I cral rnrp out o( it.
t t rm þ r¡d o( rahrgpy drrt I cent rund h.

0 I ¡m ror p¡¡riculrdydircoun3cd ¡bost lh. fslurc. lJ
I I fccl dircoun3cd ¡bo{¡t lh€ fulur€.
2 I fc¿l t hrvc ro(h¡ñi lo loôt fo(vr¡d lo.
¡ t fcct lhr¡ úê fururð i¡ lrcpclc¡¡ rd thrt thin3r crnna

improw. 
ta

0 I do îol fæl likc r hiluæ.
I ¡ fæl t h¡vc f¡ilcd nscrhln tfc rvcngc pcr:m.
2 A¡ t læt brct on my lifc. ¡fl I c¡¡ ¡¿c i¡ ¡ lot of f¡ilurcs.
I I fæl I rm e complcre leilurc rs e ptron.

¡a O I ßcr ¡s mcchr¡t¡¡fær¡{xroutofrhin3r ¡¡ I u¡cdto. lS
f . I donì aþy lhin3r rt* vrY t rrcd to-
2 t don'f 3a rtrl rrtirfraioa qrl of ¡nylhiô3 lâymo(c.
! I ¡m dii¡r¡i¡l-rcd orborcd rith evcr¡hin3.

O | ß¡kc dcc¡s¡oí¡ ¡boot s *vll ¡s I cvc¡ cor¡ld'
t f æt o{f o¡kin¡ dcci¡ion¡ ¡norc thra I u¡cd ro'
i i [itãi..t,o ¿ilfrorlty io mrkio3 dcci¡ions rh¡n bcfoa'
I I crnì m¡kc dcc¡r¡mr d rll ¡rirromc'

0 t donl fc¿l I loot rny Yror¡c th¡a t u¡cd to'
f t ¡m rorricd ¡l¡rr I rÃr lootin3 old ø unel(r¡ctivc'
2 I fcrt lh¡t ¡hc¡Ê r¡c P¿nn¡ncn cürntct ¡n my lPfEÚrricc

rh¡( mrtc rnc loot un¡n¡¡ctivc-
! I bcl¡cvc th¡t I loot uglY.

0 t c¡a wort lbou( ¡¡ wcll ¡¡ bclor€'
i itiiio .n ..rrr clTo<t lo 3et rtencd rt doing somcthing'

i i ¡ttilo er¡t myrclf vcry h¡rd ro do ¡nyrhint'
3 I c¡nl do rnJ' sg(t ¡l ¡l¡-

16 0 I c¡n ¡¡oo ¡¡'*rU ¡¡ u¡url.
t t dmì ¡låo ¡¡ wcll r¡ t cacd to-
i i -.ti i,'ii'-z ¡rrr¡ c¡¡lirx thrn r¡gel rnd find it herd to 3cl

b¡ct ¡o doc?.
f I **i¡e åcd ha¡r¡ c¡¡lix thu I urcd to rrìd crnftd 3cl

bÍt ro r¡ccp.

O t dút.d lsc ti¡cd dr¡o u¡u¡|.
I t 3a l'uõd lue crrily ttua I urcd to.
2 t ia dæd frca¡doial rlnrcrr m¡hio3.
! t ln roo ürcd to do ea¡hia3-

o Mi ¡ooa¡æ ¡¡ æ ¡o<¡c th¡n ¡¡¡¡d.
r lti rära¡rc a rot rc aood u it urcd to b<'

2 My 4pctiæ k mú€t !!r¡€ noY-

I t à¡vG É ¡P?dkc a dl ¡oYmæ.

O I h¡r¡¡l loa ¡rcå rci3ür. if roy. lelcly'
i i il;. dr ;; ô- 5 

-Po.r-,tdt-'' I un' prpo¡cty trvin3 to lor" wcight

i i ü'; i;;; ¡h¡a rd por¡nd¡. bv crünt lot' Yc¡- N^

! t hrw la ¡rqt tt¡a 15 Posttd¡-

O t u¡ æ ærc rocicd ebogt my trrlth rhrn ururl'
I I r¡a rqrirl ¡lorr ¡tr¡iot etoOtanr a¡cf ¡¡ ¡cìcl ¡nd

oia.c c n¡a loal¡clr: cl ooll¡llPürot'
f i rar icty i<n¡o¿ rbo.¡r Phy¡¡c¡l Problc¡nt rôd 

't¡ 
hrró lo

thint o(¡¡ô cbc.
t i ;;;tli.d rbont my phyrkel Proölcmr lhr( ¡ c¡î¡ro{

ôiat rËær r¡ài4drc.

5 O I dooì fccl pxticrluly 3uiltY.
I I fel ¡silq ¡ ¡o.d p¡rr of lhÊ tirnc.
2 I fccl qr¡ki ¡uiltt ao'rr o{ Úìê a¡¡ræ

t I fG.¡ st¡¡ltt rtl of ahc drác.

¡f 0 t dooì fcd I ra bci4 ¡roirtod.
t I fccl t erry b€ pu¡rftêd.
2 I c¡pca rc bc psai¡ùcd.
t ¡ fcc.l t ra bcia3 ¡roirhcd.

7 0 I .h.ì fccl 6¡¡ppoin¡cd la ayrclf.
I I ¡¡¡di¡¡ppointcd ir crt:Glf.
I I rra d'u3urtcd ritt etyrdf.
I I àræ nyrrlf.

t O I doaì lcd I ¡¡¡ ¡¡l ror¡c dua uyöody drc.
I t ¡m cri¡kd of aryrclf fo< ay ærkæ¡e¡ c mi¡¡¡kc¡.
I I U¡¡ræ arrctf rll óc riæ lor ary frula. It
t I blræ rnþdf fa ctcr¡rtia3 brd lh¡r ù¡gFrìt.

t O I do¡ì b¡vc rnydrar3üaoftillirg nyrclf.
I I hrvc rtrougha ol tillia3 m¡rcl( bsr I r¿oqld oo( c¡rry

.¡hcr¡ o.¡L
2 t rs¡ld l&c o ti[ ¡f¡clL
I I ¡or¡ld till s¡y¡df if t ård lüc cùræc.

lO O I dortcry¡at íro.cüü útsd.
I I cry ruc æv rhu I ¡¡cJ to.
2 I crv ¡ll rlt rinæ ær.
! I rä ro bc rblc ro cry. h¡ æs I <rol cry cvce rlror3t t

T¡3f ¡.t.

It O I rnr ¡o morg ¡.¡it¡acd æs d¡u t GvGr ¡ln.
t I 3a emo¡d cr i¡¡ü¡tcd morc c¡¡ily rhra I urcd ro.
2 I fæl ¡riadcd tll rlrc ¡irnc aor.
t t dqìì $r ¡fü¡¡lcd d r¡l bt tlt râ¡n3r ah¡ u¡¿d ro iritac

m.

R¿prot¡ctbe si¡w¡r ædrotï c¡prt¡¡ rri¡a con¡c¡ i¡ ær-p.p¡ttcd. Add¡t¡qu¡ cofù¡-rid¡ú Pcfsú$iæ o urc dúr rcdc rnry bc oôreiæd

ú.":* CE¡{TÉR mR @C}¡mÚ'È rXÈgpV. Rooc 602: ¡tt Snth !ó.h SEG.¡. Ft¡l¡ddphir. ?A t9lg(

otr¿tht ad.¡.g,

t7

tt

t0

!t O t àrüc Fa æa¡¡:cd ¡try acc€¡ra <trrn3cìa my intcrcl ia ¡c¡'
I I ¡m lc¡¡ i¡ccc¡¡cd ii ¡c¡ rh¡n I útcd ro b''
2 I ¡m err¡<t þ¡¡ ¡a¡cûcr¡cd i¡ ¡c¡ ro-.
! I hrvc lon i¡¿¡ctl in rcr complctcly.
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APPENDIX B

The Treatment Rational-e and Patient Consent Form
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T}IE TREAT}4ENT RATIOMLE AND PATIENT CONSENT FORM

ThÍs progranr for the treatnent of panic disorder/
agoraphobia, is a research project conducted by Hs. Vivienne
Rowan through tt¡e inxiãty DÍsorä"ti Cti..,ic in the Department of
Psychiatry ãt st. e""itäce General Hospital'. The purpose of the
proiecb is to.rrãt,rãt" a combined treaturent involving cognitive
Lenávior therapy and breathing retraining' -The treatment Progran
ñã" u".t speciiicãliy aesigneå to herp pã"plg ov€rcom€ probrens
with panit attacks and pnouia. Ht¡rte this treatroent has been

evaluated in Europe and thè UniLed st,ates and found to be very
helpfut, it is not widely available elsewhere in Canada'

Medical Ref erral . Bef ore treatment begir:,s I y'ou will be requi red
to have a ¡nedical referral from your physician providing details
ofyourgeneralhea}thandanysignificantmedicalconditions
such as heart or lung Problerns.

Treatnent Proqram. Behavior therapy has.been.found to be an ef-
f ective method # tutpi.ng many p.opiä witsh anxiety probleurs. In
this treatment ptofr.r, -n" ,iti bä assessing your thoughts and

feelings about anxíety, teaching you cognitive coping strategies
to deaÍ with thes" .n*io,r" thoughts and feelingsr using oyef:
breathing techniques Eo demonsÉrate how easily anxious thoughts'
ià.iir,grl and panic symptoms can be created and managed in t'he

Ln"i.pí"t'" office, äta teaching you P1999 breathing and- how to
afproäcf, anxiety producing situations. ÀIthough these techniques
wiif create so^e- feelings of anxiety which' in sone casesr rûåy'

progress Eo a Panic attaðk, the procedure can,help you learn to
toni.rot anxiety and panic in your everyday Ilfe' There is re-
search evidence'to suggest that this form of therapy is a .safe
and effective way of tieating panic attacksi however' cogniEive
behavior tnerapy' co¡obined titn breathing retrainÍng requires
additional, detailed research. Ms. Rosan wltt be neeting vith
youforaPProxirrate)'yonehourtwiceaweekthroughoutlhetreat-
ient pnaää ot it¡e sluay. After treatmentr you will be_seen at
weeks I, 4, 7. Sessionå will be conducted in the ùfcgwen Building
at St. Boniface General HosPital'

Research ComPonent

Inordertoprovi'deeffectivetreatmentPrograms,it'is
necessary for us to Lvaluate carefully the problens and responses
to treattrent of individuals involved in our Programs. The-more
r¡e understand panic attacks and phobias' the more effectively we

can treat then.

l.feasures. You t¡i11 be required to f i11 out daily diar ies
throughout your ent,ire treatment Program so_thet we can evaluate
you, í"=ponäe to treat¡ûent continuouãIy. .In addition' you wiIl
Le required to courplete a package of questionnaires periodically
during the course ät ana tbttowing the termination of your treat-
nentProgramsothatwecanassessyourresPonsetotreatment.
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Besearch Personnel. lreatment will be conducted prinarily by_Ms.
Vi"ienne R.owan, a graduate student in the CIinicaI Psychology
program at the university of l,lanitoba. 6he is exPerienced in
proviaing treat.ment for various tyPes of anxieÈy problems. Hs.
h,or"t is supervised by a clinical psychologist, Dr. John llalker
froa 6t. Boniface Holpital and by faculty advisors' Drs. Robert
Tait and stephen Holborn fror¡ Ehe Psychology Department at the
University oi t{aniloba. In addttionr l,fs. Rosan will be assisted
by anoEher graduate student in the clinical Psychology- PrograE
vÍ.o will Ëe conducting a brief screening procedure to determine
your suitability for participation in the study.

PÀTIENT CONSENT

have been informed of the

nature of the panic disorder/agoraphobia research proJect by

and consent to ParticiPate in it.

I understand ehat the project is an evaluation of the effects of
cognitive behavior theraPy combined wit.h breathing retraining for
thã treaturent of panic disorder/ agoraphobia as described above.

Voluntarv Participation
I understand that ury participation is voluntary and that I

nay withdraw at any time that I wish wit,h no penalty. If I wish.
an alternate for¡o of treatment will be arranged. However, I also
understand that I am requested not to start any other form of
treatment for anxiety viEhout first discussing it with tshe stsaff
involved in Èhis treatment Program. In additsion' I agree to in-
forn Dfs. Rowan of any other Bedical or psychological treatrûent
initiated during the course of this treatment Program.

Conf edent i aI i tv
f trãve been further inforned that personal information

regarding try treat,Eent is confidentfal and l[ay only be shared
wief¡ the therapists and supervÍsors at St. Boniface General
Hospital or the University of ttanlloba lnvolved in uti treatuent
or the research Project. The evaluation information gathered
during the progran trlIl be used for research PurPoses' _however
any details that may reveal ny ident.ity vi]l be exclufled from any
reãearch reports. I also understand that a brlef assessment and
treatnent report, will be sent to lhe physician or agency that
referred ne for treatment of anxlety and panic.

61GNÀTURE DÀTE

Ir

T.¡ITNESS
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APPENDTX C

1. The Rationale for Cognitive Therapy.

2. The Model- of a Cognitive Approach to Panic (Clark'

t_986) .
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The Rational-e for Cognitve Therapy

During the cognitive therapy phase, subjects were

given a diagram of the model- of "A Cognitive Approach to

Panic" (Clark, 1986) and the rationale for treatment. The

model describes panic anxiety as a vicious circle t.hat is

triggered, primarily, by internal stimuli (thoughts' images

and normal physiological activity) which create

apprehension and increased bodily Sensations. The person

percei-ves the bodily sensat.ions as threatening an impending

catastrophe such as a heart attack. AS the cycle proceeds'

their anxiety may escalate to the leve1 of a full--blown

panic attack. The rationale was presented to subject.s as

described bel-ow.

This model proposes that a wide rangie of things

or factors appear to provoke panic attacks. The

provoking fact.ors can be exLernal (such as a

supermarket for a person who has previously had

an attack in that situation), but more often they

are internal factors (thoughts, images or body

sensations) . If the factors are perceived as

posing an immediate t.hreat, a state of

apprehension results. The state of apprehension

is accompanied by a wide range of thoughts and

bodily sensations. If these internal factors are

interpreted in a catastrophic manner' a further

íncrease in apprehension occurs. This results in
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a further increase in thoughts, images, and body

sensations which continues on in a vicious circle

until- it culminates in a panic attack.

Tvpes of Panic Attacks

The model can deal with different types of

attacks: (1) panic attacks which are preceded by

a period of heightened anxiety, and (2) attacks

which appear to "come out of the b1ue". With

panics that. are preceded by a period of

heightened anxiety, two types of attacks can be

distinguished. In the first case, the heightened

anxiety that precedes that attack is concerned

with t.houghts in anticipation of having an

attack. This often happens when a person

experiences an attack in a situation (such as a

supermarket) where they have previously panicked.

When entering such a situation, they tend to

become anxious by t.hinking that they are going to

have another attack. Then, t.hey selectíveIy

focus on their body; notice an unpleasanL body

sensat.ion; interpret this as evidence of an

impending att.ack,' and consequently act'ivate the

vicious círcle which produces the attack. In

other cases, the heightened anxiet'y which

precedes an attack may not be connected with

thoughts in anticipation of having an att'ack.
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For example, a person may become nervous as a

consequence of discussing an emotional topic

during a dispute with a spouse' notice his or her

bodily reaction to the argument, catastrophically

interpret these sensations, and then panic'

In the case of panic attacks which seem to

come out of the blue", the trigger for an attack

often seems to be the perception of a bodily

sensation which ítsetf emotional state

(excitement, anger) or by some quite innocuous

event such as suddenly getting up from a sitting

position (d,ízziness, palpitations) , or physical

exercise (breathlessness, palpitations) ' or

drinking coffee (palpit.ations) . Once precej-ved,

the bodily sensation is interpreted in a

catastrophic manner, and then a panic attack

results. In such attacks, people often fail to

distinguish between the triggering body sensation

and the subsequent panic attack, and so perceive

the attacks as having no cause and coming "out of

the blue". This is understandable given the

person's general- beliefs about the meaning of an

attack. For example, if a person believes that

there is something þrrong with his/her hearL' that

person is unl-ikely to view a heart palpitation

which triggers (and becomes part of) a panic
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att.ack as different from the attack itsel-f .

fnstead, he/she is likely to view both the heart

palpitation and the attack as aspects of the same

thing - a heart attack or near miss. This type

of explanation for the occurrence of spontaneous

panic attacks can a.l-so be applied to night time

attacks, in which the person wakes up in a panic.

Sj-eep studies have shown that we monit'or the

external world for personally significant sounds

whil-e asleep (e.g.' someone whispering our name

or the sound of a crying child), and we often

have our sleep disturbed or may be woken up by

such sounds. It seems reasonable to suppose that

we afso monitor our internal- environment for

signíficant events. ff this is the case, Lhen a

person who is concerned about his/her heart might

have a panic attack triggered by a palpitation

which was detected and misinterpreted during

sleep . lte/ she would then wake up in the middle

of an attack. In other cases' some people wake

up in a panic attack when they have been dreaming

of having an attack.

Which Sensations are Misinterpret'ed?

The diagram that we have draw with your

thoughts, images, bodily sensations, and things

that trigger panic in you suggests that the
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misinterpretation of bo

simíl-ar to symptoms of anxiety is always involved

in the vicious circle whi

attacks. However, ot.her sensations can also play

a role in panic, part'icularly as triggering

stimufi. I have already mentioned sensations

such as breathlessness and palpitations which

sometimes are produced by innocuous events or

positive emot.ions. In addition, occasionally

panic attacks are triggered by sensations which,

initially' are not part of an anxiety response '

For example, feelings of dizziness and

disorientation when suddenly getting up from a

sitting position are noL usually symptoms of

anxiet.y. However, if you are concerned about the

possibiJ-ity of fainting, or loosing control- t or

some kind of physical illness then dizziness and

disorientation could trigger a panic attack in

you. You might interpret these feelings as a

sign of losing control of your body and become

anxious. This would further reinforce your

belief that there is something seriousl-y wrong

with your physicaJ. health such as a brain tumor.

These kinds of thoughts activate a vicious circle

of misínt.erpretatíon which increases the symptoms

of faintness and disorientation and finally
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cul-minates in a Panic attack'

Sofarwehavefocusedonmisintrepretation

of sensations which arise from the perception of

internal- physicat processes (e'g' palpitations) '

These are the most conmon sensations involved in

the production of panic attacks ' However'

sensations which arise from the misperception of

normaf mental processes can also contribute to

the vicious circle whioch culminates in a panic

attack. For example, for some people the belíef

that they are about to go crazy is partJ-y based

on momenLs when their mind suddenly goes blank or

they experience difficulty in thinking' These

moments are intrepreted as evidence of impending

Ioss of control over t.hinking and consequent

insanity. It is also important to know that for

some people, the panic-triggering sensations and

their j-nterpretations of those sensations remain

fairly constant across time' But' for other

people, both the sensations and interpretations

change over time. For example, some people

appear to have a rather vague belief Lhat t'hey

are going to suffer from some serious illness '

This kind of belief leads them to misinterpret a

wide range of bodily sensations ' The particular

misinterpretations will vary depending on which
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bodily sensations are noLiced, what ill-nesses

they have information about, and what ill-nesses

they have been abl-e to discount.

To summarize what we have discussed ín terms

of the model, it is important for you to

understand that the symptoms you experíence

during a panic attack can be triggered by

internal- or external factors. Usually, the

factors that trigger panic are internal processes

such as thoughts, images, and normal bodily

sensations. Often people who have panic attacks

do not understand what triggers their attacks.

They only know that they are beginning to feel

apprehensive that something very frightening is

about to happen to Lhem. This sets off thoughts

of impending doom. They then focus on their

bodily sensaLions (dizziness, twinges of nausea,

difficuJ-ty in breathing and so on) . By focusing

your attention to your body in this wâyr every

little sensation is a signal to you that you are

going to have a panic attack. You see, you worry

so much about. having an attack that you

misinterpret normal physiological act.ivity as a

sign of an attack. In other words' your thoughts

and imaqes about previous panic attacks combine

with your present perception of the slightest
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bodil-y sensatíon which you, in turn, misinterpret

as signalling anot.her panic atLack. The way t.o

stop this process is to try and identify the

things that make you feel apprehensive in the

first p1ace. What are the triggers?

Over the next few sessíonsr wê will- be

reviewing your panic at.t.ack diaries and episodes

of near panic so that we can work together to

ident.ify the thoughts, images, and bodily

sensations that trigger apprehension which you

misinterpret and causes you to think that you

wil-l- have a panic attack. This treatment wil-I

focus mainly on your thinking patterns about

panic attacks.
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THE I4IDEL OF A COGI{ITrVE APPROACH T0 PANIC (CIARK, 1986)

lnterpretation of
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APPENDTX D

The Rationale for the Physiological Effect.s of

Hype rvent i l- at i on / OverbreaLhing .
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The Rational-e for the Physiol-ogrical Effects of

Hypervent i l- at i on /Overbreathing

During the cognit.ive therapy with brief exposure

phase, subjects in series one were gíven a rationale

explaíning the physiological effects of hyperventil-ation

after undergoing the "diagnostic test". The rational-e was

presented t.o subjects as described below.

Often when people begin to feel apprehensive

in various situations or while performing

different activities, it is because they are

overbreathing. Overbreathing can produce a

variety of physical sensations which are not

unpleasant. in themsel-ves, but can be frightening
particularly if they happen when t.here is no

obvious explanation for them. The most common

bodity sensations are pins and. needles, various

feelings in the head or face, dizziness, hot and

cold fÌushes, tight muscfes, feeling faint,

visuaÌ disturbance, palpitations and heart

racing, shakiness and other feelings in various

parts of the body. DifferenL people get various

combinations of t.hese symptoms at different

intensities. The same person can get different.
patterns of sympt.oms at different times depending

on factors such as how tired they are' how long

it is since they last ate, how frequently they
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exercise, and so on. Overbreathing or

hyperventilation involves taking in more air than

your body requires when you are breathing- When

someone overbreathes, they reduce the amount of

carbon dioxide (CO2) in their lungs. Because

there is a balance between CO2 in t'he blood and

COZ in the lungs, this causes CO2 to pass out of

the bl-ood. Overbreathing therefore resul-ts in a

substantial reduction in CO2 in the bl-ood- This

is important. for two reasons: (1) because

hrreathing is control-l-ed by CO2 level-s in the

bl-ood and (2) because COZ is part of the blood

buffer system

As COZ goes down, t.he decrease in CO2 is

sensed by an area of the brain, which begins to

reduce the urge to breathe. The process is very

sensibl-e because a decrease in CO2 is usually a

sign of too much breathing. If overbreathing

continues and CO2 decreases to lower levels, the

reduction in the urge to breathe increases to

compensate for the overbreathing. In some cases,

if overbreat.hing becomes too sLrong'' COZ

decreases to the extent t.hat' the urge to breathe

may stop for a period of between a few seconds

and two minutes. This happens because your

breathing syst.em is designed to return breathing
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to normal-. The "shul down" in breathing ís

totalÌy harml-ess. However, if someone is worried

about theír breathing, it is very fright.ening.

A pattern which appears to operate in some

people who overbreathe is thatr âS COZ decreases

and breathing begins to shut. down a little, they

notj-ce the shutdown, and interpret the sensations

catastrophically (e.g.r âs a sign that they are

about to stop breathing totally and die). This

type of worry makes them focus on their
breathing, and they try to overcome the perceived

difficulty in breathing by breathing more which,

in turn, tightens the chest muscl-es. If they

continue to fight the "shutdown" by increasing

their overbreathing, the result of the process

confirms their worsL fears (i.e., their breathing

does stop for a few seconds) . They often bel-ieve

that if they had not forced themselves to breathe

again, they would have died . If , on t.he other

hand, the person just. allows themsel-ves to

brreathe the way their body tells them to, their

breathing soon returns to normal. Difficulty

with overbreathing can lead to the person

constantly focus on their breathing. The

attention to breathing can have two effect.s: (1)

you wil] notice more irregularities in your
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breathing (simpl-y because you are now more al^Iare

of it), and (2) your awareness to breathing

ítself will produce more irregularities,
particularly increased breathing. To summarize

how overbreathing affects yoü, it is important

for you to understand that the feelings you

experience during overbreathing are not harmful-

to you. Your body makes adjustments when you

overbreathe such as when you are participating in

physical- exercise. It is a normal- bodily

process. But, if you attend to your breathing as

-e sign of an impending panic attack rather than a

normal body process¡ you wil-l- notice

irreguLarities ín your breat.hing which may then

trigger a panic attack. Over the next few

sessions, you will- be working on the act.ivities

and situations in your daily life that make your

breathing rate increase and l-ead you to thÍnk

t.hat. you are goíng to have a panic attack. This

part. of treatment will focus on helping you to

fearn that an increase in breathing while doing

many different activit.ies is not harmful. It. is

a normal- body process which has gone on all your

life. You simply attend to it more now and worry

about it as a sign of a panic attack.
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APPENDTX E

The Rat.ional-e f or Graduated Exposure to rnleroceptive cues.
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The Rational-e for Graduated Exposure to

Interoceptive Cues

At the beginníng of t.he multiple-exposure session

phase, subjects were given a rationale which emphasized

that panic att.acks coutd be treat.ed directty by graduat.ed.

exposure to the uncomfortabl-e bodily sensations experienced

during panic attacks. The rationale was presented to

subjects as described below.

There are a wide range of factors that may

trigger panic att.acks in your everyday

environment. The factors that trigger panic

attacks are usually internal- bodily sensations

such as breat.hlessness or heart palpitations. To

avoid experiencing internal- sensations that seem

to be related to panic attacks, many people avoid

doing things that they previously enjoyed such as

jogging, or dancing, or even taking a wal-k.

Recently, it has been found helpful to teach

people to cope with the unpleasant feelings that
they experience during panic attacks. In order

to overcome the fear of bodily sensations related

to panic attacks, wê have developed a t.reatment

procedure which involves graduated exposure to

your bodily sensations through the use of

overbreathing. Overbreathing practice involves

gradually increasing the rate and depth of your
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breathing over a number of sessions in order Lo

experience bodily sensations simil-ar to those

that you feet duríng panic anxiety. The

technique is designed to help you adapt to bodily

sensations in a sfow and controlled way so that

they will not be as frightening when they happen

in your everyday life. The goal of overbreathing

practice ís to help you fearn to cope with the

unpJ-easant bodily sensations that you associate

with anxiety so that you will no ì-onger be

frightened by these feelings.
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APPENDIX F

The Rationale for the Physiological Effects of

Hype rvent i l- at ion / Overbreathing .
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The Rationale for the Phsiol_ogical_ Effects of
Hypervent i I at ion/Overbreathing

During the multiple-exposure session phase, subjects

were given t.he rationa]e described below. For subjects who

had previousl-y completed the cogniÈive therapy with t.he

hyperventilation demonstration (brief exposure) phase, this
was a review to ensure that they understood the

physiological effects of overbreathing.

Often when people begin to feel apprehensive

in various situat.ions or while performing

different activit.ies, it. is because they are

overbreathing. Overbreathing can produce a

variet.y of physical- sensations which are not

unpleasant in themselves, but. can be frightening
part.icuJ-arly if they happen when there is no

obvious explanation for them. The most common

bodity sensations are pins and needÌes, various

feel-ings in the head or face, dízziness, hot and

cold fl-ushes, tight muscles, feeling faint,
visual disturbance, palpitations and heart

racing, shakiness and other feelings in various

parts of the body. Different people get various

combinations of these symptoms at different
intensities. The same person can get different
patterns of symptoms at different times depending

on factors such as how t.ired they are, how long
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it is since they last ate, how frequent,ly t.hey

exercise and so on.

Overbreathing or hyperventilation involves

taking in more air than your body requires when

you are breathing. lrlhen someone overbreathes,

they reduce the amount of carbon díoxíde (CO2) in
t.heir J-ungs. Because t.here is a balance between

COZ in the blood and CO2 in the lungs, this
causes COZ to pass out of the blood.

Overbreathing therefore results in a substantia1

reduct.ion in COZ in t.he bl-ood. This is important.

for two reasons: (1) because your breathing is
controlled by COZ l-evels in the blood, and (2)

because COZ is part of the bl-ood buffer system.

As COZ goes down, the decrease in COZ is
sensed by an area of the brain, which begins to
reduce the urge to breathe. The process is very

sensible because a decrease in CO2 is usually a

sign of too much breathing. If overbreathing

continues and CO2 decreases to lower leveIs, the

reduction in the urge to breathe j-ncreases to

compensate for the overbreathing. In some cases,

if overbreathing becomes t.oo strong, COZ

decreases to the extent that the urge to breathe

may stop for a period of between a few seconds

and two minutes. This happens because your
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breathing system is designed to return breathing

to normal. The "shut down" in breathing is

totally harmless. However, if someone is worried

about their breathing, it is very frightening.
A pattern which appears to operate in some

people who overbreathe is thaL, âs COZ decreases

and breathing begins to shut down a little, they

notice the shutdown, and interpret the sensations

catastrophical-Iy (e.g.r âs a sign that they are

about to stop breathing totally and die). This

type of worry makes them focus on their

breathing, and they try to overcome t.he perceived

difficulLy in breathing by breathing more which,

in turn, tightens the chest muscl-es. If they

continue to fight the "shutdown" by increasing

t.heir overbreathing, the result of t.he process

confirms their worsL fears (i.e., their breathing

does stop for a few seconds). They oft.en believe

that Íf they had not forced themselves to breathe

again, they would have died Tf, on the other

hand, the person just al-lows themselves to

breathe the way their body tells them to, their

breathing soon returns Lo normal. Difficulty

wit.h overbreathing can lead to the person

constantly attending to their breathing. The

attention t.o breathing can have two effects: (1)
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you wiIl notice more irregul-arities in your

breathing (simply because you are now more aware

of it), and (2) your a\Árareness to breathing

itself will produce more írregularities,
part.i-cularly increased breathing.

To summarize what we wil-I be doing in this
part of treaLment, the overbreathing exercises

are way for you to fearn that the sensations you

experience during overbreathing are not harmful-

to you. Overbreathing will- not cause you to have

a heart attack, or go crazy, or lose control of
your emotíons. The overbreathing exercises are

simpl-y a way of showing you that you can recreate

bodily sensat.ions similar to those you experience

during your panic att.acks. By practicing

overbreathing and facing feared bodily

sensations, you will be able to overcome anxiety

rel-ated to the bodily sensations which are

invol-ved in panic attacks. Over the next few

sessionsr wê will be doing overbreathing

exercises and you will be rating how you feel

about your bodily sensations and fears of those

feelings. Some of these exercises wiII be done

at home so you can get use to the feelings in
your everyday life.
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APPENDTX G

1. The Reliabitit.y and Validity of Dependent Measures.

2. The Daily Diary (Vüa1ker, Rowan, e Eldridge, 1985) .

3. The Panic Attack Diary (Wal-ker et ê1., 1995) .

4. The Pre- and Post.-session Anxiety Scale.

5. The Simil-arities Questionnaire (C1ark et âI., l_985) .

6. The Fear of Bodily Sensations Scale.

7. The Sympt.om Checkl-ist-90 (Derogatis, Lipman, & Covi,

1973).

B. The Social- Desírability Scal_e (Crowne & Marlowe,

1960) .

9. the Anxiety Sensitívity Index (Reiss, peterson, &

Gursky, 1986) .

10. The Speilberger State Anxiet.y Invent.ory (Speitbergier,

Gorsuch, & Lushene, l-970) .
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emproyed ín the st.udy: daily, weekry, within-sessionr pr€-
and post-phase evaluati-on, and pre- and post-t.reat.ment

global measures. The reliabilty and validity (if
availabl-e) of the instruments are described be1ow.

The Dail_y Diary and the panic Attack Diary were

developed for use with patients being treated in The

Anxiety Disorders crinic at st. Boniface Hospitar (warker

et â1., 1985). Although data has been cor-lected on

approximat.ely 100 subjects involved in various research
projects, the rel-iabirity and validit.y on these measures

are not yet available.
The pre- and post-session Anxiety scale and the Fear

of Bodiry sensations scale were deve]_oped for the present
study. No rel-iabil-it.y or validi-ty are avail_abl_e for these
scal-es.

The symptom checkrist-90 (Derogatis et â1., 1973) is a

90-itern self-report. inventory which refl-ects nj_ne prJ_mary

symptom dimensions typical-ly reported by psychiatric
outpatients. The normative scores were developed from a

sample of 48 obese normal- femares. The scores for each of
t.he nine dimensions are: somatization = .i2, obsessive-
compulsive = .96, interpersonal sensit.ivity = .96,
depression = I.I2, ânxiety : .83, hostility : .68, phobic

ânxiety : .48, paranoid id.eation = .73, and psychoticism =

the Dependent Measures

Five different classes of dependent variabl-es were
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.43. The test-retest reliability from 96 outpatients

tested one week apart produced coefficents ranging from .78

for hostility to .90 for phobic anxiety (Derogatis, t977

cit.ed in Ter¡nen, Affleck, & Herzberger, 1-985) . Derogatis

and C1eary (I977 ) tested the construct validity of the

inventory on 1,002 psychiatric outpatients and found it to
be a val-íd indicator of the symptom dimensions with the

exception of psychoticism. Some overÌap was noted between

paranoid ideation and both interpersonal- sens.l-tivity and

phobic anxiety. However, the investigators suggest t.he

magnitude of overlap was not sufficient to compromise the

independence of the constructs. Conversely, Mitchell
(1985) contends that Derogatis and Clearyts findings make

the independence of t.he symptom dimensions questionabl-e.

The Social Desirability Scale (Crowne & Marfowe, L960)

measures behavíors which are culturally approved of and

sanctioned, but are highly unlikety to occur. The authors

report. that a score of 16 or I7 reflects average

adjustment.. The t.est-retest reliabilit.y was eval-uated on

39 undergraduate students who were tested one month apart:
The correlation obtained was .89.

There is considerable support for the validity of the

Social Desirability Scale if it. is used as a trait measure

of need for social- approval (Crowne, 1,979; MilLham c

Jacobson, 1-91B; Strickland, L977) . M. Kral- (personal

communication, June 30, 1989) reports that the scale
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measures two dimensions of need for approval-,. how you

actuaÌly view yourself, and how you think that others view

you. High scores are suggestive of a strong need for
social approval; whereas, l-ow scores indicate l-ess need for
social approval. Kral- interpret.ed the extremel-y low score

displayed by CP in t.he present study as an individual who

has a strong need for assistance for his presenting

problems with anxiety.

The Anxiety Sensitivity Index (Reiss et â1., 1_986) was

deveJ-oped to determine individual- expectations of negative

ouLcomes resulting from anxiety such as illness or

embarrassment. The psychomet.ric properties of the scale

were tested on two groups of colJ-ege students and found to
have a test-retest rel-iabil-ities of .15 (Reiss et âf . ,

198 6) and . 88 (Peterson & Heilbroner, 1-987) . The scale, s

construct validity was tested on 23 Agoraphobics receiving

cognitive-behavioral treatment (McNall-y & Lorenz I I9B7) .

At post-treatment., the scores of the treated patients were

equivalent to heal-thy normal- sub jects. Therefore, the

investigat.ors suggest t.hat the scale is sensitive to
cognitive-behavioral- t.reatment effects and recommend that
it be employed in t.reatment studies with subjects who

experience panic attacks.

The Speilberger State Inventory (Speil-berger et

1,910) is a self-report instrument that assesses fear

worry at the time of measurement. The test-retest.

âf.,

or
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rel-iabíIity was assessed at intervals ranging from one hour

to 104 days on working adults, military recruits, and

college and high school students. The reliability

coefficients ranged from .16 to .62. Corcoran and Fischer

(198?) comment that the lower level of stability was

expected since t.he scale is sensj-tive to situational

factors present. at the time of testing. The validity of

the scafe was found to rang'e from .86 to .95 (Chapl-in,

t_984) .

Copies of t.he five different classes of dependent

varj-abl-es (i. e. , daily, weekJ-y, within-session, Prê and

post-phase evaluation, and pre- and post-treatment global

measures) employed in the study are incl-uded in the

remainder of t.his Appendix. The questionnaires and self-

rat.ing scales are: the Daily Diary (Walker et â1., 1985) '
the Panic At.tack Diary (Walker et aL., 1985)' the Pre- and

Post-session Anxiety Scale, the Similarities Questíonnaire

(Cl-ark et. âf ., 1985), the Fear of BodiJ-y Sensations Scale,

the Symptom CheckÌist-90 (Derogatis et â1., 3"973) , the

Social DesirabiJ-ity Sca1e (Crowne & Marlowe, 1-960)' the

Anxiety Sensitivity Index (Reiss et â1., 1-986), and the

Speilberger State Anxiety Inventory (Speilberger et êf.,

1970) .
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TI{E PRE- AND POST-SESSION AMIETY SCAIE

Pattent's Intttals Date

Theraplst,'3 Inltlals sEssroN l_______

=================================================================

Patient, coropletes rat, l.ng at the begtnntng and end of each session.

Pre Session:

How anxlous do you feel?

012345678
not at all sltghtly ruoderately very extremely
anxlous anxfous anxlous anxious anxlous

=================================================================

@.:
Hort anxfous do you feel?

012345678
not at all sllghtly 'noderatety very extreroely
anxlous anxlous anrfous anxlous anxious
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TltE siMItARrrrES qJESTIONNATRE (CIARI( ET AL., 1985)

PattenE's Inlttals-- - Datc

Theraplst's Inltl¡ls SESSION f

Choose a nu¡nber fron the scale belos to shos how slnllar the effects
of overbreathing are to your panlc åttack6. Clrcle the nuober you
choose.

0r2345678
not at a lttt1e qulte very exacÈly the

all stmtlar slnllar sl¡nllar sl¡ollar sane

============== === == ============= = === == ============ ==

If the effects of overbreathlng are not exactly the sa¡qe as your panic
attacks, please clrcle t,he number of the sentence bolos nhlch best
descrlbes irou they dtfferod froro your attacks. If sentênces 2 and 3

are correct¡ clrcle both.

I. I goc the ry sensaÈions as I usually do during roy panic attacks
but they vere less lntense.

2. I got sone sensatlons during and/or just aftcr overbrcalhlng
vhich I usually do æ.!. get durfng roy panfc attacks.

The dt ffcrlng scnsatlons were (please llst the nulobers of thc
slaptoros f roa t,hc panlc atEack dtary)

3. I usuallv qet 6oÉe aenaatlons during ny panlc attacks trhlch I
dl.d not get durlng or Just af ter overbreathlng.

The dlffcrtng scnsatlons verc (plcasc ltst Èhc nu¡qbcr¡ of thc
syuptons fron thc panlc attack diary)



THE FEAR'OF BODI.LY SENSATIONS SCALE

Cognitive and Exposure TreaÛnents
22L

PaEient,'s Initlals Date_---

clrcle a number on the scale above to indicate how much you felt an

-increase fn fear or distress durinq or iuse after overbreathing'

=====================================_-==========================--====

012345678
noE at aII sllghtly moderaeely very extreroely
anxlous anxious anxious anxious anxious

Circle a number on the scale above to indicaEe how anxlous you feel

at thls moment
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TllE SYIvÍPTCN'Í CHECI{.IST-90 (DEROGATIS ET AL. , 1973)

lnstructions: Eelon ¡re r llst of probtens rnd caaplalnts urat people sonetlnes have.
Please read each one crrefully. After you have done so, please circle
one of the nuóers to th€ rlght tJrat best descrlbes H0t{ IíJCH IH T |ROELEH
HAs80THERE0oRDIsTREssEDYõU0URll{GIHEPÀsTltrE(ffi

change your nfnd, crase your flrst drolce coopletely. Please re¿d the
exaople belr before beglnnlng.

Exampl e:

HOl{ I'ÍUCH I{ERE YOU SOTHEREO 8Y:

l. Backaches

Not at A Llttle
Al I 8ir

01

Hoderately Quite a Extremely
8it

0

0

1.

?.

3.

He a daches

Nervousness or shakiness inside

Unwanted thoughts, vords, or
ideas that ¡ron't ìeave your mÍnd

Faintness or dlzzlness

Loss of sexual lnterest or
pl easu re

Feeling crftlcal of others

The idea thôt sorfleone clse can
control your thoughts

Feeìing others åre to blarc for
most of your troubles

Troubìe renemberlng thlngs

t{orrled about s'loppfness or
carelessness

ll. Feelín9 easfly annoyed or
i rri tated

l|2. P¿ins ln heart or chest

13. Feellng afraid in open spaces
or on the streets

0

0

I

14.

5.

8.

6.

7-

9.

10.

0

0

0

0
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[ot rt
Ail

?-
A Llttle l{oêratelY
Blr

Quf te a Extrernely
8lt

14.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Feelfng lo¿ ln enc"gy or sloved
dom

Thoughts of endlng Your llfe

Hearlng vo{ces t¡åt other PeoPìe
do not hear

Trenôl I ng

Feellng that ñost PeoPle cannot
be trusted

Poor appetlte

Cryíng eas{lY

Feeling shy or uneasy uith the
opposite sex

Feeling of befng traPPed or
caught

23. Suddenly scared for no reason

24. Ternper outbursts that yor colìd
not control

25. Feellng afrafd to go out of
your house alone

26. Blanlng your¡elf for thlngs

27. P¿ins in lover back

28. Feellng blocl ed ln getting
thlngs done

29. Fcellng lonelY

30. Feeling blue

31. t{orryfng too auch rbout thlngs

32. Feeìlng no lnt¡rcst ln thlngs

33. Feeling fearful

15.

16.

17.

18.

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3,

3

2

2

?

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

I

I

t

I

1

I

I

I

I

1

0

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

I

I

L

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

4
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-3
Hot ¡t Â Llttle HoderatelY
Ail 8lt

olz

Quite a ExtrenelY
Bit

3434. Your feellngs be{ng easlly hurt

35. 0ther geople belng arare of
your prlvate thoughts

36. Feeling ot¡ers do not understand
you or àre unsYnpat¡etlc

37. Feellng that PeoPle ¡ne un-
f¡iendly or disllke You

38. Having tô do thlngs verY slorlY
to insure correctness

39. Heart Pounding or racing

40. Nausea or upset stomach

41. Feeìing inferior to others

42. Soreness of Your auscìes

43. Feellng that You ar€ natched
or taìked about bY others

¡t4. Trouble falllng rsleeP

45. Havfng to check and double-
check vtrat you do

46. 0ifficultY aaklng decislons

47. Feeìing afraid to travel on
buses. subïaYs, or trains

48. Trouble getting Your breath

49. Hot or cold sPells

50. Having to ¡vold certain thlngs.
places, or åctivities because
they frlghten you

51. Your alnd goiq blank

52. llumbness or tinglirg in Parts
of your body

53. A lung ln your throåt

0

0

0

0

0

I

1

I

t

I

2

2

?

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

{

4

4

0

0

0

0

I

I

?

2

3

3

4

4

I

1

2

?

3

3

4

4

0

0

0

t

I

I

2

?

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

0

0

I

I

2

?

3

3

4

4

0

0

1

I

2

2

3

3

4

4
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54. Feeìlng hoPeless about the

future

55. frouble concentrrtlng

56. Feellng Heak ln Parts of Your
bodY

57. Feellng tense or keYed uP

58. HeavY feellngs in Your arms or
legs

59. Thoughts of deatlr or dYing

60. 0vereatlng

61. Feellng uneasY vhen PeoPle are
vatchiñg or taìklng about You

62. Having thoughts that are not
your (x{n

63. Havlng urges to beat, {nJure
or hârE soñeone

64. Amkenlng ln the early arornlng

65. Hrv{ng to repeat the sàne

¡ctloãs such as touching'
corntfng. rashlng

66. SleeP that ls restless or dis-
trrbed

67. Having urges to break or sm¿sh

thi ngs

68. Havlng ldeas or bellefs that
others & not shart

69. Feellrg verY self<onsclous
v{th others

70. Feellng unersY ln crords, such
as shoþPlng or åt r mvle

71. Fcclirg everything ls an effort

flot ôt
Âll

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0,

0

0

0

4-
A Llttlc
8lt

I
I

1

t

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

HoderatelY

2

2

2

2

z

2

2

2

2

2

2

Qul t¡ a

8lt

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

€xtrenely

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

2

2

2

2

?

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
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72.

73.

-5
Hot ¿t A Llttle
Ail Bit

Spells of terror or panlc 0 I

Feeling uncoofortable about
eatlng or drlnklng ln publlc 0 I

Getting lnto frequent ¡rguroents 0 t

Feellng nervous when yor are
left alone 0 t

76. Others not glvlng you proper
credit for your achievenrents 0 I

77. Feeling lonely even vhen you
are xith peopìe 0 I

i8. Feeling so restless yor couìdn't
sit stiìl

79. Feelings of vorthlessness

80. Feeling that fanlllar things
are strange or unreal

81. Shoutlng or tirorlng tlrlngs

82. Feellng afrald you rlll falnt
in publ lc 0 t

83. Feeìlng that peopìe rlll take ad-
vantage of you lf you let them 0 I

84. Havlng thoughts âbout sex thôt
bother you a lot 0 I

85. The idea that yor.r should be
punlshed for your slns 0 I

86. Feeling pushed to get thlngs done 0 I

87. The idea that sooethlng serlous
is wrong xfth your body 0 I

88. Hever feellng close to ðnother
Person

89. Feelfngs of gullt

90. The ldea that sooethlng ls vrong
vith your nlnd

I

I

Hoderately Qulte a ExtreoelY
Bir

234

2

?

4

4

3

314.

75.

0

0

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

?

2

?

2

t

I

0

0

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

2

0

0

?

?
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TFIE SOCïAL DESïRABILTTY SCAIE (CROI¡JNE €r MARLOWE, 1960) 
227

TorF

sta[eqents concernfuìg personal attitudes ar¡il trafts.
Read each ite¡n a¡d declde Ùhether the ståtænt ls tn¡e (T) or false (F) as 1t
pertains to I'q¡ personally. ftts best to go wlth yorr flrst judErÊnt ard .rnt s¡erd
too long mfifns orer ani one guestion. -Place J mrk |n the s¡nce next to eæh
qrestfon. Take ttrls test before readirg further.

I. Before vo,tfuts I tlnrargtùy lnvestlgate the qrratiftcatlons of all
tÌ¡e candidatés.

2. f ner¡er hesftate to go out of uy nay to help sfiìeone ln trouble.
3. It ls so¡retlnes tnrd for EE to go on with lry rnrk if I a¡n not

e¡pouraged.
4. I bave r¡ever lnter¡sely disliked anlone.
5. On occaslor¡s I t¡a'¿e hd dor¡bts aborrt nEr ability to succeed in life.
6. I ÊtrÊti¡æs feel resentful when I donrt get Dry rrãy.
7. I an always careful about nty maluer of dress.
8. l{y tabl.e Eeruìers at þne are as good as ut¡en I eat ot¡t in a

restaura¡¡t.
9. If I could get fnto a npvie wittrcn¡t payÍ¡rg and be sure f tras rìot

seen I wotrld probably do 1t.
1ø. On a few occasions, Í trave given up sonething because I tlrought

too litt1e of l¡t ability.
It. I like to gossip at tfu¡es.
12. There har¿e-beer¡-ti¡ræs when I felt. llke rebelling agai¡st people in

authoriQr even ttnryh I kr¡a' thq rere right.
13. l¡o sratter who ltm talXi¡rg to Ir¡¡ alriays a good lister¡er.
14. I c¿¡r rsærrber 'playing sick' to get ort of smething.
15. fbere har¡e bee¡r æcaslons wt¡en I har¡e taken adrnntage of saæone-
16. Irm always wilting to aônft it r*ren I ¡nake a mistake.
17. I alweq/s try to practice $hat I preach.
18. I don''t finã ft þrtiartarty aitiicuft to get along with louàrot¡thed,

obmxior¡s pecple.
19. I scrretiæs try to get e,r¡en ratÌ¡er ttran forgive ard forget.
2ø. I.ltrer¡ f &nrt kr¡qr eætt¡irg I don't mi¡rd at aIì aånitting it.
21. I an always courteo{¡s, erren to people who are disagreeab}e.
22. At ti¡res I henre really tnslsted on havirg thi¡tgs lly own uay.
23. It¡ere t¡ave beer¡ occasions rùren I felt like srastring Èhings.
2{. I rpt¡ld ner¡er thf¡ù of letting sorneorìe else be [x¡nfshed fot rry r¡rorE-

dolngs.
25. f never resent being asked to return a far¿or.
26. f t¡ar¡e r¡er¡er been trked wt¡en ¡reopte ex¡lressed ideas very different

from rny oør.
27. I r¡er¡er ¡nake a long trip wÍtt¡or¡t checking tåe safeþr of rry car.
28. Tt¡ere ha'¿e bee¡¡ ti¡¡es when I uas quite jealots of the good forbme

of otÌ¡ers.
29. I har¡e al¡rost never felt the urge to tell. scnreone off .
3ø. I an sor¡etims lrrit¿ted þ people rt¡o ask favors of ne.
31. I have never. felt that I ms punished witl¡ot¡t cause.
32. I sqreti¡æs tL:¡k rùen psoplg have a misfortune tàry only gg: rrtlat

thq deserved.
33. I have r¡er¡er deliberately said ssrething that hurt soseone's feeìinçs.

r._
2

3._
1._
5.-
6._
7._
8._
9._

1ø._
11._
t2._
13._
t4._
15._
16._
17._
18._
19._
2ø._
2L._
22._
23._
24._
25._
26._
27._
28._
29.
3ø.-
31._
32.-
33._
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Your IniEials

Please circle

IE ls lmport,ant go me not to
aPpear nervous

glhen I cannot keep roY mind on
a task, I worrY that I uright be
golng ctazy

It scares me when I feel 'shakeY'
(tr enbl ing)

It scares me when I feel faint

It is turportsant to me t'o stsaY in
control of ny emot,Íons

Ic scares ¡ne when nY heart beacs
rapidly

It, embarrasses ne when my
sLonach growls

It scares me when I am nauseous

t{hen I notice that nY heart is
beatlng rapldly, I worrY thac I
rntght. have a heart atcack

It scares me when I beco¡ue
short of breath

l.lhen ny st,onach is upset' I worrY
that I night be seriously 1I1

It scares ae shen I am unable
to keep ny ntnd on a cåsk

Other people notfce when I
feel shakcy

Unusual body sensatlons scare me

t{hen I 8D oêrvousr I worry thaE
I ntght be uentally III

It scares ne when I am nervous

Date

t.he number below vhich best describes you'

very a
Iitcle IlttIe some

ve ry
much much

4

4

3

3

2

2

I

I

0

0

4

4

3

3

2

2

I

I

0

0

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

I
I

I
I

0

0

0

0
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T}IE SPEILBERGER STATE AMIETY II.IVENTORY (SPEILBERGER ET AL., 1970)

Initials Þte
DIREIOIÈS: À ru:¡rber of state¡rents nt¡ich people have used to describe thsnselr¡es
are given belør. Read each statsnent-ar¡tl then blacken in tÌ¡e a¡propriate circle to
t}te rfght of the gtatãÊnt to ir¡dlcate tro'r lrou feel right ¡¡ow, thab is, aÈ ttris
ns¡rer¡t. .ft¡ere are rn rlght oE rrrorg a¡ìsrærs. b r¡ot qenil too m¡ct¡ ti¡re on anlr one
stat€rÊr¡t but give tl¡e ansrær vtrict¡ seeas to describe yo{¡r present feelings best.

t¡ot Somewt¡at l{oderately Very
Àt So ltuch
ÀIt

1. I feel cal¡n . t
2. I feel secure I
3. I a¡r tense . I
4. I feel strai¡ed I
5. I feel at ease I
6. I feel upset . I
7. I a¡n presently riorryirg ører possible

nisfortunes ..... .....1
8. I feel satisfied I
9. I feel frightened I

10. I feel ccatfortable I
11. I feel self<onfident .... I
12. I feel nervous I
13. I am jittery ....... I
14. I feel ir¡decisive I
15. I am relaxed I
16. I feel content I
17. Ianr¡orriecl .....r. 1

18. I feet confused I
19. I feel stea{ I
20. I feel pleasant I

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

So
4

I

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
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APPENDIX H

The Characteristics of Panic Attacks
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The Characteristics of Panic Attacks

Despite the l-ow frequency of panic attacks recorded

duringtheStudy,t'hecharacteristicsofthepanicatLacks
were examined. The results were averaged across the 10

panic attacks to yield the following: (1) the mean

distress level of the panic attacks on a 9-point scale (0 =

not at aff to B : extremely) was 5.5 (range 2 8), Q) the

mean duration of the panic attacks was 29.6 (range 1- - 60)

min, (3) the average number of expected vs. unexpect'ed

panics were 76% and' 24%, respectively, (4) the mean number

of panic attacks that occurred at home vs. av¡ay from home

were 682 and 32%' respectively, (5) the mean number of

panic attacks that occurred while subjects were accompanied

vs. unaccompanied were 752 and 25%' respectively, (6) after

havingapanicattack,subjectschangedtheirplansT42of

the time and continued on with their planned activities on

26eo of the occasions, and (?) the mean number of panic

att.ack symptoms that were checked from the list of l-6

symptoms(seeAppendixGforthesympt'omslistedonthe
Panic Attack Diary) râIere 6 ' 3 (range 2 13) 

'

The percentage of panic symptoms checked on the

panic Attack Diary over the total sample (n = 70) panic

attacks were as fol-lows: palpitations or accelerated

heartrate 85%, desire to flee or escape the situation 6Lz,

nausea or abdominal distress 58%, shortness of breath or

smothering sensations 54Zt trembling or shaking 52%'
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dLzziness, lightheadedness or unsteady feelings ALZl

feeling that you or your surroundings are strangre or unreal

322, and going crazy or doing something uncontrolled 322.

Subjects also listed the order of the first three

symptoms t.hat they not.iced when their attacks began. The

first symptom noticed was palpitations or accel-erated heart

rate (51-%) followed by shortness of breath or smothering

sensations (2IZ), and finaIly, nausea and abdominal-

distress (1,12) .


